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LEEDS & BRADFORD 

 CYCLE SUPER HIGHWAY SCHEME 
 

STAGE 3 ROAD SAFETY AUDIT. 
 

1.0  Introduction 

 

1.1 This report results from a Stage 3 Road Safety Audit carried out on the Cycle Superhighway 

scheme at the request of the design team, by City Connect and Mouchel Infrastructure Services 

and was carried out in September 2016.  Full considerations have been given to the current 

5 year personal injury accident history.  The audit considers and recommends amendments 

based only on the road safety aspects of the scheme.   

 

 The overall scheme provides a major segregated cycle track facility between Seacroft, Leeds 

and Bradford city centre, with associated works over the full length as identified on the 

contract drawings appended to this report. 
 

  The audit team was comprised of: 
 

  Nick Borras    Principal Traffic Engineer  

  Martin Callaghan   Road Safety and Accident Studies  

  Vicki Franks    Transport Planner    
  

  Observers:   
 

  Sean Hewitt    Group Engineer – Engineering Projects   

  Nicholas Hunt    Traffic Engineering Manager (night time only) 
 

 The daytime inspection was undertaken on the 5th September with the above named officers in 

attendance.  This was followed by an inspection carried out during the hours of darkness on the 

29th September.  At the time of the day time inspection the weather was bright sunshine and the 

ground conditions were dry.  At the time of the night time inspection the weather was cold and 

damp and the ground conditions were wet. 

 

 The terms of reference of the Safety Audit are as described in Chapter 2 of HD 19/15, with the 

audit team taking into account the Department for Transport - Local Transport Note 2/08 - 

Cycle Infrastructure, 2/09 – Pedestrian Guardrailing and 1/12 – Shared Use Routes for 

Pedestrians and Cyclists and the Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces. 

 

 It is important to note that the funding to deliver this project was granted to Leeds City Council 

and other local authorities so that each were given the opportunity to try new infrastructure 

design options to address local and national issued associated with current design limitation 

for better cycle provision. These new design options may depart from current design standards 

but the aim is that ultimate the new approaches may help form new national design standards 

after a period of review and appraisal. 

 

1.2 Whilst no as-built drawings were provided with the request for the Stage 3 Road Safety 

Audit, the Audit was based on Drawings No:- 
 

 Section A 

 

• EP-716969-1200-A-101D 

• EP-716969-1200-A-102D 

• EP-716969-1200-A-103F 

• EP-716969-1200-A-104D 
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• EP-716969-1200-A-105D 

• EP-716969-1200-A-106E 

• EP-716969-1200-A-107D 

• EP-716969-1200-A-108D 

• EP-716969-1200-A-109D 

• EP-716969-1200-A-110F and 

• EP-716969-1200-A-111E 

 

 Section B 

 

• EP/716969/1200/B/101D; and 

• EP/716969/1200/B/102D 

 

 Section C1 

 

• EP-716969-1200-C1-101D 

• EP-716969-1200-C1-102D and 

• EP-716969-1200-C1-103C 

 

 Section C2 

 

• EP-716969-1200-C2-101C 

• EP-716969-1200-C2-102C 

• EP-716969-1200-C2-103C 

• EP-716969-1200-C2-104C; and 

• EP-716969-1200-C2-105C 

 

 Section D 

 

• EP-716969-1200-D-101B; and 

• EP-716969-1200-D-102B 

 

 Section E 

 

• EP-716969-1200-E-101C 

• EP-716969-1200-E-102C 

• EP-716969-1200-E-103C 

• EP-716969-1200-E-104C 

• EP-716969-1200-E-105E 

• EP-716969-1200-E-106C 

• EP-716969-1200-E-107C; and 

• EP-716969-1200-E-108C 

 

 Section G 

 

• EP-716969-1200-G-101A 

• EP-716969-1200-G-102A 

• EP-716969-1200-G-103A 

• EP-716969-1200-G-104A 

• EP-716969-1200-G-105C 
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• EP-716969-1200-G-106C 

• EP-716969-1200-G-107A 

• EP-716969-1200-G-108B 

• EP-716969-1200-G-109B 

• EP-716969-1200-G-110A and 

• EP-716969-1200-G-111A 

 

General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section A 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There appears to be design changes which have been implemented which 

differ from the contract drawings and the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit.  

 

Location: Shipley Airedale Road/Leeds Road/Harris Street, Bradford.  

 

Problem: From the audit site visit it was identified that the section of cycle route 

between the Broadway Shopping Centre, along Leeds Road, Shipley Airedale 

Road and Harris Street is not fully complete, lacks connectivity and still has a 

substantial amount of work to be undertaken.   

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for this section of the scheme should be 

completed in accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response:  At the time of the audit elements of work were incomplete. 

These have since been completed in accordance with the 

contract drawings.  

 

Location: Church Bank/Well Street, Bradford 

 

Problem: As part of the Broadway Shopping Centre cycle parking has been provided on 

Well Street in the vicinity of Currer Street.  There is no connectivity between 

the points where the Cycle Superhighway scheme terminates on Church Bank 

and Well Street and this cycle provision. 

 

Recommendation: Extend the existing cycle route down Church Bank to the Broadway 

Shopping centre and provide adequate and clear cycle direction signing 

from Church Bank and Well Street to the cycle parking provision. 

 

Designer Response:  Under investigation by CBMDC. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At the time of the site audit it was clear that some works were still outstanding, 

leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be 

completed in accordance with the contract drawings. 
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Designer Response:  At the time of the audit elements of work were incomplete. 

These have since been completed in accordance with the 

contract drawings.  

 

Location: Western CCAG 

 

Problem: There is a distinct difference in design between the cycle route along Section 

A in Bradford and the other sections within Leeds, with varying styles of cycle 

route, varying bus stop treatments, varying pedestrian crossing treatments 

and varying shared use areas.  Whilst it is accepted that many of the design are 

part of design trials, this lack of continuity could cause confusion for 

pedestrians, cyclists and even motorists and could lead to conflict in some 

locations. 

 

Recommendation: It should be ensured that there is a clear, continuous cycle design 

provision used along the full scheme, with appropriate layouts at all bus 

stops, pedestrian crossings and junctions, to eradicate any confusion 

cyclists, pedestrians or motorists may have, as to who has priority.  

 

Designer Response: The same design principles were used for both the Bradford and  

Leeds sections of the route. A large portion of the Bradford route is 

two-way, which has led to distinct differences to the Leeds section, 

but treatments at bus stops and crossing points are consistent 

throughout the scheme. 
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Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section A 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 New design options which departures from current Standards 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At the point where the two-way cycle route reaches all the bus stops along the 

cycle route, the width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the 

cycle route, reduces to a width which is narrower that recommended in Section 

8.5 of the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08.  

 

The narrow widths may provide confusion to opposing cyclists as it is unclear, 

which direction has priority when passing the bus stops and could lead to 

conflict and collision between opposing cyclists and/or a cyclist and pedestrian 

waiting/alighting at the respective bus stop.  These problems are certainly 

evident on the steep downhill section of Barkerend Road at the bus stop 

opposite the Karmand Community Centre, where there is already evidence of 

heavy braking and cyclists overrunning the footway areas. 

 

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appear to be slippery in wet and damp conditions and this should be reviewed 

to ensure correct skid resistant values have been met.     

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a 

hazard should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle 

route width provided, or a shared use provision introduced. 

 

Designer Response:  In developing the standard details for the scheme the design team 

looked to push the boundaries of existing legislation in an effort to 

maintain a segregated cycle facility wherever possible. This has led to 

some instances where the cycle track at bus stops is only 750mm 

wide. While this meets the segregated ethos of the scheme, it is 

recognised that this is very narrow for a cyclist to comfortably 

negotiate. It is proposed that these sites are monitored to determine 

the nature of interaction between pedestrians and cyclists. If 

significant conflict occurs, further remedial work will be considered.
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C 1.1.2 Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road, Bradford 

 

Problem: The tactile paving layout associated with the new toucan crossing, introduced 

on Leeds Old Road adjacent to Silverhill Road, is a new design which departs 

from current design standards. The layout differs on each side of the crossing 

and the layout is not the correct ‘L’ shaped style for a formal pedestrian crossing 

as set out in the Guidance on the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces.  Both tactile 

paving layouts may present a problem for blind and partially sighted people and 

needs to be review carefully over the next review period.  

 

  
 

Recommendation: The new design should be changed to better reflect the correct ‘L’ 

shaped style layout. 

 

Designer Response: The tactile paving will be amended to include the correct L shaped 

layout.  

 

C 1.1.3 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Dalby Street, Bradford 

 

Problem: The tactile paving layout associated with the new toucan crossing, introduced 

on Barkerend Road adjacent to Dalby Street, is a new design which departs from 

current design standards.  The tactile paving layout on the northern side of the 

crossing presents a problem for blind and partially sighted people and needs to 

be review carefully over the next review period.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The new design should be reviewed in light of these observation and 

consideration be given to replace the layout with the approved ‘L’ 

shaped style layout. 
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Designer Response:  The tactile paving layout will be amended to include red coloured L 

shaped tactiles on the footway to the rear of the cycle track to ensure 

blind and partially sighted users are aware of the controlled crossing. 

The crossing will be marked as a zebra in line with the recently updated 

TSRGD 2016 which allows zebra crossings over cycle tracks.  

 

C 1.1.4 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Existing pedestrian refuges and associated dropped crossings along the route 

have been slightly relocated and reconstructed to accommodate the cycle 

route. As part of these works a dropped crossing and tactile paving have been 

installed adjacent to the cycle track, but not adjacent to the carriageway.  These 

layouts are new and are a departure from the Guidance on the Use of Tactile 

Paving Surfaces. This design may present a problem for blind and partially 

sighted people, who could misconstrue the situation and cross from the buff 

tactile paving across the cycle track and straight out into the carriageway and 

the path of a motor vehicle.  

 

      

 
 

Recommendation: Additional tactile paving should be introduced adjacent to the 

carriageway edge and training offered to the partially sighted/blind local 

residents of how to use the new layout. 

 

Designer Response: Putting tactiles only at the footway edge (not cycle track) means that 

blind and partially sighted users can listen for traffic noise once they 

have left the footway to cross and use this to be aware of entering 

the carriageway after leaving the cycle track; on the reverse 

movement they will feel for tactiles to indicate that they are back on 

the footway. Putting tactiles on cycle track edge risks mis-

identification of cycle track as footway and the potential for blind 

and partially sighted users to become ‘lost’ on the cycle track, 

presenting a hazard for themselves and cyclists.  
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The current layout will be monitored and if regular use by disabled 

groups identifies a problem, tactiles can be installed at the edge of 

the cycle track. Doing this as an initial response may solve one 

problem and create another. 

C 1.1.5 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road, Bradford (Adjacent to Costcutter). 

 

Problem: In order to accommodate the two-way cycle route, the existing informal 

crossing point has been pulled back, which has led to the pedestrian sight line 

to the right being reduced.  Also the associated tactile paving was installed 

adjacent to the cycle track, but not adjacent to the carriageway, which is a new 

design layout which differs from the standards set out in the Guidance on the 

Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces. This design may presents a problem for blind and 

partially sighted people, who could misconstrue the situation and cross from 

the buff tactile paving across the cycle track and straight out into the 

carriageway and the path of a motor vehicle.  

 

     
 

Recommendation: The crossing point should be relocated so as to provide adequate 

pedestrian sightline and additional tactile paving should be provided 

adjacent to the carriageway edge.  Training should also be offered to 

the partially sighted/blind local residents of how to use the new layout. 

 

Designer Response: This layout will be retained and monitored by CBMDC. 

C 1.1.6 Location: Various locations.  

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along various stretches, with the two-way 

cycle route running directly along the rear of the lay-by.  Buff coloured surfacing 

has been introduced to act as a buffer zone, to protect cyclists from car doors 

that are opened into the cycle track.  In the event of such an occurrence this 

buffer zone reduces the available cycle track to a width which is below current 

recommended standards. This could lead to cyclists encroaching into the 

opposing flow of cyclists or adjacent footways and pedestrians.  

 

 Also, while the engineers involved in the audit process understand the 

reasoning for the ‘buffer zone’, it was felt that the general cyclist would not 

know what this coloured material signifies or that it was to guide them away 

from a potential hazard.  
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Recommendation: In order to maintain a clear two-way cycle route, additional width 

should be considered to reduce the potential conflict between cyclists 

and vehicles.  If this cannot be achieved, then as the general public and 

cyclists have no indication as to the nature or reasoning of this buff 

material, then training or education via the various cycle groups is 

suggested. 

Designer Response: At locations where the cycle track passes on the inside of parking 

provision, a 0.9m wide buffer zone has been introduced using a 

contrasting surface material. This is intended to alert cyclists to the 

risk of being struck by opening car doors and enable them to safely 

pass the hazard. The City Connect team at WYCA have produced and 

distributed an explanatory document on this facility which was 

distributed upon opening of the route and is available on the City 

Connect website.  

 

C 1.1.7 Location: Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

Problem: An informal pedestrian crossing and speed table has been introduced on Gain 

Lane, adjacent to the junction of Newlands Avenue.  In order to facilitate the 

two-way cycle route on the northern side of Gain Lane, the footway provision 

to the rear of the cycle route has been designed to a width which is not in 

accordance with Section 8.5 of the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08. This could 

result in pedestrians coming into conflict with cyclists.  The new designs appear 

to result in an excessive tactile paving layout which does not conform to layouts 

identified in the existing Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces.  
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Recommendation: The new layout detailing a new tactile paving layout should be reviewed 

and replaced with a layout for an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing 

point. 

 

Designer Response: The middle row of tactiles will be removed and surface to be made 

good, to provide a distinction between the separate crossing phases. 

 

C 1.1.8 Location: Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: At two locations along Gain Lane bus stop provision (raised kerbs, tactile paving, 

etc) have been implemented, yet apart from these works there is no indication 

of the presence of a bus stop at either location.  This new design provide a 

narrow width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the cycle 

route.  

 

These reduced widths provide confusion to opposing cyclists as it is unclear, 

which direction has priority when passing the bus stops and could lead to 

conflict and collision between opposing cyclists and/or a cyclist and pedestrian 

using the adjacent footway.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: If these bus stops are no longer in service, the bus stop infrastructure 

should be removed and appropriate two-way cycle route and footway 

widths should be provided. 

 

Designer Response: WYCA have confirmed that these bus stops are no longer in use. They 

will be removed and reinstated to the standard footway and cycle 

track layout. 

 

C 1.1.9 Location: Leeds Road, Bradford. 

 

Problem: The width of the segregated two-way cycle route between Chapel Street and 

Vicar Lane differs in width at various locations, with a pinch point occurring 
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midway along this section.  This new design differs from current standards and 

which could lead to opposing cyclists colliding.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: In order to maintain a standard two-way cycle route, additional width 

should be provided to the westbound cycle lane in order to remove the 

pinch point and reduce the potential conflict between cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: This layout will be retained and monitored by CBDMC. Bollards will be 

installed to provide additional clarification. 

C 1.2  Drainage 

 

C 1.2.1 Location: A647 Leeds Road, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the two-way cycle route on Leeds Road, there is evidence 

of standing water along the Leeds bound side of the cycle route.  This issue will 

be amplified during periods of inclement and icy weather. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: This section of the cycle route should be reconstructed to remove the 

low points that currently hold surface water. 

 

Designer Response: A defect notice has been sent to the Main Contractor asking them to 

remedy the problem. 

 

C 1.3 Public Utilities 

 

C 1.3.1 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Killinghall Road, Bradford.  
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Problem: In the middle of the formal crossing point, adjacent to the pedestrian refuge 

there is an uneven ironwork cover, which has dropped, causing a trip hazard to 

any pedestrian using the formal crossing point.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The defective ironwork cover should be removed, replaced with a new 

cover and frame and set flush with the carriageway surface. 

 

Designer Response: The cover will be reported as defective under the standard RASWA 

process by CBDMC. 

 

C 1.3.2 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road, Bradford (Opposite Amberley Street) 

 

Problem: The two-way cycle route has been constructed so as to avoid a manhole, leaving 

a gap in the buffer zone and an upstand which not only creates a trip hazard 

but also collects standing water and detritus.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The gap/trip hazard in the buffer zone should be removed and kerbed 

through as much as possible. 

 

Designer Response: The gap will be closed as much as possible and the surface made 

good. 

 

C 1.4 Access 

 

C 1.4.1 Location: Gipsy Street/Maple Avenue, Bradford 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches the Maple Avenue junction, cyclists appear to have 

priority across the junction, with motor vehicles appearing to have to give way, 
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although there are no give-way markings.  Only a short area of carriageway has 

been provided prior to the ramp of the speed table (max. 4.0m) for vehicles to 

wait in, which would cause large vehicles and family cars to overhang the 

nearside running lane of Gipsy Street and could lead to conflict and collision 

between vehicles proceeding around the bend from Dick Lane into Gipsy Street. 

 

 This new design is a change from the Department for Transport’s Local 

Transport Note 2/08. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: This junction layout should be reviewed and reconstructed in order to 

provide an appropriate length of carriageway on Maple Avenue, to 

allow vehicles to give way, without encroaching into nearside running 

lane of Gipsy Street, or cyclists should be instructed to give way so 

vehicular traffic are not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response: The give way markings on the carriageway have been removed. Give 

way markings have been placed in the cycle track. 

 

C 1.4.2 Location: Leeds Road, Bradford  

 

Problem: An existing red light violation camera for the adjacent Shipley Airedale/Leeds 

Road junction is located on the edge of the segregated two-way cycle route, 

with the arm of the camera and the camera housing overhanging the cycle 

route.  During times when the camera is being maintained the camera housing 

will be lowered into the cycle route, which could lead to conflict between the 

camera housing and cyclists.  There is also a possibility that those Police vehicles 

maintaining the camera unit will be parked on the cycle route, which again 

could lead to conflict with cyclists. 
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Recommendation: Discussions should be held with the West Yorkshire Casualty 

Reduction Partnership with a view to relocating the existing red 

light violation camera. 

 

Designer Response: When access is required operatives will need to use 

appropriate TM to divert cyclists, in line with Chapter 8 of the 

Traffic Signs Manual. This is standard practice. 

 

C 1.4.3 Location: Leeds Road/East Parade, Bradford 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches the East Parade junction, cyclists and pedestrians 

appear to have priority across the junction, with motor vehicles having to give 

way.  Only a short area of carriageway has been provided prior to the ramp of 

the speed table (max. 4.0m) for vehicles to wait in, which would cause large 

vehicles and family cars to overhang the nearside running lane of Leeds Road 

and could lead to conflict and collision between vehicles turning into East 

Parade and those proceeding along Leeds Road.  The junction appears to 

remain unfinished, with green surfacing, road marking and signing missing 

  

 
 

Recommendation: This new junction layout should be reviewed and if considered 

appropriate be reconstructed in order to provide an appropriate length 

of carriageway on East Parade, to allow vehicles to give way without 

encroaching into the nearside running lane of Leeds Road or cyclists 

should be instructed to give way so vehicular traffic is not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response:  Set-back speed tables have been used at junctions where the cycle 

track is either two-way, or there is a localised visibility splay issue. The 

detail is based on Sustrans Design Manual Handbook for Cycle-friendly 

Design, from 2014, which was the most current guidance when the 

scheme was designed. The guidance recommends that set-back speed 

tables are 4-8m back from the junction mouth, with additional signage 

to be provided at certain locations to reinforce priority. This site 

adheres to those principles and will be retained. 

 

C 1.4.4 Location: Leeds Road/Vicar Lane, Bradford. 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches the Vicar Lane junction, cyclists and pedestrians have 

priority across the junction, with motor vehicles having to give way.  Only a 

short area of carriageway has been provided prior to the ramp of the speed 
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table (max. 6.0m) for vehicles to wait in, which would cause large vehicles to 

overhang the nearside running lane of Leeds Road and could lead to conflict 

and collision between both vehicles turning into Vicar Lane and those vehicles 

proceeding along Leeds Road.  This area appears to be unfinished with green 

surfacing, road marking and signing missing.  

 

 
  

Recommendation: This new junction layout should be reviewed and if felt required be 

reconstructed in order to provide an appropriate length of carriageway 

on Vicar Lane, to allow vehicles to give way without encroaching into 

the nearside running lane of Leeds Road, or cyclists should be instructed 

to give way so vehicular traffic is not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response: Set-back speed tables have been used at junctions where the cycle 

track is either two-way, or there is a localised visibility splay issue. The 

detail is based on Sustrans Design Manual Handbook for Cycle-friendly 

Design, from 2014, which was the most current guidance when the 

scheme was designed. The guidance recommends that set-back speed 

tables are 4-8m back from the junction mouth, with additional signage 

to be provided at certain locations to reinforce priority.  This site 

adheres to those principles and will be retained. 

 

C 1.5 Skid Resistance 

 

C 1.5.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along sections of the cycle route, buff surface treatment has been laid to 

highlight a ‘Buffer Zone’ where cyclists may come into conflict with opening car 

doors.  It is clear in some locations, that this buff material holds surface water 

and appears to be slippery in wet and damp conditions, especially on those 

sections of the route on a gradient or where braking by cyclists may be 

expected. 
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Recommendation: All areas of buff material should be reviewed and assessed to ensure 

appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose a 

problem to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. 

Results show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 

56 or greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for 

Highways DH 36/06. 

 

C 1.5.2 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Chrome green surface treatment has been laid along the cycle route, to 

highlight hazards such as side roads, private accesses, pedestrian crossings and 

bus stops, where cyclists may come into conflict with other road users.  It is 

clear in some locations, that this surface material holds surface water and 

appear slippery in wet and damp conditions, which in turn could present serious 

problems for cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient or 

severe crossfall.  A cyclist or motorist braking on this material could lead to 

collisions between cyclists, motor vehicles and pedestrians. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of chrome green surfacing should be reviewed and assessed to 

ensure appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to 

pose a problem to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. 

Results show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 

56 or greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for 

Highways DH 36/06. 

C 1.6 Network Management 

 

C 1.6.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along various sections of Section A of the cycle route, there is a clear absence 

of regulatory signs to prevent parking on the cycle route, which has resulted in 

sections of the cycle route being used for parking.  This could lead to conflict 

and collision between pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicles. 
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Recommendation: All regulatory signing should be erected along the cycle route and 

regular enforcement carried out in order to maintain an unobstructed 

cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: CBDMC will conduct a review of regulatory signing along the route to 

ensure the necessary signs are put in place. 

 

C 2.  Local Alignment 

 

C 2.1 New/Existing Road Interface 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: Dick Lane/Grange Avenue, Bradford 

 

Problem: All along the Cycle Superhighway, cyclists appear to be afforded priority at side 

road junctions, with the exception of Grange Avenue.  This isolated change of 

priority along with the positioning of the give way triangle could lead to cyclists 

inadvertently riding across the junction into the path of vehicles either entering 

or exiting Grange Avenue. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: This new junction layout should be reviewed to see if such a change in 

afford cyclists priority across the junction in line with all side road 

junctions along the scheme creates a problem and if give way markings 

should be re-positioned to ensure clarity. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle give ways to remain. Unique situation at this junction, with  

potentially cars on the gyratory crossing 3 lanes at speed to enter. It is 

not appropriate/reasonable to expect them to give way here. For 

clarity, the give way triangle on Grange Avenue has been removed. 

 

C 2.1.2 Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Silverhill Road, Bradford 

 

Problem: As the cycle route changes back to a segregated provision after the Silverhill 

Road junction, the conspicuity of the kerbed buffer area is limited, particularly 

during the hours of darkness and there is potential for vehicles travelling 

towards Leeds to overrun the cycle route and the kerbed buffer area. 
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Recommendation: This conspicuity of the cycle route and the kerbed buffer area should be 

improved. 

 

Designer Response: A reflective marker post will be installed in the buffer to improve 

visibility. 

 

C 2.1.3 Location: Gain Lane/Intake Road, Bradford. 

 

Problem: On the approach to the Gain Lane/Fagley Road junction the cycle route crosses 

the Intake Road (left turn slip).  At this location vehicles travelling along Gain 

Lane undertake the left turn at speed and there is a possibility that with the 

introduction of green surfacing and the lack of any give-way markings, cyclists 

will feel that they have priority as at other locations along the route and 

continue to ride off the segregated cycle route into the path of a vehicle turning 

left into Intake Lane.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Clarity needs to be given as to who is meant to have priority at this 

junction.  Consideration could be given to narrowing and tightening the 

junction so as to reduce the speed of vehicles turning left, with 

appropriate signing and road markings introduced to highlight priority. 

 

Designer Response: The junction will be reconstructed as a cycle lane, in line with similar 

junctions along the route.  

 

C 3.  Junctions 

 

C 3.1 Road Markings 

 

C 3.1.1 Location: Dick Lane/Mid-Point, Bradford 
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Problem: As cyclists reach the Mid-Point junction there is a cycle crossing to facilitate this 

manoeuvre; however the road markings at this location have been changed 

from the original design, to allow for a give-way priority on the left turn slip into 

Mid-Point.  The ‘Elephant’s feet’ markings have been omitted on site, which 

could lead to confusion for cyclists and conflict between cyclists and vehicles 

turning left into Mid-Point. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The ‘Elephant’s feet’ markings should be introduced and extended 

across the eastbound carriageway into Mid-Point, so as to provide a 

complete cycle provision. 

 

Designer Response:  Under investigation by CBMDC 

 

C 3.1.2  Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Killinghall Road, Bradford. 

 

Problem: Whilst works seem to have been completed through this junction with the new 

cycle route provision in operation, old, badly worn cycle lanes and advanced 

stop lines are still in place, which may deter cyclists from using the Cycle 

Superhighway. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All redundant cycle markings and red surfacing should be removed using 

an approved method. 

 

Designer Response: All redundant road markings will be removed at this junction. 

 

C 3.1.3 Location: Gain Lane/Upper Rushton Road, Bradford.  

 

Problem: The new cycle route approaches the Upper Rushton Road junction from the 

east as a two-way facility, yet it leaves the junction on the opposite side as a 

single westbound cycle track.  There is no signing or any indication of how 
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cyclists wishing travel eastbound are to enter the two-way cycle route, which 

could leave cyclists in a precarious position and in conflict with vehicular traffic.  

Also, as the cycle route crosses Upper Rushton Road, both cyclists and vehicles 

exiting Upper Rushton Road are faced with a give-way priority, yet vehicles 

entering Upper Rushton Road have priority.  The scenario may arise where a 

vehicle leaving Upper Rushton Road has given way to a cyclist, who then starts 

to cross and is faced by a vehicle that is entering Upper Rushton Road with 

priority.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The give way marking on Upper Rushton Road should be removed and 

clear cycle direction signage provided, to avoid any confusion on who 

has priority and how cyclists access the eastbound cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: The cycle give ways on cycle track have been removed. Give ways to 

be installed on carriageway as per set-back speed table standard 

detail. This will be in line with other similar situations along the 

route. 

C 3.2 Traffic Signals 

C 3.2.1 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Byron Street/Harewood Street, Bradford 

 

Problem: The Barkerend Road/Byron Street/Hendford Street junctions have been 

upgraded as part of the Cycle Superhighway scheme, with the inclusion of new 

crossing facilities for cyclists.  During the site visit it was noted that some of the 

push button units on both junctions were not illuminating and the tactile knobs 

were not rotating. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All new traffic signal push button/tactile units along the cycle route 

should be checked to ensure that all are working correctly. 

 

Designer Response: CBDMC have tested the signals to ensure they are working correctly. 
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C 3.2.2 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Shipley Airedale Road, Bradford. 

 

Problem: During the site visit, it was apparent to the Audit team that the green time 

allocated to cyclists to cross Shipley Airedale Road, was not sufficient for even 

a competent cyclist to cross the full width of the carriageway and resulted in 

cyclists still being in the middle of the carriageway when the respective amber 

and red lights appeared. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The green time allocated to cyclists should be extended so that cyclists 

are afforded appropriate time to cross the full extents of Shipley 

Airedale Road. 

 

Designer Response: CBDMC have tested the signals to ensure they are working correctly. 

The green time allocated to cyclists is sufficient. 

 

C 3.2.3  Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Rushton Avenue, Bradford. 

Problem: During the site visit, it was apparent to the Audit team that the green time 

allocated to cyclists to diagonally cross Barkerend Road, was not sufficient for 

even a competent cyclist to cross the full width of the carriageway and resulted 

in cyclists still being in the carriageway when the respective amber and red 

lights appeared. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The green time allocated to cyclists should be extended so that cyclists 

are afforded appropriate time to cross the full extents of Barkerend 

Road. 

 

Designer Response: CBDMC have tested the signals to ensure they are working correctly. 

The green time allocated to cyclists is sufficient. 
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C 4.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 4.1 Adjacent Land 

 

C 4.1.1  Location: Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: To the rear of the footway there is a 100mm kerb upstand difference with the 

parking area of the adjacent businesses.  As this upstand is directly behind the 

tactile paving of the toucan crossing this could present a trip/fall hazard for 

blind or partially sighted pedestrians and could lead to pedestrians falling into 

parked or moving vehicles.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: A section of fencing or pedestrian guardrail should be introduced at the 

back of the footway directly behind the pedestrian crossing point.  

 

Designer Response: This layout is similar to many layouts across Leeds and Bradford. In line 

with current council policy to reduce street clutter, no fencing is 

proposed to be erected here. 

 

C 4.2 Pedestrians 

 

C 4.2.1 Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Thornhill Terrace, Bradford 

 

Problem: The kerbing on the north east side of Thornhill Terrace has been raised to 

accommodate the new speed table.  However the footway surfacing adjacent 

to the new kerbline has not been reinstated to a satisfactory standard and has 

left a trip hazard for pedestrians.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The footway adjacent to the new kerb and channel line should be 

correctly reinstated and the trip hazard removed. 

 

Designer Response: This was highlighted as a defect and has now been corrected by the 

Main Contractor. 
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C 4.2.2  Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Killinghall Road, Bradford.  

 

Problem: Whilst new tactile paving has been introduced around the full extents of the 

junction, the tactile paving on the north eastern corner does not conform to 

the Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces, as it does not extend to the 

rear of the footway, thus there is a possibility that blind or partially sighted 

people could miss the tactile paving and the controlled crossing point and could 

end up trying to cross the busy carriageway away from the formal crossing 

points. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: Both sets of tactile paving on the north eastern corner of the junction 

should be extended to the back of the footway. 

 

Designer Response: The red tactiles will be extended to the back of the footway. 

 

C 4.2.3 Location: A647 Leeds Road/Gipsy Street, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: A new cycle crossing has been introduced where Leeds Road meets Gipsy Street 

enabling cyclist to cross onto the two-way cycle route that runs along the 

northern side of the park area.  During the audit site visit it was observed that 

a large number of pedestrians use the cycle crossing rather than the adjacent 

pedestrian crossing, as a means to cross Leeds Road.  The regular activation of 

the cycle crossing by pedestrians causes problems with traffic queuing at the 

adjacent zebra crossing and leads to vehicles being caught in the middle of the 

junction with no indication where they should wait.  The regular pedestrian 

usage of the crossing point could also lead to potential cycle/pedestrian 

conflict. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: Clear signage should be introduced to direct pedestrians to the adjacent 

pedestrian crossing facility.  A supplementary stop line should also be 

introduced adjacent to the cycle crossing to accommodate any vehicles 

who may get caught in the junction. 
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Designer Response:  Wayfinding signage will be reviewed and stop line/signal timings being 

investigated by CBMDC  

 

C 4.2.4 Location: A647 Leeds Road/Gipsy Street, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: Adjacent to the new tactile paving that signifies the end of the shared space 

area, a depression in the surface course has been left, which presents a trip 

hazard for pedestrians and a problem for cyclists.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The footway adjacent to the corduroy paving should be fully reinstated.  

 

Designer Response: The footway will be fully reinstated here. 

 

C 4.2.5 Location: Shipley Airedale Road/Leeds Road, Bradford  

 

Problem: Due to the similarity in materials between the segregated two-way cycle route 

and the pedestrian footway, and the minimal 25mm kerbed upstand, there is 

poor differentiation between the two, leading to the potential for pedestrians 

to mistake the cycle route for footway and use it as a general thoroughfare, 

which could lead to conflict between cyclists and pedestrians.  It would appear 

that this area is unfinished.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works on this section of the scheme need to be completed with a 

clear distinction being given to both cyclists and pedestrians about 

which side of the route each party should use. 

 

Designer Response: Bollards will be installed on this section to provide clarity. 

 

C 4.2.6  Location: Leeds Road, Bradford (Adjacent to East Parade) 

 

Problem: At the point where the segregated two-way cycle route and the footway change 

to shared use, with the exception of the corduroy paving there is no indication 

to either cyclists or pedestrians of the change in circumstance, which could lead 

to conflict between the two groups.  It would appear that this area is unfinished. 
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Recommendation: The works on this section of the scheme need to be completed with a 

clear distinction being given to both cyclists and pedestrians about 

which side of the route each user should use. 

 

Designer Response: Bollards will be installed here to provide clarity. 

 

C 4.2.7  Location: Leeds Road, Bradford.  

 

Problem: Between Chapel Street and Vicar Lane the segregation between the two-way 

cycle route and the pedestrian footway has been achieved using a 25/50mm 

kerbed upstand.  Due to the uncertain nature of which is cycle route and which 

is footway, the kerbed upstand presents a trip/fall hazard for pedestrians 

walking along this stretch.  It would appear that this area is unfinished. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The upstand/trip hazard should be removed and a suitable flush 

footway/cycle route provided. 

 

Designer Response: The kerb check here will be retained, as it is consistent with other 

areas along the CC1 route. Bollards will be installed with signs 

indicating segregated footway / cycle track to provide clarity. 

 

C 4.3 Cyclists 

 

C 4.3.1  Location: Various locations along the Cycle Superhighway 

 

Problem: Section of the cycle route are littered with debris, glass, rubbish, etc which 

could present problems for cyclists using the route.  This will become more of 

an issue during the inclement and icy weather. 
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Recommendation: A regular, robust and continuous cleaning/maintenance regime, as set 

out in Section 8.17 of the Department for Transport’s Local Transport 

Note 2/08- Cycle infrastructure Design (Appendix A) needs to be 

introduced to ensure that the cycle route can be used without issue. 

 

Designer Response: Regular sweeping of the cycle track is being carried out, in line with 

current regulations. The track is also regularly gritted and treated with 

anti-freeze in periods of icy weather. 

 

C 4.3.2  Location: Leeds Road, Thornbury. (Adjacent to Kwik Fit) 

 

Problem: The segregated cycle route terminates with a give way prior to the shared space 

area at the Leeds Road/Dick Lane junction.  The positioning of the give way 

layout is such that any cyclists having to give way do so in the mouth of the 

garage access, leading to conflict between motor vehicles and cyclists. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The give-way provision should be removed and relocated to a more 

suitable and safe location. 

 

Designer Response:  There is enough space for a cyclist to wait here without blocking the 

access, there is no action required. 

 

C 4.3.3  Location: Dick Lane/Grange Avenue, Bradford 

 

Problem: Along the Cycle Superhighway, between Leeds Road and Mid-Point, there is a 

block paved buffer zone which is approximately 150mm high.  With this 

excessive upstand there is potential for a cyclist to clip the buffer zone with 

their pedals and fall either into the carriageway or onto the opposing direction 

of the cycle route. 
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Recommendation: The upstand should be removed and a more suitable one provided, that 

wouldn’t pose a problem to cyclists, or the cycle track widened and the 

hazard ‘hatched out’ as recommended in the Department for 

Transport’s Local Transport Note 2/08. 

 

Designer Response: The double kerb detail was introduced to replace the existing trief 

kerbs at this location. The width of the cycle track here is sufficient as 

to not pose a problem for cyclists. 

 

C 4.3.4 Location: Dick Lane/Mid-Point, Bradford 

 

Problem: At the entrance to the Mid-Point development, the shared space area suddenly 

terminates, with no provision for cyclists wanting to access the development 

site. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: A provision for cyclist wishing to enter the Mid-Point development 

should be provided so cyclists can re-join the carriageway safely and 

proceed in the development. 

 

Designer Response: The bollard face has been changed here to indicate no cycling past 

the hazard paving. Cyclists can rejoin the carriageway at the toucan 

crossing point. 

 

C 4.3.5 Location: Dick Lane/New Lane, Bradford 

 

Problem: Whilst the cycle route terminates within the shared space at the new toucan 

crossing, southbound cyclists are left to simply re-join the carriageway and 

merge into general traffic, which could lead to conflict and collision.  

Northbound cyclists have no way of getting onto the shared space before the 

crossing, in order to access the cycle route.  This could lead to cyclists trying to 
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cross opposing traffic in order to access the cycle route.  There is no signing to 

assist cyclists crossing Dick Lane.   

 

 
 

Recommendation: A segregated provision for northbound cyclists should be provided so 

cyclists can re-join the carriageway with flow.  A dropped crossing, 

corduroy paving and adequate signage should be provided on the west 

side of Dick Lane to enable southbound cyclists to use the toucan 

crossing and access the segregated cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: A dropped kerb will be provided on the northbound carriageway to 

allow cyclists access to the route.  

 

C 4.3.6 Location: New Lane, Bradford 

 

Problem: Whilst the cycle route terminates within the shared space, westbound cyclists 

are left to simply re-join the carriageway and merge into general traffic, which 

could lead to conflict and collision.  Eastbound cyclists have no way of crossing 

the road hump and getting onto the shared space to access the cycle route, 

which could lead to them trying to cross opposing traffic in order to access the 

cycle route.  There are no signing/bollards to assist cyclists looking to cross Dick 

Lane and get onto the cycle route. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: A segregated provision for westbound cyclists should be provided so 

cyclists can re-join the carriageway safely with flow.  A dropped crossing, 

corduroy paving and adequate signage should be provided on the 

northern side of New Lane to enable eastbound cyclists to use the 

informal crossing point and access the segregated cycle route onto Dick 

Lane. 

 

Designer Response:  The carriageway give ways have been removed, as this is not a crossing 

point for cyclists. The existing provision for westbound cyclists to 

rejoin the carriageway is sufficient.  
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C 4.3.7 Location: A647 Leeds Road/Gipsy Street, Bradford 

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route crosses Leeds Road, the shared space 

terminates to the west of the toucan crossing, but there is no provision for 

cyclists to re-join the carriageway and the existing cycle lane on Leeds Road.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: A suitable segregated provision should be provided to enable cyclists to 

re-join the carriageway into the existing cycle lane with flow. 

 

Designer Response: A ramp build-out will be constructed to give cyclists’ access to Leeds 

Road. 

 

C 4.3.8 Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Killinghall Road/Barkerend Road, Bradford 

 

Problem: On all arms of the junction, the areas of shared space terminate just on the 

periphery, however on the Killinghall Road and Barkerend Road (Southeast 

bound) arms of the junction there is no facility for cyclists to join or leave the 

shared space areas, which could lead to cyclists riding on the footways and 

conflicting with pedestrians, or re-joining the carriageway in between parked 

vehicles, masked from general traffic      

 

      
 

Recommendation: Suitable dropped crossings should be provided on all legs of the junction 

to enable cyclists to either access the cycle route or re-join the 

carriageway at the end of the shared use areas safely. 

 

Designer Response: Dropped kerbs will be installed at suitable locations at this junction. 

 

C 4.3.9 Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Harris Street, Bradford. 

 

Problem: The new cycle direction signing adjacent to the toucan crossing at Harris Street 

seems to be duplicated with one sign referring to City Connect and the other 

referring to the Cycle Superhighway, but both indicating the same direction.  
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Recommendation: One of the signs should be removed, preferably the sign and pole, so as 

to reduce street clutter. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted, and any unnecessary 

clutter will be removed. 

 

C 4.3.10  Location: B6381 Barkerend Road, Bradford. (Along frontages of Nos. 813 & 843) 

 

Problem: It is evident that an element of vehicle incursion regularly occurs along this 

section of the two-way cycle route, with local residents driving along the wide 

cycle route.  This was observed by the Audit team during our site visit, as well 

as regular use of the cycle route by pedestrians.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Preventative measures should be introduced to prohibit the incursion 

of the cycle route by motor vehicles.  Consideration should be given to 

the whole scheme, not just this section. 

Designer Response: CBMDC Enforcement team will regularly monitor this area to address 

the problem. LCC Enforcement will do the same at similar locations in 

Leeds. 

 

C 4.3.11 Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Leeds Road, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: Whilst the new cycle route crosses over onto the central island of the Thornbury 

Gyratory, nothing has been done to improve connectivity from the local 

residential areas across the existing zebra crossings and onto the Cycle 

Superhighway.  
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to upgrading the two existing zebra 

crossings, to ‘Tiger’ crossings, as per the drawings provided for the Stage 

2 Safety Audit, to provide the continuity between the adjacent 

residential area and the new cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: This was considered at st2 audit and it was decided that it was not 

integral to the operation of the cycle superhighway – CBDMC will 

consider it as part of another scheme. 

 

C 4.3.12 Location: A647 Leeds Road/Gipsy Street, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: At the point where the two-way cycle route crosses Leeds Road, there is the 

presumption that cyclists should continue across the crossing facility (due to 

the ‘No Cycles’  sign on the adjacent bollard).  It would appear that there is an 

existing area of shared space that continues into the adjacent park area, the 

use of which is unclear.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The situation for cyclists at this location needs to be clarified.  If the 

intention is for cyclist to only continue across the formal crossing, then 

the option to ride straight ahead needs to be removed by kerbing the 

cycle route through and removing the adjacent corduroy paving that 

signifies shared use.  Alternatively if cyclists are to be allowed to 

continue straight ahead towards the park entrance, then the right turn 

arrow should be removed and the adjacent bollard corrected to depict 

the correct situation. 

 

Designer Response: The bollard face has been changed to show shared space - cyclists now 

have the option of either use the cycle crossing to go down Leeds Old 

Road, or the toucan crossing to access Leeds Road. 
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C 4.3.13 Location: A647 Leeds Road, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: Cyclists riding from Bradford towards Leeds are directed to cross Dick Lane via 

the crossing.  The signing here is positioned such that Leeds bound cyclists are 

then signed the wrong way down the Bradford bound cycle route.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: The signage at this location should be removed and re-erected in the 

correct location. 

 

Designer Response: This has been corrected. 

 

C 4.3.14  Location: A647 Leeds Road/Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: As eastbound cyclists reach the Gain Lane junction it is unclear whether those 

cyclists wanting to continue along Gain Lane are to use; a) the cycle crossing 

across the mouth of the junction, b) the adjacent toucan crossings via the 

pedestrian island in the middle of the junction or c) a combination of the two 

via the pedestrian island in the middle of the junction. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to introducing additional signing to clarify 

which formal crossing provision and route cyclists should use to access 

the cycle route on Gain Lane or rationalising the crossing facilities (e.g. 

converting toucan to pedestrian only crossing). 

 

Designer Response: Dual facilities have been provided and it is left to the discretion of the 

cyclist which facility they use. 

 

C 4.3.15 Location: Gain Lane, Bradford. (Adjacent to garage) 

 

Problem: As the two-way cycle route reaches the crossing facility for cyclists to cross from 

the south side to the north side, eastbound cyclists are asked to give way to 

westbound cyclists, directly in the mouth of the vehicular access to the adjacent 
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garage, which place stationary cyclists in a conflict with cars, vans, etc accessing 

or exiting the adjacent business.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The give-way provision should be removed and relocated to a more 

suitable and safe location. 

 

Designer Response: The give way has been moved forward 2m so cyclists are not waiting 

across the access. 

 

C 4.3.16  Location: Leeds Road/Vicar Lane, Bradford.  

 

Problem: At the Leeds Road/Vicar Lane junction where the segregated two-way cycle 

route and the footway change to shared use and access the Broadway Shopping 

Centre, with the exception of the corduroy paving, there is no indication to 

either cyclists or pedestrians of the change in circumstance, which could lead 

to conflict between the two groups.  There is also no direction signing to get 

cyclists onto the Leeds Road route or any indication of the cycle route from the 

Broadway Shopping Centre and the adjacent cycle parking.  This area appears 

to be unfinished. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works on this section of the scheme need to be completed with a 

clear distinction being given to both cyclists and pedestrians about 

which part of the highway each user should use. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle bollards will be installed here with additional direction signing. 

Route terminates here. 

 

C 4.3.17 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There seems to be a lack of continuity when introducing the Chrome green 

surface treatment.  This coloured surfacing has been introduced across many 

side roads and private accesses; however there are seemingly legitimate 

locations where it hasn’t been introduced.  
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Recommendation: A full assessment of the cycle route should be carried out and those side 

roads and private accesses where the chrome green surfacing hasn’t 

been applied should be treated in the same manner as other areas of 

the scheme, to ensure the consistency along the route and avoid any 

confusion. 

 

Designer Response: The green surfacing has been installed at the locations specified in the 

contract drawings. A full review of the green surfacing will be 

conducted along the whole route. 

 

C 5.  Road Signs, Carriageway Markings and Lighting 

C 5.1 Signs 

 

C 5.1.1  Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Rushton Avenue, Bradford 

 

Problem: As the cycle route proceeds southbound through the Leeds Old Road/Rushton 

Avenue junction, there is a proliferation of new and old traffic signs, poles and 

bollards, all of which add to unnecessary street clutter and obstruction to 

pedestrians, which could lead to conflict between pedestrians and cyclists.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: All redundant or unnecessary signing and poles should be removed to 

remove obstructions to pedestrians and reduce street clutter 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted, and any unnecessary 

clutter will be removed. 

 

C 5.1.2  Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road, Bradford 

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route between Thornbury Drive and Thornbury 

Terrace there appears to be a proliferation of signs to Diag No.959.1 (With flow 

cycle lane) both before and after each side road.  The use of these signs is not 

continuous along Section A of the Cycle Superhighway and is the non-

prescribed use of this sign as the route is designated cycle track, which could 

lead to confusion between cyclists and motorists alike, because of the lack of 

clarity. 
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Recommendation: All signs to Diag No.959.1 and the respective poles should be removed 

from the cycle route to remove any confusion and reduce street clutter. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted, and any incorrect signs 

will be removed.  

 

C 5.1.3  Location: B6381 Barkerend Road, Bradford. (Outside Lapage Primary School) 

 

Problem: It is evident that during school pick up and drop off times the wide areas of the 

cycle route adjacent to the primary schools and the adjacent pharmacy are used 

as parking areas by parents and private hire taxis.  There is only intermittent 

signage to inform drivers of the parking restrictions on the section of the 

scheme from Bradford to the Killinghall Road junction. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: It should be ensured that all regulatory signing is erected and regular 

enforcement carried out in order to maintain an unobstructed cycle 

route. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted. CBDMC will ensure 

sufficient signage is installed here. 

 

C 5.1.4  Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road/Roydstone Road, Bradford.  

 

Problem: The Barkerend Road/Roydstone Road junction is marked out as a one-way 

street, with there being No Entry off Barkerend Road, to facilitate a safer cycle 

route.  However, whilst the road markings suggest a one-way layout there are 

no signs in place to re-inforce this and during our site visit the Audit team 

witnessed several vehicles turning into Roydstone Road from Barkerend Road.  
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 Also, the road markings layout instructs motorists to give way to cyclists and 

pedestrians in such a position where sight lines are obstructed by adjacent 

boundary walls and hedges.  Motorists will therefore have to protrude across 

the pedestrian and cycle route in order to see cyclists, pedestrians and other 

motorists. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All regulatory signing relating to a ‘One-Way’ street should be erected 

as  appropriate, in a visible location and regular enforcement and 

monitoring of the ‘No Entry’ carried out in order to ensure that the 

new layout is not being contravened. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted. This side road is one-

way, and will be marked and signed to correctly show this. 

 

C 5.1.5 Location: A647 Leeds Road, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: All along the route, particularly the section within the Bradford boundary, 

there is an abundance of new empty, large based 76mm poles, which 

contribute to street clutter. Some of these poles have been located directly 

adjacent to lighting columns or in locations which may hinder 

pedestrian/cyclist movement. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All signing works relating to these poles should be completed or 

alternatively all superfluous 76mm dia. large based poles should be 

removed and lighting columns used where possible to prevent 

obstructions to pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted, and any unnecessary 

clutter will be removed. 
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C 5.1.6 Location: Gain Lane/Newlands Avenue, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: It is clear from observations on site that a couple of the build-outs along Gain 

Lane have been subject to vehicle strikes, which have left bollards missing and 

could result in vehicles, particularly at night, mounting the footway and 

colliding with pedestrians, cyclists or other parked vehicles beyond the 

informal crossing point.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Clear, robust and reflective bollards should be introduced to ensure 

the conspicuity of all the build-outs. 

 

Designer Response: Reflective Marker posts will be installed on the build-outs along Gain 

Lane 

 

C 5.1.7  Location: Shipley Airedale Road, Bradford  

 

Problem: At the point where the segregated two-way cycle route and the footway 

change to shared use, with the exception of the corduroy paving there is no 

indication to either cyclists or pedestrians of the change in circumstance, 

which could lead to conflict between the two groups.  This area appears to be 

unfinished. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works on this section of the scheme need to be completed with a 

clear distinction being given to both cyclists and pedestrians about 

which side of the highway each user should use. 

 

Designer Response: Bollards will be installed here to provide clarity. 

 

C 5.1.8  Location: Leeds Road, Bradford (Car Park Access) 

 

Problem: At the point where the segregated two-way cycle route and the footway cross 

the access to the off street car park there is no indication or warning of the 

cycle route, in the form of green surfacing, road markings or signing, for 
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motorists, which could lead to conflict between motorists and cyclists.  This 

area appears to be unfinished. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works on this section of the scheme need to be reviewed with a 

clear distinction being given to both cyclists and pedestrians about 

which side of the highway each user should use. 

 

Designer Response: Bollards will be installed here to provide clarity. A cycle centre line has 

been installed to provide clarity for cyclists travelling in opposite 

directions. 

 

C 5.1.9  Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: A vast amount of the non-illuminated bollards that have been installed as part 

of the scheme have been erected either incorrectly or in the wrong location, 

giving pedestrians and cyclists the completely wrong information.  In certain 

locations this situation could lead to conflict and collision between pedestrians 

and cyclists. 

 

Recommendation: An assessment of all the non-illuminated bollards along the route should 

be carried out and those bollards which are incorrect for the 

circumstance should be removed and replaced with the correct 

bollards/sign face so as to depict the correct information. 

 

Designer Response: A review of all bollards along the route has been conducted and the 

relevant amendments have been made. 

 

C 5.1.10 Location: Shipley Airedale Road/Harris Street/Barkerend Road 

 

Problem: Full width traffic calming features have been introduced on Harris Street, yet 

there is no warning or temporary signing at the Shipley Airedale Road and 

Barkerend Road junctions warning of the traffic calming features. 

 

Recommendation: Warning signs to Diag No. 557.1 should be erected at either end of 

Harris Street. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted, and necessary 

additional signage will be installed. 

C 5.2 Carriageway Markings 

C 5.2.1  Location: Dick Lane, Bradford 
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Problem: Along the overall scheme there is a difference in termination of the segregated 

cycleway at shared space between Bradford and Leeds, with give-way markings 

and corduroy paving being used in Bradford and only corduroy paving being 

used in Leeds. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: One continuous approach needs to be adopted throughout the scheme 

to ensure consistency and avoid confusion. 

 

Designer Response: For two-way sections, the cycle give way will be retained at shared 

areas. For one-way sections, the give ways will be removed. 

 

C 5.2.2  Location: Dick Lane, Bradford (Outside Thornbury Primary school) 

 

Problem: As part of the Cycle Superhighway scheme, a new Zebra crossing has been 

introduced outside Thornbury Primary School, however the crossing has been 

constructed in the format of a Tiger crossing, but the appropriate road markings 

haven’t been introduced, which could lead to confusion and possible conflict 

between motorists and cyclists particularly children riding to school.   

 

 
 

Recommendation: The appropriate road markings relating to the ‘Tiger’ crossing should be 

introduced to complete the formal crossing facility. 

 

Designer Response: The correct markings have been installed here. 

 

C 5.2.3  Location: Gipsy Street/Linden Avenue, Bradford 

 

Problem: As the cycle route approaches the Linden Avenue junction, cyclists are directed 

back onto the carriageway; however the associated cycle lane marking has been 

omitted.  During the site visit, the Audit team observed motor vehicles using 

the on carriageway cycle route as a deceleration lane at numerous side roads, 

thus the omission of this road marking could lead to conflict between cycles 

and motor vehicles.  This area appears to be unfinished. 
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Recommendation: The appropriate road markings relating to the cycle route should be 

introduced to complete this section of the route and remove any 

potential conflict. 

 

Designer Response: The correct markings have been installed here. 

 

C 5.2.4  Location: B6381 Barkerend Road/Amberley Street, Bradford 

 

Problem: Whilst the layout at this location has changed from the design shown on the 

contract drawings, the shared space concept works well around the toucan 

crossing.  However the adjacent bollards are incorrect and green surfacing 

adjacent to the tactile paving is confusing and it looks like there are aspects 

missing, such as road markings.  The area is clearly unfinished. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The necessary road markings need to be completed at this location or 

the isolated area of green surfacing adjacent to the pedestrian crossing 

needs to be removed as it serves no purpose. 

 

Designer Response: The unnecessary green surfacing will be removed here. 

 

C 5.2.5  Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road, Bradford (Opposite Woodhall Road) 

Problem: At the bus stop opposite Woodhall Road an excessively wide (5.0m) bus stop 

clearway marking has been introduced, which is not in accordance with Traffic 

Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016.  
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Recommendation: The excessively wide bus stop clearway marking should be amended to 

be in accordance with Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 

2016. 

 

Designer Response: The bus clearway marking will be removed and installed correctly. 

 

C 5.2.6 Location: B6381 Leeds Old Road, Bradford (Opposite Woodhall Road).  

 

Problem: In the lay-by opposite the junction with Woodhall Road, a parking bay has been 

marked out to the rear of the lay-by, with an edge of carriageway marking being 

laid in the carriageway, from the edge of the bus clearway marking to the 

tangent point near the adjacent zebra crossing.  This layout is confusing and 

could lead to vehicles being double parked or parking outside of the legitimate 

parking bay in the carriageway, in conflict with general traffic. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The additional edge of carriageway marking should be removed. 

 

Designer Response: The edge of carriageway marking will be realigned to correspond with 

the buffer on the exit side of the layby. 

 

C 5.2.7 Location: Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: A zebra crossing has been installed on Gain Lane adjacent to the junction of 

Woodhall Road with Belisha Beacons placed in such a position as to facilitate a 

‘Tiger’ crossing to cater for cyclists as well as pedestrians.  However, the road 

markings associated with the crossing facility have been implemented in such a 

layout that they only accommodate a standard zebra crossing.  The layout of 

the crossing facility as it currently stands, does not comply with the Pedestrian 

Crossing Regulations for a zebra crossing. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The existing zig-zag markings on the north eastern side of the crossing 

should be removed and the appropriate layout for a ‘Tiger’ crossing 

introduced.  Alternatively if the facility is a standard zebra crossing then 

the Belisha beacon on the north eastern side of the crossing needs to 

be relocated. 
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Designer Response: The correct tiger crossing markings have been installed here. 

 

C 5.2.8 Location: Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: As the two-way cycle route crosses the service yard access for the Hovis depot, 

the segregated cycle route suddenly terminates before the access, and then 

starts again beyond, leaving cyclists on the carriageway in potential conflict 

with regular HGV movement in and out of the depot, without any provision or 

warning to either cyclists or HGV drivers.  This area appears to be unfinished. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The appropriate road markings relating to the cycle route and green 

surfacing should be introduced to complete this section of the route and 

remove any potential conflict and ensure it is consistent with other 

similar locations. 

 

Designer Response: The correct markings have been installed here. 

 

C 5.2.9 Location: Gain Lane, Thornbury.  

 

Problem: A zebra crossing has been installed on Gain Lane adjacent to the junction of 

Oswaldthorpe Avenue, with Belisha Beacons placed in such a position to 

facilitate a Tiger crossing to cater for cyclists as well as pedestrians.  However, 

the road markings associated with the crossing facility have been implemented 

in such a layout that they only accommodate a standard zebra crossing.  The 

layout of the crossing facility as it currently stands, does not comply with the 

Pedestrian Crossing Regulations for a zebra crossing. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The existing zig-zag markings on the south western side of the crossing 

should be removed and the appropriate layout for a ‘Tiger’ crossing 

introduced.  Alternatively if the facility is a standard zebra crossing 

then the Belisha beacon on the south western side of the crossing 

needs to be relocated. 

 

Designer Response: The correct tiger crossing markings have been installed here
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General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section B 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: It is clear from the contract drawings and the audit site visits that sections of cycle 

route have changed significantly from those proposals submitted and considered 

at the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit.  

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along various sections of the route it is clear that the works have been left 

unfinished, leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be completed in 

accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response:  At the time of the audit elements of work were incomplete. These 

have since been completed in accordance with the contract 

drawings.  

 

Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section B 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 Departures from Standards 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route reaches all the bus stops along the cycle route, 

the width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the cycle route, 

reduces to a width which is narrower that recommended in Section 8.5 of the DfT 

Local Transport Note 2/08. 

   

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appear to be slippery in wet and damp conditions and this should be reviewed to 

ensure correct skid resistant values have been met.     

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a hazard 

should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle route 

width provided, or a shared use provision introduced. 
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Designer Response: In developing the standard details for the scheme the design team looked 

to push the boundaries of existing legislation in an effort to maintain a 

segregated cycle facility wherever possible. This has led to some instances 

where the cycle track at bus stops is only 750mm wide. While this meets 

the segregated ethos of the scheme, it is recognised that this is very 

narrow for a cyclist to comfortably negotiate. It is proposed that these 

sites are monitored to determine the nature of interaction between 

pedestrians and cyclists. If significant conflict occurs, further remedial 

work will be considered. 

 

C 1.1.2  Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along the frontage of the parade of shops on 

the Bradford bound carriageway and outside the post Office on the Leeds bound 

carriageway, with the cycle route running directly along the rear of the parking 

bays.  Buff coloured surfacing has been introduced to act as a buffer zone, to 

protect cyclists from car doors that are opened into the cycle track.  In the event 

of such an occurrence this buffer zone reduces the available cycle track to a sub-

standard width and could lead to cyclists encroaching into the opposing flow of 

cyclists or adjacent footways and pedestrians.  

 

 Also, while the engineers involved in the audit process understand the reasoning 

for the ‘buffer zone’, it was felt that neither cyclists nor drivers know what this 

coloured material to signify or that it was to guide them away from a potential 

hazard.  Some drivers seem to be of the opinion that it is an area for them to park 

on. 

 

      
 

 

Recommendation: In order to maintain a standard cycle route, additional width should be 

provided where possible in order to reduce the potential conflict between 

cyclists and vehicles. If this cannot be achieved, then as the general public 

and cyclists have no indication as to the nature or reasoning of this buff 

material, then training or education via the various cycle groups is 

suggested. 

 

Designer Response: At locations where the cycle track passes on the inside of parking 

provision, a 0.9m wide buffer zone has been introduced using a 

contrasting surface material. This is intended to alert cyclists to the risk 

of being struck by opening car doors and enable them to safely pass the 

hazard. The City Connect team at WYCA have produced and distributed 

an explanatory document on this facility which was distributed upon 

opening of the route and is available on the City Connect website.  
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C 1.1.3 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Leeds bound opposite Moorland Road)  

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route approaches and passes through the pedestrian 

crossing facility, the width of the footway reduces to below the recommendations 

within DfT Local Transport Note 2/08.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be reviewed and if felt unsatisfactory should be 

widened to the appropriate width to provide a suitable facility for 

pedestrians. 

 

Designer Response: Existing infrastructure at this location has put significant restraints on 

what can be achieved here. To maintain cycle segregation, a sub-standard 

footway has been constructed. It does however, fall within the allowable 

minimum of 1.2m for a footway, and 1.0m for pinch points as outlined in 

Inclusive Mobility guidance. Therefore, this layout will be retained and 

monitored. 

 

C 1.1.4 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Leeds bound outside Thornbury Barracks)  

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route reaches the pedestrian crossing facility at the 

Thornbury junction, the width of the both the footway to the rear of the highway 

and the cycle route reduces, to a width below what is advised in DfT Local Transport 

Note 2/08. These reduced widths could lead to conflict and collision between a 

cyclist and pedestrian waiting/alighting at the respective bus stop.   

 

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appears to be slippery in wet and damp conditions, which could present problems 

for cyclists.    

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be reviewed and if felt unsatisfactory the cycle 

route and footway should be removed and a shared use provision 

introduced. 
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Designer Response:  Existing infrastructure at this location has put significant restraints on 

what can be achieved here. To maintain cycle segregation, a sub-standard 

footway has been constructed. It does however, fall within the allowable 

minimum of 1.2m for a footway, and 1.0m for pinch points as outlined in 

Inclusive Mobility guidance. Therefore, this layout will be retained and 

monitored. 

 

C 1.1.5 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Leeds bound outside Thornbury Barracks) 

 

Problem: The tactile paving layout associated with the pedestrian crossing facility, 

introduced outside Thornbury Barracks, is a new design which does not conform 

to current standards; the layout is not the correct ‘L’ shaped style for a formal 

pedestrian crossing as set out in the Guidance on the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces.   

 

  
 

Recommendation: The new design should be reviewed and if felt unsatisfactory the tactile 

paving should be replaced with the correct ‘L’ shaped style layout. 

 

Designer Response: The tactile paving layout will be amended to include red coloured L 

shaped tactiles on the footway to the rear of the cycle track to ensure 

blind and partially sighted users are aware of the controlled crossing. The 

crossing will be marked as a zebra in line with the recently updated TSRGD 

2016 which allows zebra crossings over cycle tracks. 

 

C 1.2 Drainage 

 

C 1.2.1 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury (Leeds bound adjacent to Thornbury Barracks).  

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route on Leeds Road close to the transition between 

the CCAG and Thornbury junction works, there is evidence of standing water on 

the Leeds bound side of the route.  This issue will be amplified during periods of 

inclement and icy weather. 
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Recommendation: This section of the cycle route should be reconstructed to remove this low 

point that currently holds surface water 

 

Designer Response: This work has been defected with the Main Contractor. 

 

C 1.3 Public Utilities 

C 1.3.1 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Bradford bound) 

 

Problem: An Electrical sub-station is located on the Bradford bound carriageway of the A647 

Bradford Road, with access directly from Bradford Road itself.  During times when 

maintenance work is being carried out at the sub-station, maintenance vehicles 

will be parked in the cycle route, which could lead to conflict between cyclists and 

these vehicles.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Discussions should be held with Northern Power Grid with regards the 

maintenance works at the sub-station and the need for their maintenance 

vehicles to be able to safely park. 

 

Designer Response: When access is required operatives will need to use appropriate TM to 

divert cyclists, in line with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual. This is 

standard practice. 

 

C 1.4 Access 

 

C 1.4.1 Location: Various locations along the A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches various side road junctions, cyclists appear to have 

priority across the junctions, with motor vehicles having to give way.  Only a short 

area of carriageway has been provided prior to the ramp of the subsequent speed 

table (max. 5.0m) for vehicles to wait in, which would cause large vehicles and 

family cars to overhang the nearside running lane of Bradford Road and could lead 

to conflict and collision between vehicles proceeding along the main carriageway. 

 

 This new design is a change from the Department for Transport’s Local Transport 

Note 2/08. 
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Recommendation: This junction layouts should be reviewed and if considered inappropriate 

should be reconstructed in order to provide an appropriate length of 

carriageway, to allow vehicles to give way, without encroaching into the 

main carriageway, or cyclists should be instructed to give way so vehicular 

traffic are not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response: Set-back speed tables have been used at junctions where the cycle track 

is either two-way, or there is a localised visibility splay issue. The detail is 

based on Sustrans Design Manual Handbook for Cycle-friendly Design, 

from 2014, which was the most current guidance when the scheme was 

designed. The guidance recommends that set-back speed tables are 4-8m 

back from the junction mouth, with additional signage to be provided at 

certain locations to reinforce priority. The redundant red cycle lane across 

Sunnybank Lane will be removed. 

 

C 1.5 Skid Resistance 

 

C 1.5.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along sections of the cycle route, buff surface treatment has been laid to highlight 

a ‘Buffer Zone’ where cyclists may come into conflict with opening car doors.  It is 

clear in some locations, that this buff material holds surface water and appears 

slippery in wet and damp conditions, especially on those sections of the route on 

a gradient or where braking by cyclists may be expected. 
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Recommendation: All areas of buff material should be reviewed and assessed to ensure 

appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose a 

problem to cyclists. Also training or education via the various cycle groups 

is suggested to advise of this new layout. 

 

Designer Response: At locations where the cycle track passes on the inside of parking 

provision, a 0.9m wide buffer zone has been introduced using a 

contrasting surface material. This is intended to alert cyclists to the risk 

of being struck by opening car doors and enable them to safely pass the 

hazard. The City Connect team at WYCA have produced and distributed 

an explanatory document on this facility which was distributed upon 

opening of the route and is available on the City Connect website.  

 

C 1.5.2 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Chrome green surface treatment has been laid along the cycle route, to highlight 

hazards such as side roads, private accesses, pedestrian crossings and bus stops, 

where cyclists may come into conflict with other road users.  It is clear in some 

locations, that this surface material holds surface water and appear slippery in wet 

and damp conditions, which in turn could present serious problems for cyclists, 

especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.  A cyclist or motorist braking 

on this material could lead to collisions between cyclists, motor vehicles and 

pedestrians. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of chrome green surfacing should be reviewed and assessed to 

ensure appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose 

a problem to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Pendulum Testing to be conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 2.  Junctions 

 

C 2.1 Visibility 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: A647 Bradford Road/Peckover Drive, Thornbury.  (Bradford bound) 

 

Problem: As part of the scheme, waiting restrictions have been introduced around the 

Peckover Drive junction; however a short section to the right of the junction has 

been left unrestricted.  Any vehicles parked in the unrestricted area prior to the 

junction would hinder the visibility of cyclists looking to cross; and motorists 

looking to exit, Peckover Drive. 
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Recommendation: The waiting restrictions should be extended either side of the junction to 

remove the unrestricted areas and preserve the visibility splay. 

 

Designer Response: The existing TRO will be investigated by LCC Traffic. 

 

C 3.1.2 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Bradford bound) 

 

Problem: Following the introduction of the cycle route and the subsequent narrowing of the 

footways, motorists have now taken to parking in the nearside lane of the Bradford 

bound carriageway.  Whilst these parked vehicles could create lane changing 

conflicts with main road traffic, they will also obscure the visibility and could cause 

problems for residents looking to exit their properties onto Bradford Road 

conflicting with main road traffic. 

 

 

 

Recommendation: Waiting restrictions should be introduced to remove the obstructive 

parking, improve the visibility for drivers pulling out onto Bradford Road 

and remove the likelihood of lane changing conflicts. 

 

Designer Response: The existing TRO will be investigated by LCC Traffic. 

 

C 2.2 Traffic Signals 

 

C 2.2.1 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Leeds bound outside Thornbury Barracks) 

 

Problem: As cyclists reach the Woodhall Lane junction and the formal crossing facility, the 

push button unit has been erected on the nearside of the cycle route to the rear 

of the pedestrian guardrail.  This position causes problems for cyclists who now 

have to ride up to the pedestrian guardrail and stretch over to push the button for 

the crossing. 
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Recommendation: The push button unit should be relocated to a more accessible location 

for cyclist possibly to the spare NAL socket located on the offside of the 

cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: Cyclists using this crossing will always have to stop - there is no cycle 

detector. Therefore, they will always have time to safely operate the 

push button without inconveniencing their ride. 

 

C 3.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 3.1 Cyclists 

 

C 3.1.1  Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Bradford bound) 

 

Problem: Along Section B of the Cycle Superhighway, there is a double kerbed buffer zone 

which is approximately 100mm high.  With this upstand there is potential for a 

cyclist to clip the buffer zone with their pedals and fall either into the carriageway 

or onto the cycle route. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The upstand should be removed and a more suitable one provided, that 

wouldn’t pose a problem to cyclists, or the cycle track widened and the 

hazard ‘hatched out’ as recommended in the Department for Transport’s 

Local Transport Note 2/08. 

 

Designer Response: The cycle track has adequate width at this location for cyclists to avoid 

hitting their pedals on the narrow buffer. 

 

C 3.1.2 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Bradford bound) 

 

Problem: Whilst the southbound cycle route runs along Bradford Road at the transition point 

between the Cycle Superhighways and Thornbury junction schemes, there is a 

break in the segregated cycle track, which could lead to confusion between cyclists 

and pedestrians.   
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Recommendation: The segregated section of the Cycle Superhighway and that of the 

Thornbury junction scheme should be connected so as to provide cyclists 

with a continuous segregated facility. 

 

Designer Response: Kerbed segregation will be provided here to continue the segregation. 

 

C 3.1.3 Location: A647 Bradford Road, Thornbury.  (Leeds bound) 

 

Problem: On the approach to Dawson’s Corner roundabout, the cycle route passes under an 

advanced direction sign.  At the point where the cycle route passes under the sign, 

the cycle route has been narrowed to accommodate the right hand sign pole, 

which could lead to cyclists colliding with the kerbed build-out or even the sign 

pole.   

 

 
 

Recommendation: The build-out and sign pole should be removed so as not to pose a problem 

to cyclists, or the cycle track widened and the hazard ‘hatched out’ as 

recommended in the Department for Transport’s Local Transport Note 

2/08. 

 

Designer Response: ‘Keep Left’ arrows have been installed on the cycle track at 10m and 20m 

before the sign, highlighting to cyclists the need to avoid the hazard. 

 

 

C 3.1.4  Location: A647 Leeds Road/Gain Lane/Sunnybank Lane, Thornbury.  (Leeds bound) 

 

Problem: As Leeds bound cyclists cross the Gain Lane junction, the segregated facility ceases 

and there is a lack of clarity as to what cycle provision has been provided between 

Gain Lane and Sunnybank Lane.  It would appear that cyclists and pedestrians are 

separated between Gain Lane and Sunnybank Lane, but then cross onto a shared 

use area, which could lead to conflict between cyclists and pedestrians. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to introducing additional signing to clarify 

the provision and route that cyclists should use to access the cycle route 

beyond Sunnybank Lane. 

 

Designer Response: Lining segregation has been provided since the safety audit was 

undertaken. The red cycle lane across front of junction is to be removed, 

and side road give way markings to be moved forward. This will have the 

added benefit of providing additional space for vehicles waiting at the 

speed table. 
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General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section C1 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There appears to be design changes which have been implemented which differ 

from the contract drawings and the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along various sections of the route it is clear that the works have been left 

unfinished for no apparent reason, leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or 

collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be 

completed in accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response: Due to the proposed redevelopment of Dawsons Corner 

roundabout in the near future, a decision was made to adopt a ‘Do 

Minimum’ approach at this location, so a significant amount of 

work shown on the contract drawings was not done. The new 

proposals for the junction will incorporate an upgrade in cycling 

provision. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along this section of the cycle route, formal zebra crossing 

facilities have been introduced.  At other locations along the overall scheme, 

particularly in Bradford, ‘Tiger’ crossings have been introduced so as to provide 

cycle crossing provision.  There is a lack of continuity in terms of cycle crossing 

provision along the overall scheme. 

 

Recommendation: All zebra crossing facilities should be upgraded to ‘Tiger’ crossing 

facilities to provide provision for pedestrians and cyclists alike. 

 

Designer Response:  Tiger crossings have been introduced at appropriate sites where 

cycle access is to be catered for. 
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Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section C1 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 Departures from Standards 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At the point where the two-way cycle route reaches all the bus stops along the 

cycle route, the width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the cycle 

route, reduces to a width which is narrower that recommended in Section 8.5 of 

the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08. 

 

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appears slippery in wet and damp conditions, which could present serious 

problems for cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.    

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a hazard 

should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle route 

width provided, or a shared use provision introduced.  

 

Designer Response: In developing the standard details for the scheme the design team looked 

to push the boundaries of existing legislation in an effort to maintain a 

segregated cycle facility wherever possible. This has led to some instances 

where the cycle track at bus stops is only 750mm wide. While this meets 

the segregated ethos of the scheme, it is recognised that this is very 

narrow for a cyclist to comfortably negotiate. It is proposed that these 

sites are monitored to determine the nature of interaction between 

pedestrians and cyclists. If significant conflict occurs, further remedial 

work will be considered. 

 

C 1.1.2 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along various stretches, with the cycle route 

running directly along the rear of the lay-by.  Buff coloured surfacing has been 

introduced to act as a buffer zone, to protect cyclists from car doors that are 

opened into the cycle track.  In the event of such an occurrence this buffer zone 

reduces the available cycle track to a sub-standard width and could lead to cyclists 

encroaching into the adjacent footway and pedestrians.  
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 Also, while the engineers involved in the audit process understand the reasoning 

for the ‘buffer zone’, it was felt that the general cyclist would not know what this 

coloured material to signify or that it was to guide them away from a potential 

hazard. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: In order to maintain a standard cycle route, additional width should be 

provided where possible in order to reduce the potential conflict between 

cyclists and vehicles.  If this cannot be achieved, then as the general public 

and cyclists have no indication as to the nature or reasoning of this buff 

material, then training or education via the various cycle groups is 

suggested. 

 

Designer Response: At locations where the cycle track passes on the inside of parking 

provision, a 0.9m wide buffer zone has been introduced using a 

contrasting surface material. This is intended to alert cyclists to the risk 

of being struck by opening car doors and enable them to safely pass the 

hazard. The City Connect team at WYCA have produced and distributed 

an explanatory document on this facility which was distributed upon 

opening of the route and is available on the City Connect website.  

 

C 1.2 Drainage 

 

C 1.2.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Along the B6157 Bradford Road, there is evidence of standing water at various 

locations on the Leeds bound side of the cycle route.  This issue will be amplified 

during periods of inclement and icy weather. 
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Recommendation: This full section of the cycle route should be assessed and the areas 

reconstructed to remove the low points that currently hold surface water 

or inadequate drainage.  

 

Designer Response: Individual sites along this section that are holding water have been 

identified and defected with the Main Contractor. 

 

 

C 1.2.2 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley.  (Adjacent to Police Station)  

 

Problem: As part of the cycle route works a new gully has been introduced adjacent to the 

bus stop to drain the cycle route.  The gully has been installed at the high point and 

there is evidence of standing water in the low spot adjacent to the existing stone 

kerbline.  This issue will be amplified during periods of inclement and icy weather. 

 

      
  

Recommendation: This location of the gully should be changed to the low point so that the 

cycle route drains correctly or this area of the cycle route should be 

reconstructed to remove the low point that currently holds surface water. 

 

Designer Response:  Channel blocks will be laid to guide the water into the gully – this will 

negate the need to move the gully pot. 

C 1.3 Public Utilities 

C 1.3.1 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley.   

 

Problem: On the section of the cycle route between Dawson’s Corner and Cote Lane there 

is a utility cabinet and Haldo pillar located to the rear of the cycle route, which 

causes problems for cyclists, particularly during the hours of darkness.  The utility 

cabinet and pillar narrow the available cycle route to a point, where it would 

appear that the Haldo pillar has already been subjected to a collision. 
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Recommendation: The problematic utility cabinet and pillar should be removed to a position 

that does not obstruct cyclists or pedestrians. 

 

Designer Response: An order has been placed with the relevant statutory undertakers to 

remove the cabinets. In the meantime they have been marked with 

reflective tape to increase their visibility to cyclists, particularly in hours 

of darkness. 

 

C 1.3.2 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley.   

 

Problem: On the section of the cycle route between Cote Lane and Woodlands Terrace 

there is a utility cabinet previously located at the rear of the footway, which is 

now located in the confines of the cycle route.  The cabinet presents numerous 

problems in that it creates a pinch point on the cycle route, the cabinet leaves a 

sub-standard width of cycle route should a car door be opened and the cabinet 

presents an obstacle particularly during the hours of darkness for cyclists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The problematic utility cabinet should be removed to a position that does 

not obstruct cyclists or pedestrians and cyclist should be guided around the 

object. 

 

Designer Response: The BT cabinet has been identified as a significant hazard and will be 

relocated to the back of the footway. 

 

C 1.4 Skid Resistance 

 

C 1.4.1 Location: Various locations 
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Problem: Along sections of the cycle route, buff surface treatment has been laid to highlight 

a ‘Buffer Zone’ where cyclists may come into conflict with opening car doors.  It is 

clear in some locations, that this buff material holds surface water and appear to 

be slippery in wet and damp conditions, especially on those sections of the route 

on a gradient or where braking by cyclists may be expected. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of buff material should be reviewed and assessed to ensure 

appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose a 

problem to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 1.4.2 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Chrome green surface treatment has been laid along the cycle route, to highlight 

hazards such as side roads, private accesses, pedestrian crossings and bus stops, 

where cyclists may come into conflict with other road users.  It is clear in some 

locations, that this surface material holds surface water and appear to be slippery 

in wet and damp conditions, which in turn could present serious problems for 

cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.  A cyclist or 

motorist braking on this material could lead to collisions between cyclists, motor 

vehicles and pedestrians. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of chrome green surfacing should be reviewed and assessed to 

ensure appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose 

a problem to cyclists. 
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Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 1.5 Network Management 

 

C 1.5.1 Location: B6157 Bradford Road/Woodlands Avenue junction 

 

Problem: On Bradford Road on street parking is allowed between the designated parking bay 

opposite Woodlands Avenue and the Cote Lane (west) junction.  At this point the 

carriageway has been narrowed to facilitate the cycle route on both sides of 

Bradford Road, which in association with the above on street parking causes Leeds 

bound vehicles to cross the centreline on occasions, which could lead to conflict 

and collision between opposing traffic flows.  The contract drawings show the 

introduction of formal parking restrictions (double yellow lines) yet it would 

appear that these have not been introduced and this area remains incomplete. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All formal parking restrictions should be introduced on Bradford Road so as 

to remove the obstructive on street parking between the Cote Lane (west) 

junction and Woodlands Avenue and any potential conflict between 

opposing traffic flows. 

 

Designer Response: The double yellow line markings on Bradford Road are to be extended to 

the parking bays as per the Traffic Regulation Order. On Cote Lane, the 

centre line and double yellow lines on the western kerb line are to be 

removed and double yellow lines on the eastern kerb line to be 

introduced up to the Civic Hall. 

 

C 2.  Local Alignment 

C 2.1 New/Existing Road Interface 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley. (Leeds bound) 

 

Problem: Along the Leeds bound section of Bradford Road, the footway has been built out 

in several locations to accommodate the segregated cycle route.  The conspicuity 

of these footway build-outs is poor, particularly during the hours of darkness and 

wet weather, which could lead to the build-outs being struck and mounted by 

motor vehicles. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to increasing the conspicuity of the footway 

build-outs to drivers, particularly during the hours of darkness. 

 

Designer Response: Reflective marker posts are to be installed on the build-outs along this 

section. 

 

C 2.1.2 Location: B6157 Bradford Road/Old Road junction. 

Problem: On the eastbound approach to the Old Road junction, cyclists are expected to re-

join the carriageway, from shared use provision, immediately beyond the parking 

bay and via an irregular build out, which is neither signed nor provided with 

appropriate markings.  A zebra crossing is located between this build out and the 

junction.  There is the potential for vehicles parked in the adjacent parking bay, to 

mask any cyclist re-entering the carriageway.  This will particularly be the case 

when other vehicles are turning left into Old Road.  This could lead to conflict in 

the area around the zebra crossing and the junction.  This length of the cycle route 

appears to remain unfinished, with a lack of signing, road markings and green 

surface treatment.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to extending the shared use to encompass 

the zebra crossing and safe provision introduced for cyclists to re-join the 

carriageway incorporating appropriate signing and road markings to 

highlight the need for cyclist to give way to left turning traffic. 

 

Designer Response:  Works at this location were incomplete at the time of the audit. Cyclists 

share the area through the zebra crossing and then join the carriageway 

afterwards using a side road crossing treatment. It is not proposed to 

change the proposals at this location but it will be monitored.  

 

C 2.1.3 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley. (Leeds bound adjacent to Savoy Court) 
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Problem: Whilst the segregated cycle route terminates adjacent to Savoy Court, eastbound 

cyclists are left to simply re-join the carriageway and merge into general traffic, 

which could lead to conflict and collision, particularly with those vehicles turning 

left into Savoy Court.   

 

    
 

Recommendation: Cycle provision for eastbound cyclists should be provided, from the end of 

the segregated cycle route to the edge of the Stanningley Bottom shared 

space area, so cyclists can safely re-join the carriageway with flow and 

motorists are aware of the presence of cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Installation of cycle symbols with chevrons on carriageway to be 

undertaken – this approach has been used elsewhere in the UK and will 

highlight to vehicle users that cyclists are merging to use the carriageway. 

 

C 3.  Junctions 

 

C 3.1 Road Markings 

 

C 3.1.1 Location: B6157 Bradford Road/Woodlands Avenue junction 

 

Problem: As westbound cyclists reach the Woodlands Avenue junction the cycle provision 

seemingly goes from segregated to shared use through the junction; however the 

design of the cycle route at this location has been changed from the original design.  

Also, with the new location of the give-way markings, the sightline for any 

motorists looking to pull out of Woodlands Avenue is obscured by the parked 

vehicles on either side.  The current layout could lead to confusion and conflict 

between cyclists and vehicles turning out of Woodlands Avenue.  This area appears 

to remain unfinished, with signing and road markings still to be completed. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works on this junction need to be completed with a clear distinction 

being given to both cyclists and motorists. 
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Designer Response: Give way double dash markings (Diag 1003) will be installed at the front 

of the junction. 

 

C 3.2 Traffic Signals 

C 3.2.1 Location: B6157 Bradford Road/Owlcotes Lane, Pudsey 

 

Problem: During the site visit, it was apparent to the Audit team that as westbound cyclists 

reaches the Owlcotes Lane junction; they have to encroach into the carriageway 

so as to be able to reach the push button unit for the crossing facility, which could 

result in conflict with a motor vehicle. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The traffic signal pole and push button unit should be relocated to a 

position where a cyclist does not have to encroach into the carriageway to 

reach the push button unit without any potential conflict. 

 

Designer Response: The layout of the crossing and width of the footway mean that moving 

the signal pole would either cause an unnecessary pinch point or move 

the push button too far away from the tactiles. It is proposed to maintain 

the push button in its current position or the footway provision for 

vulnerable users would be inadequate and the Council could be in breach 

of DDA regulations.  

 

C 3.2.2 Location: A647 Stanningley Bypass/A6120 Ring Road /B6157 Bradford Road. 

 

Problem: During the site visit, it was apparent to the Audit team that whilst Leeds bound 

cyclists have a continuous provision across the A6120 Ring Road, there is only 

partial cycle provision across Stanningley Bypass for Bradford bound cyclists, which 

only gets cyclists to the central reservation.  The lack of formal cycle facilities across 

the westbound carriageway of the bypass and the dedicated left turn slip road 

leaves cyclists on a narrow island between fast moving traffic.  
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to introducing formal cycle facilities across 

the westbound carriageway of Stanningley Bypass and the dedicated left 

turn slip road, so as to provide a continuous cycle provision. 

 

Designer Response: Formal crossing points for cyclists were removed from the westbound 

cycle track as part of the reduction in works due to the upcoming 

redevelopment at this junction. As an interim measure, toucan signal 

heads have been fitted on the existing signal poles to allow cyclists to 

cross the bypass. 

 

C 4.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 4.1 Pedestrians 

 

C 4.2.1 Location: B6157 Bradford Road/Old Road, Stanningley 

 

Problem: Whilst new tactile paving has been laid at the existing zebra crossing, the tactile 

paving on the northern side is a new design which differs from current standards 

and does not extend to the back of the adopted highway, thus there is a possibility 

that blind or partially sighted people could miss the tactile paving and the 

controlled crossing point and could end up trying to cross the busy carriageway 

away from the formal crossing. 

 

  
 

Recommendation: The new design should be removed, replaced with the correct ‘L’ shaped 

style layout and extended to the back of the adopted highway. 

 

Designer Response: The correct tactile layout will be installed on the north side of the 

crossing. 

 

C 4.2.2  Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley.  

Problem: As part of the works a new zebra crossing facility has been introduced adjacent to 

Carlisle Road, with on street parking provided on the westbound approach to the 

facility.  Whilst on street parking behind the zig-zag markings is prohibited, parked 

vehicles could mask pedestrians waiting at the crossing facility and lead to 

pedestrian stepping out into the path of vehicles travelling towards Dawson’s 

Corner roundabout. 
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Recommendation: The parking bay on the approach to the zebra crossing should be hatched 

out or removed for the full extent of the zig-zag markings, so as to provide 

a suitable forward visibility for approaching vehicles. 

 

Designer Response: There is good visibility of the belisha beacons at this location. It is 

proposed, therefore, to maintain the parking bay. This layout is similar to 

many zebra crossings across the city. 

 

C 4.  Road Signs, Carriageway Markings and Lighting 

 

C 4.1 Signs 

 

C 4.1.1  Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley. 

 

Problem: It is evident that areas of the cycle route adjacent particularly those in the vicinity 

of amenities are used as parking areas.  There is only intermittent signage to inform 

drivers of the parking restrictions on the section of the scheme from Dawson’s 

corner to the Savoy Court junction. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: It should be ensured that all regulatory signing is erected and regular 

enforcement carried out in order to maintain an unobstructed cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: A review of all the signs along this section has been undertaken and any 

missing signs will be installed. Regular enforcement of the route is being 

undertaken by Parking Services to minimise illegal parking on the cycle 

track. 
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C 4.1.2 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley.  

 

Problem: Along this section of the cycle route in some locations there appears to be a 

proliferation of cycle signs, some of which have been erected on lighting columns 

or new poles.  In some places direction signing and signs to Diag No.959.1 (With 

flow cycle lane) have been erected in almost identical locations creating sign 

clutter.  The use of these signs to Diag No.959.1 in the manner which it has been 

erected is the non-prescribed use of this sign as the route is designated cycle track, 

which could lead to confusion between cyclists and motorists alike, because of the 

lack of clarity. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The placement of all signage should be reviewed and relocated where 

deemed necessary.  All signs to Diag No.959.1 and the respective poles 

should be removed from the cycle route to remove any confusion and 

reduce street clutter. 

 

Designer Response: A review of all signs along the route has been conducted and any 

unnecessary clutter will be removed. The cycle route changes from a 

track to a lane where in goes across certain junctions, so the use of 959.1 

is correct. 
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General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section C2 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There appears to be design changes which have been implemented which differ 

from the contract drawings and the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At the time of the audit it was clear that some works had been left unfinished for 

no apparent reason, leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be 

completed in accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response:  At the time of the audit elements of work were incomplete. These 

have since been completed in accordance with the contract 

drawings.  

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along this section of the cycle route, formal zebra crossing 

facilities have been introduced.  At other locations along the overall scheme, 

particularly in Bradford, ‘Tiger’ crossings have been introduced so as to provide 

cycle crossing provision and provide connectivity to the surrounding locality.  

There is a lack of continuity in terms of cycle crossing provision along the overall 

scheme in Leeds. 

 

Recommendation: All zebra crossing facilities should be upgraded to ‘Tiger’ crossing 

facilities to provide provision for pedestrians and cyclists alike. 

 

Designer Response: There are two zebra crossings in this section; the one on Back Lane 

has been upgraded to a Tiger crossing. The one at Greggs has not 

been installed as a Tiger crossing because the cycle track does not 

run on both sides of the road at this location. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There is a lack of continuity with regards the width of the cycle route along this 

section of the cycle route.  At some locations the cycle route is as narrow as 

750mm yet in other locations the cycle route is 4.0m wide.  This lack of continuity 

could present a problem to cyclists and also maintenance vehicles either cleaning 

or gritting the route 

 

Recommendation: The width of the cycle route should wherever possible be a constant 

width along the whole route, so as to provide cyclists with a suitable 

continuous facility. 

  

Designer Response:  Wherever possible a consistent width has been sought. The width, 

however, does narrow at certain points due to site constraints and widen 

at others to allow for 2 way cycling.  
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Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section C2 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 Departures from Standards 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At the point where the two-way cycle route reaches all the bus stops along the 

cycle route, the width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the cycle 

route, reduces to a width which is narrower that recommended in Section 8.5 of 

the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08. 

 

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appear to be slippery in wet and damp conditions, which could present serious 

problems for cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.    

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a hazard 

should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle route 

width provided, or a shared use provision introduced. 

 

Designer Response: In developing the standard details for the scheme the design team looked 

to push the boundaries of existing legislation in an effort to maintain a 

segregated cycle facility wherever possible. This has led to some instances 

where the cycle track at bus stops is only 750mm wide. While this meets 

the segregated ethos of the scheme, it is recognised that this is very 

narrow for a cyclist to comfortably negotiate. It is proposed that these 

sites are monitored to determine the nature of interaction between 

pedestrians and cyclists. If significant conflict occurs, further remedial 

work will be considered. 

 

C 1.1.2  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: The tactile paving layout associated with certain crossing facilities, introduced at 

various locations are new layout design which do not meet current standards. The 

layout differing on each side of the crossing and the layout not being the correct 

‘L’ shaped style for a formal pedestrian crossing as set out in the Guidance on the 

use of Tactile Paving Surfaces, which may be a new design been trialled as part of 

this scheme.  The new design may presents a problem for blind and partially 

sighted people, who could either miss the tactile paving at the crossing or could 

misconstrue the situation and cross into the carriageway and the path of motor 

vehicles.  
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Recommendation: The new design should be reviewed, taking into account of the needs of the 

blind and partially sighted and be replaced with both the correct ‘L’ shaped 

style layout, so as to ensure that it mirrors the tactile paving layout on the 

opposite side of the carriageway/crossing facility. 

 

Designer Response: The tactile paving layout will be amended to include red coloured L 

shaped tactiles on the footway to the rear of the cycle track to ensure 

blind and partially sighted users are aware of the controlled crossing. The 

crossing will be marked as zebras in line with the recently updated TSRGD 

2016 which allows zebra crossings over cycle tracks. In locations where 

widths are inadequate to facilitate such an arrangement shared use 

facilities will be introduced.  

 

C 1.1.3 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along various stretches, with the two-way cycle 

route running directly along the rear of the lay-by.  Buff coloured surfacing has 

been introduced to act as a buffer zone, to protect cyclists from car doors that are 

opened into the cycle track.  In the event of such an occurrence this buffer zone 

reduces the available cycle track to a sub-standard width and could lead to cyclists 

encroaching into the respective adjacent footways and pedestrians.  

 

 Also, while the engineers involved in the audit process understand the reasoning 

for the ‘buffer zone’, it was felt that the general cyclist would not know what this 

coloured material to signify or that it was to guide them away from a potential 

hazard. 
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Recommendation: In order to maintain a clear two-way cycle route, additional width should 

be considered to reduce the potential conflict between cyclists and 

vehicles.  If this cannot be achieved, then as the general public and cyclists 

have no indication as to the nature or reasoning of this buff material, then 

training or education via the various cycle groups is suggested. 

 

Designer Response: At locations where the cycle track passes on the inside of parking 

provision, a 0.9m wide buffer zone has been introduced using a 

contrasting surface material. This is intended to alert cyclists to the risk 

of being struck by opening car doors and enable them to safely pass the 

hazard. The City Connect team at WYCA have produced and distributed 

an explanatory document on this facility which was distributed upon 

opening of the route and is available on the City Connect website.  

 

C 1.1.4 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Railsfield Mount, Bramley  

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route and footway reaches all the bus stops opposite 

Railsfield Mount, the width of the footway reduces to width below 

recommendations within DfT Local Transport Note 2/08. This reduced width could 

lead to opposing pedestrians having to walk in the cycle route and then potentially 

coming into conflict and collision with cyclists.   

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a 

hazard should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle 

route width provided, or a shared use provision introduced. 

Designer Response: Due to existing constraints, the footway at this location is 1.4m wide. 

This is wider than the allowable minimum stated in Inclusive Mobility 

guidance and it is only over a short stretch of footway. This layout will 

be retained and monitored. 

C 1.2 Drainage 

C 1.2.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route, there is varying evidence of standing water 

along the cycle route and at formal crossing points.  At the Stanningley 

Road/Swinnow Lane junction it clear that the existing gully is located at the high 

point above the crossing point. 

This issue will be amplified during periods of inclement and icy weather and could 

cause major problems for both pedestrians and cyclists alike. 
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Recommendation: This section of the cycle route should be assessed for standing water and 

all areas where ponding water is evident should be reconstructed to 

remove the low points that currently hold surface water. 

 

Designer Response: Individual areas that hold water have been identified along this section 

of the route and defected with the Main Contractor. 

 

C 1.3 Landscaping 

 

C 1.3.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route, low level canopies of adjacent trees and 

hedgerows encroach into/over the cycle track, which hinders the free flow of 

cyclists along the route.  
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Recommendation: All offending vegetation should be cut back so as it doesn’t encroach 

over/into the cycle route and cause problems for cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Parks and Countryside will be informed of these areas and maintain 

accordingly. 

C 1.4 Public Utilities 

 

C 1.4.1 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Bramley.  

 

Problem: On the section of the westbound cycle route between Elder Road and Railsfield 

Rise there is a utility cabinet/pillar located towards the rear of the cycle route, 

which causes problems for cyclists, particularly during the hours of darkness or if 

the door of a parked vehicle is opened.  The utility cabinet/pillar also narrows the 

available cycle route to a point, where it would appear that the cabinet/pillar has 

already been subjected to impact.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The problematic utility cabinet/pillar should be removed to a position that 

does not obstruct the cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: The feeder pillar has been identified as a significant hazard and has been 

removed. 

 

C 1.4.2 Location: Bramley Town End Roundabout, Bramley.  

 

Problem: As the cycle route crosses South End Avenue at Bramley Town End there is an 

inspection chamber located directly in the centre of the cycle route, which could 

present problems for cyclists as the negotiate the roundabout, especially in wet, 

damp and icy conditions.    
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to removing the existing manhole cover and 

replacing it with a non-slip cover. 

 

Designer Response: The access cover is in good condition, offers adequate slip resistance and 

does not require replacing. 

 

C 1.5 Access 

 

C 1.5.1 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Half Mile Lane, Stanningley 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches the Half Mile Lane junction, cyclists appear to have 

priority across the junction, with motor vehicles appearing to have to give way, 

although there is no indication of the cycle route.  Only a short area of carriageway 

has been provided prior to the ramp of the speed table (max. 10.0m) for vehicles 

to wait in, which would cause large vehicles, particularly articulated lorries 

delivering to the neighbouring TESCO Express store, to overhang the eastbound 

lane of Stanningley Road and could lead to conflict and collision between vehicles 

proceeding along Stanningley Road and those waiting on Half Mile Lane. 

 

 This new design is a change from the Department for Transport’s Local Transport 

Note 2/08. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: This junction layout should be reviewed and if felt needed be reconstructed 

in order to provide an appropriate length of carriageway on Half Mile Lane, 

to allow large vehicles to give way, without encroaching into the eastbound 

running lane of Stanningley Road, or cyclists should be instructed to give 

way so vehicular traffic is not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response: 9.6m of carriageway has been provided for vehicles to give way, which is 

adequate at this location and in line with the scheme's standard detail. 
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C 1.5.2 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Stanningley  

 

Problem: Existing speed enforcement cameras are located on Stanningley Road at the Bright 

Street junction adjacent to the segregated cycle route.  During times when the 

cameras are being maintained there is a possibility that those Police vehicles 

maintaining the camera units will be parked on the cycle route, which would 

prevent cyclists from using the facility.  The obstruction of the cycle route, could 

lead to cyclists having to move onto the adjacent carriageway and come into 

conflict with proceeding motor vehicles. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Discussions should be held with the West Yorkshire Casualty Reduction 

Partnership with a view to ensuring that the cycle route is not obstructed 

or that the speed cameras are relocated. 

 

Designer Response: When access is required operatives will need to use appropriate TM to 

divert cyclists, in line with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual. This is 

standard practice. 

C 1.6 Skid Resistance 

 

C 1.6.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along sections of the cycle route, buff surface treatment has been laid alongside 

parking bays to highlight a ‘Buffer Zone’ where cyclists may come into conflict with 

opening car doors.  It is clear in some locations, that this buff material holds surface 

water and appear to be slippery in wet and damp conditions, especially on those 

sections of the route on a gradient or where braking by cyclists may be expected. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of buff material should be reviewed and assessed to ensure 

appropriate skid resistance values have been met and removed where 

necessary, so as not to pose a problem to cyclists. 
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Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 1.6.2 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Chrome green surface treatment has been laid along the cycle route, to highlight 

hazards such as side roads, private accesses, pedestrian crossings and bus stops, 

where cyclists may come into conflict with other road users.  It is clear in some 

locations, that this surface material holds surface water and appear slippery in wet 

and damp conditions, which in turn could present serious problems for cyclists, 

especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.  A cyclist or motorist braking 

on this material could lead to collisions between cyclists, motor vehicles and 

pedestrians. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of chrome green surfacing should be reviewed and assessed to 

ensure appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose 

a problem to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 1.7 Network Management 

 

C 1.7.1 Location: Half Mile Lane/Leeds & Bradford Road, Stanningley 

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route connects through from Half Mile Lane to the 

turning head on Leeds & Bradford Road, parking is restricted by means of a No 

Waiting, Monday to Saturday, 8am till 6pm restrictions; however it was clear 

during the audit site visit that vehicles were parking in contravention of the 

restrictions with some partially obstructing the cycle route.  There is also the 

possibility that vehicles park legally in the turning head outside of the restrictions, 

again obstructing the cycle route 

 

Any form of on street parking at the point where the cycle route enters Leeds & 

Bradford Road could lead to conflict and collision between cyclists and parked 

motor vehicles and possible conflict between cyclists and pedestrians if the cycle 

route is completely blocked and cyclists are forced onto the footway. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to revoking the existing No Waiting, Monday 

to Saturday, 8am till 6pm restriction and replacing it with a No waiting At 

Any Time restriction to remove any on street parking in the turning head 

and any possible obstruction of the cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: The potential for a TRO here will be investigated by the LCC Traffic 

department. 

 

C 2.  Local Alignment 

 

C 2.1 New/Existing Road Interface 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: Bramley Town End Roundabout, Bramley 

 

Problem: The audit team is aware that reports have been made about cyclists and invalid 

scooters using the cycle route in the wrong direction and coming into conflict with 

motor vehicles exiting the roundabout onto South End Avenue, with drivers only 

expecting cyclists from their left hand side. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to provide a clear indication to cyclists as to 

which direction the cycle route should be used and that invalid scooters 

should not be using the cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: A cycle give way has been installed at the roundabout to clarify vehicle 

priority. Dropped kerbs have been provided to the parallel footway. It is 

felt that the lack of provision of these dropped kerbs was forcing those 

using mobility scooters to use the cycleway. The site will continue to be 

monitored for cyclists and scooters using the cycle track in the wrong 

direction and, if necessary, directional arrows will be installed. 
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C 2.1.2 Location: A647 Lower Town Street/Eightlands Lane, Bramley. 

 

Problem: At the Lower Town Street/Eightlands Lane junction the footway has been built out 

to facilitate the new cycle route and ‘Tiger’ crossing.  No form of deflection or 

warning has been provided on Lower Town Street prior to the Eightlands Lane and 

thus it is clear that there have been incidences of vehicle strikes and overrunning 

of the footway, which could present serious problems for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

 Onsite observations also indicate that with the narrowing of Lower Town Street to 

facilitate the widened footway, larger vehicles now have to cross into the opposing 

running lane in order to turn left out of Eightlands Lane 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The conspicuity of the widened footway should be improved both prior to 

and at the Eightlands Lane junction so as to remove potential vehicle 

strikes.  Also the alignment of the build-out should be amended to remove 

the need for large vehicles to have to cross the centreline into the opposing 

running lane when turning left out of Eightlands Lane. 

 

Designer Response: A hatch build-out will be installed on the SE approach to Eightlands Lane 

(approx. 15m lead in) to provide better alignment for vehicles travelling 

along Town Street. Side road give way markings will be moved forward 

in line with build out to provide better visibility for vehicles exiting 

Eightlands Lane. Zig zags to be adjusted accordingly. 

C 2.1.3 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Bramley. 

 

Problem: As the cycle route runs along the frontage of Station Garage, there is clear evidence 

of vehicle incursion onto the cycle track including parking on the ‘buffer zone’ 

which could present serious problems for pedestrians and cyclists, particularly with 

vehicles driving in and out of Station Garage.  This area appears to remain 

unfinished, with green surfacing and road markings missing    
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Recommendation: The works in this area should be completed with green surfacing and road 

markings introduced across the frontage of the garage forecourt and 

enforcement carried out to discourage parking on the cycle route 

particularly along the Station Garage parade. 

 

Designer Response: Installing green surfacing at this location would be inconsistent with 

treatments at similar locations throughout the route. Parking 

Enforcement are routinely monitoring the situation and directional 

arrows have been installed on the cycle track to provide clarity. 

 

C 2.1.4 Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: In various locations the geometry of the cycle route has been constructed in such 

a way that unsuitable deviations have been introduced, some quite sharp and 

narrow.  These sudden deviations are unsettling for cyclists and could lead to 

cyclist becoming unstable and fall either onto the existing footway or carriageway.  

There is clear indication that cyclists have already hit adjacent kerb lines.    

 

      
 

Recommendation: All areas with sudden deviations should be reviewed and removed if felt 

appropriate with a more sympathetic alignment. 

Designer Response: The route has been assessed for significant deviations in the cycle track. 

Opposite the ambulance station, radius kerbs will be installed to give a 

smoother turn for cyclists. All other areas are deemed acceptable. 

C 3.  Junctions 

 

C 3.1 Roundabouts 

 

C 3.1.1 Location: Bramley Town End, Bramley 

 

Problem: In order to accommodate the westbound cycle route, the overall circulating 

carriageway of the roundabout has been reduced and whilst the carriageway is still 

sufficient enough to accommodate two lanes of traffic, the audit team witnessed 

drivers straight lining through the roundabout and cutting up adjacent vehicles. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to formally marking the circulating lanes on 

to remove the straight lining action and ensure that drivers retain an 

appropriate line as they negotiate the roundabout. 

 

Designer Response:  Marking of the circulating lanes would potentially add additional conflict 

and since the recent resurfacing at this location carried out after and 

separate from the Cycle superhighway works road markings were not 

introduced likely for this reason. It is worth noting that prior to the 

project, the roundabout was not marked.      

 

C 3.2 Traffic Signals 

 

C 3.2.1  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Swinnow Lane, Stanningley. 

 

Problem: During the site visit, whilst negotiating the toucan crossing facility on the southern 

arm of Swinnow Lane, the audit team members were provided with a green signal 

to cross Swinnow Lane at the same time as the hurry call feature for the fire station 

was in operation.  This action led to the audit team members (cyclists) being 

allowed to legitimately cross Swinnow Lane onto the frontage of the fire station at 

the same time and into conflict with fire engines leaving the fire station at speed. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The traffic signal phasing for the Stanningley Road/Swinnow Lane junction 

should be checked and changed to ensure that cyclists receive a red signal 

when the fire station’s hurry call facility is in operation. 

 

Designer Response: UTC have investigated -The hurry call (stage 5) will only run once the 

leaving stage (in this case, stage 2) has run for its minimum time, which 

then has the inter-green clearances. The staging doesn’t allow cyclist to 

ever be in conflict with the fire station exit green and therefore the only 

way that this could be the case is if the fire engine ran their red. 
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C 3.2.2  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Hough Lane/Swinnow Road, Stanningley. 

 

Problem: The on street parking provision for the businesses directly adjacent to the 

Stanningley Road/Hough Lane/Swinnow Road junction has been retained, 

however with the cycle route being introduced this has moved the parking bay into 

the main carriageway, which now means that an vehicle the size of a transit van or 

bigger parked in the bay obstructs visibility of the nearside primary traffic signal. 

 

 Also, with the parking now being moved out into the main carriageway this has 

reduced the available running lane width, which now prevents vehicles travelling 

eastbound along Stanningley Road from negotiating those vehicles waiting to turn 

right into Swinnow Road, thus creating congestion and in some occasions 

encouraging drivers to park on the cycle route in order to provide more 

carriageway space for general traffic.  

 

           
 

Recommendation: The parking bay should be removed so as to provide clear visibility of the 

nearside primary traffic signal, allow vehicles to pass waiting right turners 

and remove the likelihood of vehicles parking on the cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: When large vehicles are parked in the aforementioned parking bay (an 

infrequent occurrence) the primary signal heads can still be seen on the 

approach to the junction. Once at the stop line, vehicles have clear 

visibility of the secondary head. The lane widths are 3.3m which are in 

line with current guidance. The junction will be monitored. 

 

C 3.2.3  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Hough Lane/Swinnow Road, Stanningley. 

 

Problem: In order to facilitate the implementation of the cycle route, the radii on the south 

east corner of the junction have been reduced and the subsequent advanced stop 

lines removed.  This now poses a problem for HGVs visiting the adjacent steel 

fabricators, turning left from Stanningley Road into Swinnow Road and being 

unable to complete the turn do to the close proximity of the stop line and queuing 

traffic on Swinnow Road 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to relocating the stop line to enable large 

vehicles, particularly HGVS, to undertake the left turn into Swinnow Road. 

 

Designer Response: The stop line will be moved back, with the loops recut and a new 

configuration in the controller for the new timings. 

 

C 4.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 4.1 Adjacent Land 

 

C 4.1.1  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Stanningley (Newport Avenue).  

 

Problem: To the rear of the footway there is a 100mm kerb upstand difference with the 

parking area of the adjacent turning head.  As this upstand is directly behind the 

tactile paving of the crossing facility this could present a trip/fall hazard for blind 

or partially sighted pedestrians and could lead to pedestrians falling into parked 

vehicles.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: A section of fencing or pedestrian guardrail should be introduced at the 

back of the footway directly behind the pedestrian crossing point.  

 

Designer Response: This layout is similar to many layouts across Leeds and Bradford. In line 

with current council policy to reduce street clutter, no fencing is proposed 

to be erected here. 

 

C 4.1.2  Location: B6157 Town Street, Stanningley (St Thomas’s Church).  

 

Problem: In order to facilitate the westbound cycle route along the frontage of St Thomas’s 

church the previously wide footway has been narrowed and the cycle route 

introduced adjacent to the on street parking provision, both of which are regularly 

utilised by weddings, funerals and other church services, with large groups of 

pedestrians congregating at this location outside the church and wedding/funeral 

processions using the adjacent parking.   

 

With the cycle route being directly adjacent to the parking bay, this will create 

problems and conflict for cyclists, particularly during the occasions when weddings 

and funerals when the large groups of pedestrians will undoubtedly spill onto the 

cycle route and the wedding/funeral processions will use the cycle route for other 

purposes.  This practise may obstruct a cyclist’s path and could lead to them either 

moving onto the adjacent footway or carriageway, with cyclists coming into 

conflict with pedestrians or motor vehicles respectively.  
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to the practicality of the cycle route along 

the frontage of the church, and careful consideration should be given to 

the instances when weddings, funerals and other church services are in 

process and potential conflict is highly likely. 

 

Designer Response: It is the responsibility of both cyclists and pedestrians to pay due care 

and attention when using the public highway. This situation, and the 

potential for pedestrian/cyclist interaction, occurs at numerous 

locations along the route, and no special consideration will be given to 

this particular location. 

C 4.2 Pedestrians 

 

C 4.2.1 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Bath Road, Bramley 

 

Problem: Several terrace properties between Ashdown Street and Bath Road have large 

overhanging hedgerows which protrude into the footway, obstructing the 

thoroughfare along Stanningley Road.  At the points where the hedgerows are 

overgrown, this could lead to pedestrians having to walk in the eastbound cycle 

route and come into conflict with cyclists.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The overhanging vegetation should be cut back so as to provide a suitable 

unobstructed pedestrian footway and remove any likelihood of conflict 

with cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: Parks and Countryside will be notified and maintain the route 

accordingly. 

 

C 4.2.2 Location: A647 Lower Town Street, Bramley.  
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Problem: At the point where the shared cycle/footway ends adjacent to the ‘Tiger’ crossing 

adjacent to Back Lane, there is no clear indication as to who should take what route 

on the eastbound cycle route, although hazard paving and pedestrian guardrail has 

been introduced. 

 

 During the site visit, the audit team witnessed pedestrians using the cycle route as 

a thoroughfare, which once they reach the roundabout leaves them in a position 

in possible conflict with motor vehicles. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: While the engineers involved in the audit process understand the 

signification of the differing types of hazard paving, it was felt that 

members of the general public would not and that some form of signage 

should be introduced to guide pedestrians away from a potential hazard. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle bollards will be installed at hazard paving, in line with other areas 

along the route, to provide clarity. 

 

C 4.2.3 Location: A647 Lower Town Street, Bramley.  

 

Problem: A ‘Tiger’ crossing has been installed on Lower Town Street adjacent to the junction 

of Back Lane; however the Belisha beacon on the northern side of the crossing has 

been erected in such a position that it is currently located within the confines of 

the crossing facility.  The layout of the crossing facility as it currently stands does 

not comply with the Pedestrian Crossing Regulations for a tiger crossing and could 

lead to conflict between cyclists trying to use the facility and motor vehicles 

travelling along Lower Town Street. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The existing Belisha beacon on the northern side of the crossing should be 

relocated to the correct location for a ‘Tiger’ crossing. 

 

Designer Response: The Belisha beacon will be moved to the correct location. 
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C 4.2.4  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Swinnow Lane, Stanningley.  

 

Problem: Whilst new tactile paving has been introduced around the full extents of the 

junction, the tactile paving on the north western corner doesn’t conform to the 

Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces, as it does not extend to the rear of 

the footway, thus there is a possibility that blind or partially sighted people could 

miss the tactile paving and the controlled crossing point and could end up trying 

to cross the busy carriageway away from the formal crossing points. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The tactile paving on the north western corner of the junction should be 

extended to the back of the footway.  

 

Designer Response: The tactiles will be extended to the back of the footway.  

 

C 4.3 Cyclists 

 

C 4.3.1  Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Bramley (slip road) 

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route leaves Bramley Town End roundabout and 

approaches the existing zebra crossing, the cycle route breaks for the crossing 

sending cyclists back onto carriageway and then back onto an off road segregated 

facility after the crossing.  It is not clear whether this layout is intentional or 

whether the area remains unfinished with green surfacing and road markings still 

to be introduced. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

distinction being given to both cyclists and motorists about which area of 

the highway each party should use.  Alternatively a continuous route should 

be provided through the existing zebra crossing. 
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Designer Response: Additional lining has been installed to take the cycle lane through the 

zebra crossing and guide cyclists onto cycle track. The site will be 

monitored and, if further action is required, green surfacing will be 

installed to provide further clarity.  

 

C 4.3.2  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Back Lane, Bramley 

 

Problem: At the point where the eastbound cycle route reaches the Stanningley Road/Back 

Lane junction, there is no clear indication as to whereabouts cyclists are meant to 

cross Back Lane.  The alignment of the cycle route would indicate that cyclists 

should cross at the mouth of the junction, yet this would land them in an area 

obstructed by several pieces of street furniture, some of which should have been 

removed.  Alternatively, there is an informal pedestrian crossing point along Back 

Lane, with a seemingly widened footway/cycleway provision.  It would appear that 

this area is unfinished with green surfacing, road markings and signing works still 

to be carried out.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication being given to cyclists as to which location they should be using 

to cross Back Lane.  If cyclists are expected to cross Back Lane at the mouth 

of the junction then the existing street furniture needs to be rationalised 

and redundant signs removed. 

 

Designer Response: The channel blocks will be realigned to guide cyclists in right direction. 

Unnecessary posts will be removed. 

 

C 4.3.3  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At several junctions along the route shared footway/cycleway provision is 

provided, where hazard paving and bollards are provided at the end of the shared 

use facility.   There is however a distinct lack of dropped crossings to enable cyclists 

to gain access onto the carriageway. 
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Recommendation: All areas of shared footway/cycleway should be assessed and dropped 

crossing introduced where necessary to provide a suitable facility for 

cyclists 

 

Designer Response: Dropped kerbs will be installed at Half Mile Lane and Hough Lane. 

 

C 4.3.4  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Ashby Crescent, Bramley 

 

Problem: At the point where the eastbound cycle route reaches the Stanningley Road/Ashby 

Crescent junction, there is no clear indication as to where cyclists should cross the 

junction.  Three sets of pedestrian tactile paving have been provided, but it would 

appear that this area is unfinished with green surfacing, road markings and signing 

works still to be carried out. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The extra area of tactile paving should be removed to avoid any confusion 

and the works in this area of the scheme should be completed with a clear 

indication being given to cyclists as to where they should cross the junction. 

 

Designer Response: 'Extra tactiles' are hazard paving – the extra tactiles mentioned identify 

the area as shared space so need to be retained. No green surfacing is 

required here as the area is shared. No action necessary. 

 

C 4.3.5 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Bramley 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route leaves Bramley Town End roundabout and 

approaches the existing zebra crossing, the cycle route breaks for the crossing 

sending cyclists back onto carriageway, through the crossing and then back onto 

an off road segregated facility after the crossing after the Elmfield Way junction.  

It is not clear whether this layout is intentional or whether the area remains 

unfinished with green surfacing and road markings still to be introduced. 
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Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication of the continuous cycle route being given to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: A cycle lane has been marked on the carriageway across the access to 

provide clarity for all road users. This area is subject to carriageway 

surfacing in the near future and green surfacing will be used for the cycle 

lane once the surfacing has been completed. 

 

C 4.3.6 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Bramley 

 

Problem: On the southern side of Stanningley Road, between Railsfield Mount and Bath 

Lane, an echelon parking area has been introduced to facilitate on street parking 

for adjacent businesses.  During the site visit the audit team members observed 

vehicles attempting to reverse onto Stanningley Road, with vehicles having to 

reverse across or into the path of opposing traffic, which could lead to conflict and 

collision between vehicles travelling along Stanningley Road and vehicles leaving 

the parking area. 

 

 Also, as the cycle route runs directly adjacent to the echelon parking, anyone 

loading their vehicle from the rear of the parking area will obstruct the cycle route 

which could lead to potential conflict between pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The echelon parking should be removed so as to remove the potential 

conflicts and the parking area amended to a conventional parking lay-by 

(parallel parking).   

 

Designer Response: The echelon parking allowed for the maximum number of parking spaces 

to be installed whilst taking into account the existing layout of the road 

and surrounding area. Motorists have a duty of care when loading 

vehicles to be wary of cyclists and pedestrians. Vehicles should reverse 

into lay-bys. 

 

C 4.3.7  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There are several locations along the route were it would appear that the areas are 

unfinished with green surfacing, road markings and signing works still to be carried 

out.  
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Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication being given to cyclists, pedestrians and motorists. 

 

Designer Response: A review of the surface treatments along this route has been completed 

and road markings/green surfacing will be installed where necessary. 

 

C 4.3.8 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road, Bramley 

 

Problem: A section of shared use footway/cycleway has been introduced on the westbound 

section of the cycle route between Back Lane and Billingbauk Drive and whilst 

hazard paving has been provided there is no clear indication to pedestrian and 

cyclists of the change of environment.  It would appear that this area is unfinished 

with signing and bollards still to be implemented.  

   

 
 

Recommendation: While the engineers involved in the audit process understand the 

signification of the differing types of hazard paving, it was felt that 

members of the general public would not and there is a need for the works 

in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear indication 

being given to cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle Bollards will be installed here in line with other areas of hazard 

paving along the route. 
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C 5.  Road Signs, Carriageway Markings and Lighting 

 

C 5.1 Signs 

 

C 5.1.1  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route between Swinnow Lane and Swinnow Road 

there appears to be a proliferation of signs to Diag No.959.1 (With flow cycle lane) 

both before and after each side road.  The use of these signs is not continuous 

along the Cycle Superhighway and is the non-prescribed use of this sign as the 

route is designated cycle track, which could lead to confusion between cyclists and 

motorists alike, because of the lack of clarity.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: All signs to Diag No.959.1 and the respective poles should be removed from 

the cycle route to remove any confusion and reduce street clutter 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all signage has been conducted, and any incorrect signs 

will be removed.  

 

C 5.1.2  Location: A647 Lower Town Street, Bramley 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches Lower Town Street cycle direction signing has been 

placed on both sides of the ‘Tiger’ crossing facility, however there seems to be an 

anomaly between the two signs with the sign on the southern side of Lower Town 

Street showing ‘Leeds 32 mins’ and the sign on the northern side of Lower Town 

Street showing ‘Leeds 18 mins’. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The incorrect sign should be removed and replaced with a new sign 

depicting the correct timeframe. 
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Designer Response: A review of all the signs along the route has been undertaken and any 

incorrect signs will be rectified. 

 

C 5.1.3  Location: Back Lane, Bramley 

 

Problem: A one-way system has been introduced on Back Lane, with the necessary signing 

implemented, however the nearside ‘No Entry’ sign has been erected in such a 

position that the sign is totally hidden within the canopy of the adjacent tree line. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The ‘No Entry’ sign should either be relocated so as not to be obscured by 

overhanging vegetation, or the adjacent tree line cut back. 

 

Designer Response: The ‘No Entry’ sign is now redundant and will be removed. 

 

C 5.1.4 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Back Lane, Bramley.  

 

Problem: New signing has been erected on the north east corner of the Stanningley 

Road/Back Lane junction in close proximity of existing street furniture creating a 

cluttered area for both pedestrians and cyclists.  

  

 
 

Recommendation: In accordance with the current policy for reducing street clutter 

consideration should be given to removing the redundant sign and pole, 

erecting the illuminated sign on the adjacent lighting column and 

relocating the cycle direction sign to the rear of the footway. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all the signs along the route has been conducted and all 

unnecessary posts will be removed. 

 

C 5.1.5 Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Half Mille Lane, Stanningley.  

 

Problem: An unnecessary sign and sign pole have been erected on the north eastern corner 

of the Stanningley Road/Half Mile Lane junction directly behind a lighting column. 
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Recommendation: In accordance with the current policy for reducing street clutter the 

surplus sign pole should be removed and the accompanying sign erected 

on the lighting column. 

 

Designer Response: The unnecessary sign post will be removed and the sign plate will be put 

onto the lighting column. 

 

C 5.1.6  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Half Mile Lane, Stanningley 

 

Problem: At the Stanningley Road/Half Mile Lane junction the eastbound cycle route splits, 

with the main route continuing along Stanningley Road and a secondary route 

splitting off towards Leeds & Bradford Road, however there is no destination/route 

indication at the deviation point to inform cyclists or pedestrians.  It would appear 

that the areas are unfinished with green surfacing, road markings and signing 

works still to be carried out.  

 

      
    

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication being given to cyclists, pedestrians and motorists. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle symbols have been installed here to provide clarity. Green surfacing 

not required across speed table as area is shared. 

 

C 5.1.7  Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: A vast amount of the non-illuminated bollards that have been installed as part of 

the scheme have been erected either incorrectly or in the wrong location, giving 

pedestrians and cyclists the completely wrong information.  In certain locations 

this situation could lead to conflict and collision between pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

Recommendation: An assessment of all the non-illuminated bollards along the route should 

be carried out and those bollards which are incorrect for the circumstance 

should be removed and replaced with the correct bollards/sign face so as 

to depict the correct information. 
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Designer Response: A review of the bollards has been done and the correct faces have been 

installed. 

 

C 5.2 Carriageway Markings 

 

C 5.2.1  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Swinnow Lane, Stanningley 

 

Problem: As cyclists reach the Stanningley Road/Swinnow Lane junction there is a cycle 

crossing to facilitate this manoeuvre; however the ‘Elephants feet’ markings have 

been omitted on site, which could lead to confusion for cyclists and conflict 

between cyclists and motor vehicles.  It would appear that the area is unfinished 

with green surfacing and road markings still to be carried out  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication of the cycle crossing being provided. 

 

Designer Response: Elephant’s feet road markings will be installed at this junction. 

 

C 5.2.2  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Swinnow Lane, Stanningley. 

 

Problem: As part of the Cycle Superhighway scheme, the carriageway at this junction has 

been resurfaced and the subsequent right turn lanes have been removed, leading 

to right turning vehicles no blocking each other’s path.   

 

 
 

Recommendation: The previous right turn lane arrangement should be reintroduced. 

Designer Response: The turning reservoirs that are missing have been installed. 
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General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section D 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There appears to be design changes which have been implemented which differ 

from the contract drawings and the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along various sections of the route it is clear that the works have been left 

unfinished for no apparent reason, leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or 

collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be 

completed in accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response:  At the time of the audit elements of work were incomplete. These 

have since been completed in accordance with the contract 

drawings.  

 

Location: Section D – Stanningley Bottom 

 

Problem: There is a distinct difference between Section D and any other section of the route 

of indeed adjacent highway, with this layout likely to be completely new to all 

highway users and as much information as possible should be passed onto the 

local community and road users as possible    

 

Recommendation: In the Stage 1 RSA Designer’s response, it was outlined that training would 

be provided for to the community in the area and that the City Connect 

Communications team would provide education for school children and 

other vulnerable road users.  This training and education should be 

provided. 

 

Designer Response:  This training and education is being carried out regularly by the City 

Connect Communications and Engagement team at WYCA. 

 

Location: Section D – Stanningley Bottom 

 

Problem: Whilst a 20mph speed limit has been introduced on Town Street/Bradford Road 

and Richardshaw Lane, it was evident during the audit site visit that vehicles 

speeds are seemingly excessive for this section of the scheme. 

 

Recommendation: Measures should be introduced to ensure that the 20mph speed limit is 

self-enforcing. 

 

Designer Response: Remedial work at Stanningley Bottom is to be undertaken, the scope of 

which is to improve user interaction and reduce speeds. 
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Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section for Section D 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 Drainage 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: B6157 Town Street, Stanningley.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route on Town Street adjacent to the North Sea 

restaurant, there is evidence of standing water along the Leeds bound side of the 

cycle route, with the gullies seemingly located at the high spots.  The issue off 

standing water will be amplified during periods of inclement and icy weather. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: This section of the cycle route should be reconstructed to remove the low 

points that currently hold surface water 

 

Designer Response: The standing water here is minimal & doesn’t impinge on cyclists using 

the cycle track. A thorough maintenance regime is being conducted along 

the whole route, any detritus that helps to hold water will be swept away. 

 

C 1.2 Skid Resistance 

 

C 1.2.1 Location: Throughout Section D 

 

Problem: A new carriageway surface with coloured chippings has been laid throughout 

Section D, to highlight the shared space concept and the change in environment.  

It is clear from the night time audit inspection that this surface material appears 

slippery in wet and damp conditions, which in turn could present serious problems 

for cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient, on approaches 

to crossing points or on the approaches to the roundels.  A cyclist or motorist 

braking on this material could lead to collisions between cyclists, motor vehicles 

and pedestrians. 
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Recommendation: All areas of the new carriageway surfacing should be reviewed and 

assessed to ensure appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as 

not to pose a problem to pedestrians, cyclists or motorists. 

 

Designer Response: Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 2.  Local Alignment 

 

C 2.1 New/Existing Road Interface 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: B6157 Town Street/Bradford Road/Richardshaw Lane, Stanningley 

 

Problem: In accordance with the DfT Local Transport Note 1/11, it is important that drivers 

enter shared space streets at an appropriate speed and would be useful to 

convey this requirement by means of gateway features.  

 

On all entry points into the shared space section it appears that the transformation 

from the general highway into the new design areas could be enhanced, with only 

20mph signs introduced.   

 

      
 

 
 

Recommendation: Substantial gateway features with associated carriageway narrowing to 

reduce vehicle entry speeds and the appropriate signing to inform drivers 

that they are entering a shared space area should be introduced to ensure 

clarity. 
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Designer Response: The proposed remedial work here will address these issues by enhancing 

the gateway features. 

C 2.1.1  Location: B6157 Town Street/Bradford Road, Stanningley 

 

Problem: During the night time audit inspection it was evident that the contrast and 

differentiation between the new carriageway surface and the surface treatment 

material introduced for the central buffer zone and informal crossing points is poor 

approaching and through the Town Street/Richardshaw Lane/Sun Field junction, 

particularly in damp/wet weather.  This situation is compounded by the 

illumination/glare from the street lighting system and/or the headlights of 

oncoming motor vehicles and could lead to drivers continuing through the 

junctions and conflicting with other road users.       

 

      
 

 
 

Recommendation: The buff surface treatment material should be removed and replaced with 

a contrasting coloured material that stands outs in the hours of darkness 

and during damp/wet weather. 

Designer Response: The proposed remedial work here will address these issues by enhancing 

and replacing the existing surfacing. 

C 3.  Junctions 

 

C 3.1 Road Markings 

 

C 3.1.1 Location: B6157 Town Street/Bradford Road/Richardshaw Lane, Stanningley 
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Problem: During the daytime audit inspection it was evident that the intermittent areas of 

surface treatment caused confusion to some drivers as to who had priority.  

 

While the engineers involved in the audit process understand the reasoning for the 

surface treatment areas, it was felt that the general motorist would not know what 

this coloured material signifies.       

 

      
 

      
 

Recommendation: The various areas surface treatment material should be completed so as to 

provide a continuous surface and along with previous recommendations to 

clarify the situation to pedestrians, cyclists and motorists. 

 

Designer Response: The proposed remedial work here will address these issues by enhancing 

and replacing the existing surfacing. 

C 3.1.2 Location: B6157 Town Street, Stanningley 

 

Problem: As part of the scheme a central median has been introduced using ‘buff’ surface 

treatment material.  Due to the lack of continuous width of the central median and 

the provision of wide running lanes throughout this section, this feature has no 

impact on curbing vehicles speeds and sustaining the 20mph speed limit through 

the shared space area, thus potentially endangering both pedestrians and cyclists 

through this section.   

 

The overall contrast between the surface treatment material laid as the central 

median and that laid at informal pedestrian crossing points is poor, which could 

lead to conflict between  
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Recommendation: The surface treatment material along this section should be reviewed and 

amended to provide a reduced carriageway running width to raise driver’s 

awareness of the differing environment, so as to serve to reduce vehicle 

speeds through the shared space area and ensure the safety of both 

pedestrians and cyclists.  Contrasting surface treatment material should be 

introduced to differentiate between the central median and the informal 

pedestrian crossing points. 

 

Designer Response: The proposed remedial work will remove the inconsistent central strip 

and replace it with a continuous extruda-kerb with a constant width and 

upstand. 

 

C 3.1.3  Location: B6157 Town Street/Bradford Road/Richardshaw Lane/Sun Field, Stanningley. 

 

Problem: During the daytime audit inspection it was evident that most drivers had little 

understanding of the operation of the roundel junction, with many vehicles simply 

driving straight over the central roundel area, causing confusion and conflict 

between drivers and cyclists.  The reason for this could be down to the intermittent 

areas of surface treatment being the same colour as the central roundel area of 

the main junctions. 
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Recommendation: The colour of the surface treatment material signifying the roundel should 

be changed to a contrasting material. 

 

Designer Response:  The proposed remedial work here will address these issues by enhancing 

and replacing the existing surfacing. 

 

C 4.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 4.1 Pedestrians 

 

C 4.1.1 Location: B6157 Town Street/Richardshaw Lane, Stanningley 

 

Problem: Stainless steel cycle stands have been erected immediately adjacent to the 

informal pedestrian crossing point and the formal zebra crossing to the east and 

west of the Richardshaw Lane junction respectively.  The positioning of these cycle 

stands is such that when used they will hinder the free movement of pedestrians 

and the stands immediately adjacent  to the informal crossing point to the east of 

Richardshaw Lane will partially obscure pedestrians waiting to cross the 

carriageway, when being used.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: The offending cycle stands should be reviewed and removed/ relocated to 

a more suitable location if felt appropriate, where pedestrians are not 

obscured or movement is not hindered. 

 

Designer Response: The cycle stands are situated in line with relevant design guidance and 

have been placed in the most suitable location. 

 

C 4.1.2 Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley 

 

Problem: On Bradford Road between Viaduct Street and Richardshaw Lane a formal zebra 

crossing has been introduced adjacent to the Leeds bound bus stop.   

 

 Due to the close proximity of the zebra crossing to the Leeds bound bus stop, when 

a bus is stationary at the stop the back end of the vehicle overhangs the zebra 

crossing preventing pedestrians from being able to safely use the facility provided.  

The forward sightline of nearside pedestrians waiting to cross Bradford Road is 

completed obscured by parked vehicles, which could lead to pedestrians stepping 

out onto the crossing and coming into conflict with approaching Leeds bound 

vehicles. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to relocating the bus stop to a more suitable 

location whereby buses do not interfere with the zebra crossing facility and 

the parking on the approach to the crossing facility should be restricted so 

as to provide an adequate forward sightline. 

 

Alternatively the zebra crossing facility should be removed so as to remove 

any conflict with the bus stop and negate the need to restrict what is 

seemingly well used on street parking. 

 

Designer Response: The bus stop is a key pick up/drop off point for users heading towards 

Pudsey and Leeds and is located in the most suitable location. The zebra 

crossings have historically been sited at these locations as they are the 

main pedestrian desire lines across Town Street. 

 

C 4.1.3 Location: B6157 Town Street/Sun Field, Stanningley 

 

Problem: On Town Street a loading bay has been introduced on the immediate approach to 

the informal pedestrian crossing point adjacent to Sun Field.  Any large vehicle 

using this loading bay, particularly servicing the adjacent public house, would mask 

nearside pedestrians waiting to crossing the carriageway, which could lead to sight 

line restrictions between pedestrians and Bradford bound traffic. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The loading bay should be relocated to a location where large vehicles 

would not obscure or mask pedestrian waiting to cross the carriageway. 

Designer Response: A potential Traffic Regulation Order switching the loading bay with the 

parking bay directly to the east will be investigated by Leeds Traffic 

Management team. 
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C 4.1.4 Location: B6157 Town Street, Stanningley 

 

Problem: On Town Street a formal zebra crossing has been introduced adjacent to the 

Travellers public house.   

 

 This zebra crossing is located in an area where the conspicuity is hampered by the 

surrounding street furniture, illegal A boards and shop frontages, which could lead 

to drivers inadvertently driving through the crossing when pedestrians are 

attempting to cross the carriageway. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to rationalising all the street furniture in the 

area surrounding the zebra crossing and the removal of the illegal A boards 

from the footway.  Alternatively, consideration could be given to removing 

the zebra crossing and replacing it with a courtesy crossing.  

 

Designer Response: The zebra crossings have historically been sited at these locations as they 

are the main pedestrian desire lines across Town Street. Street furniture 

in the area will be reviewed and removed/relocated if appropriate.  

C 4.3 Cyclists 

 

C 4.3.1  Location: B6157 Town Street, Stanningley 

 

Problem: On the westbound approach to the Sun Field junction, the carriageway width has 

been reduced in part to facilitate the formal zebra crossing.  In narrowing the 

carriageway this now creates the possibility of for cyclists and opposing traffic as 

fast moving vehicles proceed to overtake slow moving cyclists on the wrong side 

of the road, particularly through the new zebra crossing. 
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Recommendation: In accordance with the DfT Local Transport Note 1/11, a series of measures 

should be introduced to reduced overall vehicle speeds along this section 

and increase the awareness of drivers of the shared space concept. 

 

Designer Response: The proposed remedial work here will address this issue. 

 

C 4.3.2  Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley.  

 

Problem: On the westbound exit from the Stanningley bottom area the cycle route continues 

on an uphill gradient alongside on street parking bays.  This would present a 

problem for inexperienced cyclists and present the likelihood of motor vehicles 

attempting to overtake with the possibility of conflict with cyclists.  During the 

audit site visit one of the audit team also came into conflict with a motor vehicle 

reversing into a parking bay, whilst he cycled uphill. 

 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to widening the uphill lane so as to provide 

more space for cyclists, especially inexperienced ones. 

 

Designer Response: This has been considered but due to the road being a bus route, the 

westbound and eastbound carriageway lanes must be 3.3m wide, and 

there is no further space available to widen the westbound lane. It is the 

responsibility of vehicle users to take care when reversing into parking 

bays and they should be looking out for all hazards, including cyclists. 

 

C 4.3.3  Location: B6157 Town Street, Stanningley 

Problem: All road markings have been removed, including the advisory cycle lanes, from the 

section of Town Street from the petrol station to Arthur Street, leaving a large 

expanse of carriageway.  Whilst the audit team are aware of an adjacent future 

development along this section of Town Street, at the time of the audit site visit 

the associated works had not commenced and as such, cyclists now have no formal 

provision along this section of the cycle route, which could lead to the possibility 

of conflict with motor vehicles. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: In the interim period all road markings, particularly the advisory the cycle 

lanes, should be reintroduced. 

 

Designer Response: This work has been completed as part of the S278 Lidl development. 
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C 5.  Road Signs, Carriageway Markings and Lighting 

 

C 5.1 Signs 

 

C 5.1.1  Location: B6157 Bradford Road, Stanningley 

 

Problem: Along this section there is a proliferation of new and old traffic signs, poles and 

street furniture, with some signs and poles being unnecessarily duplicated, all of 

which add to unnecessary street clutter and obstruction to pedestrians.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: All redundant or unnecessary signing and poles should be removed to 

remove obstructions to pedestrians and reduce street clutter 

 

Designer Response: A full review of all the signs has been conducted and any redundant posts 

will be removed. 
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General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section E 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There appears to be design changes which have been implemented which differ 

from the contract drawings and the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit. 

 

Location: At the time of the site visit it was clear that the works have been left unfinished 

for no apparent reason, leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be 

completed in accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response:  At the time of the audit elements of work were incomplete. These 

have since been completed in accordance with the contract 

drawings.  

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along this section of the cycle route, formal zebra crossing 

facilities have been introduced alongside existing zebra crossings.  At other 

locations along the overall scheme, particularly in Bradford, ‘Tiger’ crossings have 

been introduced so as to provide cycle crossing provision and provide connectivity 

to the surrounding locality.  There is a lack of continuity in terms of cycle crossing 

provision along the overall scheme in Leeds. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All zebra crossing facilities should be upgraded to ‘Tiger’ crossing 

facilities to provide provision for pedestrians and cyclists alike and 

connectivity across the route. 

 

Designer Response:  Tiger crossings have been introduced at appropriate sites on 

Armley Road at locations where cycle access is required.  

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There is a lack of continuity with regards the width of the cycle route along this 

section of the cycle route.  At some locations the cycle route is as narrow as 

750mm yet in other locations the cycle route is 4.0m wide.  This lack of continuity 

could present a problem to cyclists and also maintenance vehicles either cleaning 

or gritting the route 
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Recommendation: The width of the cycle route should wherever possible be a constant 

width along the whole route, so as to provide consistency and 

cyclists with a suitable continuous facility. 

 

Designer Response: This section of the route is consistent with the other sections. 

Width is constant where possible, but there are some locations 

where, due to existing constraints, the track has had to be 

narrowed. This occurs only over short sections of the route. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route, new sections of pedestrian guardrail, 

some extensive, have been provided for no apparent reason. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: In accordance with the Local Transport Note 2/09 and the City 

Council’s policy for reducing street clutter, all new sections of 

pedestrian guardrail should be assessed with a view to removing 

those that are not required. 

 

Designer Response: Pedestrian guardrail has been removed along the route where 

possible, and retained in areas where it was deemed to be a 

necessary safety measure. At the location shown in the photo, 

there is historical evidence of vehicles cutting across the verge and 

footway from Stanningley Road to access Green Hill Mount; the 

PGR prevents this. 

 

Location: Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route a buffer zone has been introduced, 

however the existing No Loading kerb blips have not been transferred onto the 

new kerb face. 

 

Recommendation: The entire route should be assessed and all road markings relating 

to waiting and loading restrictions should be introduced as required. 

 

Designer Response: A review of the route will be undertaken and any necessary No 

Loading blips will be added. 
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Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section for Section E 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 Departures from Standards 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At the point where the two-way cycle route reaches all the bus stops along the 

cycle route, the width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the cycle 

route, reduces to a width which is narrower that recommended in Section 8.5 of 

the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08. 

 

These reduced widths provide confusion to opposing cyclists as it is unclear, which 

direction has priority when passing the bus stops and could lead to conflict and 

collision between opposing cyclists and/or a cyclist and pedestrian 

waiting/alighting at the respective bus stop.  These problems are certainly evident 

on the downhill section of Stanningley Road at the bus stop opposite Armley 

Grange Drive. 

 

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appear slippery in wet and damp conditions, which could present serious problems 

for cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.    

 

      
 

Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a hazard 

should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle route 

width provided, or a shared use provision introduced. 

 

Designer Response:  In developing the standard details for the scheme the design team 

looked to push the boundaries of existing legislation in an effort to 

maintain a segregated cycle facility wherever possible. This has led to 

some instances where the cycle track at bus stops is only 750mm wide. 

While this meets the segregated ethos of the scheme, it is recognised 

that this is very narrow for a cyclist to comfortably negotiate. It is 

proposed that these sites are monitored to determine the nature of 

interaction between pedestrians and cyclists. If significant conflict 

occurs, further remedial work will be considered. 
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C 1.1.2  Location: Various locations 

Problem: The tactile paving layout at various locations is a new design which departs from 

current design standards. These tactile paving layouts present a problem for blind 

and partially sighted people, who could either miss the tactile paving altogether on 

the northern side of the crossing or could misconstrue the situation and cross into 

the carriageway and the path of a motor vehicle, on the southern side of the 

crossing.  

 

  
 

Recommendation: The new design should be changed to better reflect the correct ‘L’ shaped 

style layout. 

 

Designer Response: The tactile paving layout will be amended to include red coloured L 

shaped tactiles on the footway to the rear of the cycle track to ensure 

blind and partially sighted users are aware of the controlled crossing. The 

crossing will be marked as zebras in line with the recently updated TSRGD 

2016 which allows zebra crossings over cycle tracks. In locations where 

widths are inadequate to facilitate such an arrangement shared use 

facilities will be introduced. 

 

C 1.1.3  Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: In order to accommodate the cycle route, the existing informal crossing points 

have been pulled back, which has led to the associated tactile paving was installed 

adjacent to the cycle track, but not adjacent to the carriageway, which is a new 

design proposals. This may presents a problem not only for blind and partially 

sighted people, who could misconstrue the situation and cross from the buff tactile 

paving across the cycle track and straight out into the carriageway and the path of 

a motor vehicle. 
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Recommendation: Additional tactile paving should be introduced adjacent to the carriageway 

edge and training offered to the partially sighted/blind local residents of 

how to use the new layout. 

 

Designer Response: Putting tactiles only at the footway edge (not cycle track) means that 

blind can listen for traffic noise once they have left the footway to cross 

and use this to be aware of entering the carriageway after leaving the 

cycle track; on the reverse movement they will feel for tactiles to indicate 

that they are back on the footway. Putting tactiles on cycle track edge 

risks mis-identification of cycle track as footway and the potential for the 

blind to become ‘lost’ on the cycle track, presenting a hazard for 

themselves and cyclists.  

The current layout will be monitored and if regular use by disabled groups 

identifies a problem, tactiles can be installed at the edge of the cycle 

track. Doing this as an initial response may solve one problem and create 

another. 

 

C 1.1.4 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At various locations along the route the width of the footway to the rear of the 

cycle route has been reduced to a width of 1.4m in places 

 

These reduced widths could lead to pedestrians having to walk in the cycle route in 

order to avoid street furniture or opposing pedestrians, where they then 

potentially come into conflict and collision with cyclists. 
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Recommendation: Where possible these widths should be widened to accommodate 

pedestrians safely. 

 

Designer Response: Due to existing constraints, the footway at certain locations is 1.4m 

wide. This is wider than the allowable minimum stated in Inclusive 

Mobility guidance and it is only over a short stretch of footway, so 

remedial work is not proposed at these locations. 

 

C 1.1.5 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along various stretches, with the cycle route 

running directly along the rear of the lay-by.  Buff coloured surfacing has been 

introduced to act as a buffer zone, to protect cyclists from car doors that are 

opened into the cycle track.  In the event of such an occurrence this buffer zone 

reduces the available cycle track to a sub-standard width and could lead to cyclists 

encroaching onto adjacent footways and into the path of pedestrians.  

 

 Also, while the engineers involved in the audit process understand the reasoning 

for the ‘buffer zone’, it was felt that the general cyclist would not know what this 

coloured material to signify or that it was to guide them away from a potential 

hazard. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: In order to maintain a cycle route, additional width should be considered 

to reduce the potential conflict between cyclists and vehicles.  If this cannot 

be achieved, then as the general public and cyclists have no indication as 

to the nature or reasoning of this buff material, then training or education 

via the various cycle groups is suggested. 

  

Designer Response: At locations where the cycle track passes on the inside of parking 

provision, a 0.9m wide buffer zone has been introduced using a 

contrasting surface material. This is intended to alert cyclists to the risk 

of being struck by opening car doors and enable them to safely pass the 

hazard. The City Connect team at WYCA have produced and distributed 

an explanatory document on this facility which was distributed upon 

opening of the route and is available on the City Connect website.  

 

C 1.1.6  Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

Problem: An informal parking bay has been introduced adjacent to Eyres Mil Side, outside 

the China Chef takeaway.  In order to facilitate the parking bay, a reduced cycle 

route (750mm) has been provided and the westbound running lane has been 

reduced to an extent where by large vehicles either have to drive over the parking 

when it’s empty or have to cross the centre line when the paring bay is occupied, 

in order to proceed.  
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to removing the parking bay and widened 

the cycle lane to the appropriate wide for safe usage. 

 

Designer Response: There are some locations where, due to existing constraints, the track has 

had to be narrowed. This occurs only over short sections of the route as 

in this instance. The carriageway lane widths are 3.3m which are in line 

with current guidance. The situation will be monitored. 

 

C 1.1.7 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route passes Houghley Lane, the width of the cycle route 

reduces to a width which is lower than recommendations, adjacent to an area of 

parking.   

 

With parked vehicles adjacent to this stretch of narrow cycle route, there is no 

protection or room for manoeuvre for cyclists if car doors are opened into the cycle 

route.  In the event of such an occurrence this could lead to cyclists being knocked 

into the carriageway and into the path of motor vehicles.  

  

      
 

Recommendation: The width of the cycle route should be widened to provide an appropriate 

and safe cycle route.  

 

Designer Response:  This layout is the most appropriate given the surrounding features. The 

cycle track cannot be widened and installing barriers would reduce it 

further. 

 

C 1.2 Drainage 

 

C 1.2.1 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: Along this section of the cycle route, there is evidence of standing water.  This issue 

will be amplified during periods of inclement and icy weather. 
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Recommendation: The cycle route should be reconstructed to remove the low points that 

currently hold surface water. 

 

Designer Response: Areas of ponding have been identified and defected with the Main 

Contractor. 

 

C 1.2.2 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route from Ledgard Way to Armley Park, gaps in the 

cycle route buffer zone have been provided in order to allow surface water to drain 

into the existing gullies.  There is evidence of surface water running across the cycle 

route with could pose problems for cyclists particularly periods of inclement and 

icy weather. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The gaps in the cycle route buffer zone should be removed so as to remove 

the prospect of surface water running across the cycle route and the 

appropriate drainage should be provided along the new kerb line.  

Alternatively a robust winter maintenance plan should be put in place to 

ensure that use of the cycle route is not hindered during periods of 

inclement and icy weather. 
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Designer Response: The gaps have been provided to allow the use of the existing drainage 

network. A thorough maintenance programme is being undertaken by 

LCC to ensure that the gaps will not be clogged up, and regular 

gritting/anti-freeze treatment is providing skid resistance as part of 

winter maintenance activities. 

 

C 1.2.3 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route adjacent to Venerable Bede church, gaps in 

the cycle route buffer zone have been provided to enable surface water from the 

cycle route to drain into the existing gullies.  Some of the drainage gaps have been 

silted up preventing the flow of surface water from the cycle route, which could 

present problems for cyclists something which could be amplified during periods 

of inclement and icy weather.  Also, in some locations the existing gullies are 

located above the actual drainage gaps. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: A regular, robust and continuous cleaning/maintenance regime, as set out 

in Section 8.17 of the Department for Transport’s Local Transport Note 

2/08- Cycle infrastructure Design (Appendix A) needs to be introduced to 

ensure that surface water drains from the cycle route.  Also, those gullies 

that are located in unsuitable locations should be relocated to ensure that 

the highway drains sufficiently. 

 

Designer Response: The gaps have been provided to allow the use of the existing drainage 

network. A thorough maintenance programme is being undertaken by 

LCC to ensure that the gaps will not be clogged up, and regular 

gritting/anti-freeze treatment is providing skid resistance as part of 

winter maintenance activities. 

 

C1.2.4 Location: Armley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the two-way cycle route on Armley Road, the number of gullies 

has been increased, with the grates and frames now encompassing the full width 

of the westbound cycle route.  Whilst the gully grates and frames are of the cycle 

friendly type, some have not been installed flush with the surface of the cycle 

route, presenting an uneasy ride for cyclists. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to either removing the additional gullies 

located in the middle of the westbound cycle route or resetting the gully 

grate and frame so it doesn’t present an uneasy ride for cyclists.  

 

Designer Response: Gullies have been set within acceptable tolerance, and cycle-friendly 

covers have been used - no action required. 

 

C 1.3 Landscaping 

 

C 1.3.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route, adjacent grass verges have been poorly 

reinstated leaving trip hazards along the edges of the verges, which could pose 

problems for pedestrians and cyclists and various debris has been left within the 

verges, which could pose problems when it comes to cutting and maintaining the 

various areas.  

 

      
 

      
 

Recommendation: All grass verges should be reinstated correctly removing any trip hazards 

and any offending debris should be removed.  

 

Designer Response: The grass verge reinstatement here has been defected with the Main 

Contractor. 
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C 1.4 Public Utilities 

 

C 1.4.1 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: As a result of the carriageway being narrowed in several locations along the route, 

numerous items of ironwork are now situated in the wheel lines of the respective 

running lanes.  Due to the continued impact of vehicles, these items of ironwork 

are now starting to collapse and fail with the adjacent areas of carriageway 

beginning to rut and break up. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The necessary Statutory Undertaker should be contacted and all defective 

ironwork covers removed and replaced with a new cover and frame with a 

suitable construction that will stand up to continuous overrunning.  The 

adjacent carriageway surface should also be repaired. 

 

Designer Response: The covers will be reported as defective under the standard RASWA 

process by LCC inspectors. 

 

C 1.5 Access 

 

C 1.5.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches various side road junctions, cyclists appear to have 

priority across the junction, with motor vehicles having to give way.  Only a short 

area of carriageway has been provided prior to the ramp of the speed table (max. 

4.0m) for vehicles to wait in, which would cause large vehicles and family cars to 

overhang the adjacent running lanes, which could lead to conflict and collision with 

vehicles proceeding along the main road. 

 

 This new design is a change from the Department for Transport’s Local Transport 

Note 2/08. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: This junction layout should be reviewed and reconstructed in order to 

provide an appropriate length of carriageway to allow vehicles to give way, 
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without encroaching into the main carriageway, or cyclists should be 

instructed to give way so vehicular traffic are not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response:  All side roads along the route have been assessed against the scheme’s 

standard details. At this location, the ramp will be moved back slightly to 

allow 5.0m of carriageway. 

 

C 1.5.2 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: An existing speed enforcement camera is located on Stanningley Road after the 

Cockshott Lane junction adjacent to the segregated cycle route.  During times 

when the cameras are being maintained there is a possibility that those Police 

vehicles maintaining the camera units will be parked on the cycle route, which 

would prevent cyclists from using the facility.  The obstruction of the cycle route, 

could lead to cyclists having to move onto the adjacent carriageway and come into 

conflict with proceeding motor vehicles. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Discussions should be held with the West Yorkshire Casualty Reduction 

Partnership with a view to ensuring that the cycle route is not obstructed 

or that the speed cameras are relocated. 

 

Designer Response: When access is required operatives will need to use appropriate TM to 

divert cyclists, in line with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual. This is 

standard practice. 

 

C 1.5.3 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley (various) 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches the various side road junctions, the dropped kerbs for 

the access are situated approx. 1m from the side road.  It is clear from site 

observations that vehicles turning left into the various side roads are overrunning 

the buffer zone and the cycle route, which could lead to conflict between cyclists 

and motor vehicle.  The narrow dropped crossings also mean that vehicles turning 

into the side roads are required to slow down to such an extent that they may be 

susceptible to shunt type collisions. 
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Recommendation: It is understood that the dropped kerbs should start 3m from the side road 

so as to enable vehicles to turn left without overrunning the cycle route.  

The dropped crossings should be extended to the appropriate length so as 

to remove any potential overrunning of the cycle route and conflict. 

 

Designer Response: The entry tapers to the side roads here are at least 2.7m from the side 

road, giving vehicles ample room to manoeuvre. On the exit tapers the 

distance is at least 1.5m, but there is enough room for vehicles to make 

the turn onto Stanningley Road. There is very little on-site evidence of 

vehicles clipping the kerbs, therefore it is proposed not to alter the layout 

here. 

 

C 1.6 Skid Resistance 

 

C 1.6.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Along sections of the cycle route, buff surface treatment has been laid to highlight 

a ‘Buffer Zone’ where cyclists may come into conflict with opening car doors.  It is 

clear in some locations, that this buff material holds surface water and appear 

slippery in wet and damp conditions, especially on those sections of the route on 

a gradient. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: All areas of buff material should be reviewed and assessed to ensure 

appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose a 

problem to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response:  Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 1.6.2 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Chrome green surface treatment has been laid along the cycle route, to highlight 

hazards such as side roads, private accesses, pedestrian crossings and bus stops, 

where cyclists may come into conflict with other road users.  It is clear in some 

locations, that this surface material holds surface water and appears slippery in 

wet and damp conditions.  There is already evidence of skidding in some locations, 

and this could present serious problems with a cyclist or motorist braking on this 

material leading to a collision.  
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Recommendation: All areas of chrome green surfacing should be reviewed and assessed to 

ensure appropriate skid resistance values have been met, so as not to pose 

a problem to cyclists, motorists or pedestrians 

 

Designer Response:  Pendulum Testing has been conducted at six sites along the route to 

determine the frictional performance of the coloured surfacing. Results 

show that all coloured surfacing sites have a minimum PSV of 56 or 

greater, which meets the criteria set out in Standards for Highways DH 

36/06. 

 

C 2.  Local Alignment 

 

C 2.1 New/Existing Road Interface 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: Henconner Lane, Bramley 

 

Problem: In order to accommodate the westbound cycle route across Henconner Lane 

Bridge, the carriageway has been narrowed to such an extent that those vehicles 

U-turning at the traffic signals now have to mount the cycle route, with evidence 

of this clearly visible by the various tyre marks on the kerbline.  This U-turn is a very 

well used manoeuvre especially for those drivers who have visited the adjacent 

petrol station and want to travel back towards Bramley and Stanningley. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to the provision of the U-turn, particularly 

for those drivers who have visited the petrol station, with a view narrowing 

the cycle route to remove the potential conflict. 

 

Designer Response: A U-turn count will be arranged as an initial response. If that movement 

is regular, further action will be taken. 

 

C 2.1.3 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley (Armley Park). 
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Problem: In order to accommodate the eastbound cycle route along Stanningley Road, it has 

been necessary to narrow the subsequent carriageway.  By narrowing the 

carriageway, this has meant that the bus stop at the end of the HOV lane creates 

a bottle neck adjacent to the traffic signals, when buses are stationary at the stop 

and obstructs vehicles in the HOV lane from proceeding along Stanningley Road.  

This situation could lead to vehicles travelling along the HOV lane changing lanes 

and potentially to an increase in lane changing conflicts particularly during the busy 

peak hours.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to relocating the bus stop a short distance 

along Stanningley Road, so as to remove the bottle neck adjacent to the 

traffic signals. 

Designer Response: The design team have looked into the possibility of relocating the bus 

stop but as the shelter here is built on a plinth at the back of the 

footway the costs of moving this are too prohibitive. The situation will 

be monitored. 

C 2.1.4 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Ledgard Way/Branch Road, Armley. 

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route reaches and proceeds through the Stanningley 

Road/Ledgard Way/Branch Road junction, the direction signing for cyclists 

travelling to and from Armley directs them onto the various crossing points, 

however there is no safe provision for cyclists to be able to either leave or enter 

the cycle route and use the various crossings.  

 

     
 

Recommendation: Suitable dropped crossings should be provided at the appropriate 

locations to enable cyclists to leave or enter the cycle route safely. 

 

Designer Response: Dropped kerbs will be installed at appropriate locations at this junction. 
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C 2.1.5 Location: A647 Canal Street, Armley. 

 

Problem: Whilst provision has been made for eastbound cyclists travelling towards the city 

centre, the route for cyclists travelling towards Armley Gyratory simply ends and 

cyclists are directed back onto the dual carriageway adjacent to the city bound bus 

stop, where there are no further on carriageway cycle provisions.   

 

     
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing cyclists who are travelling 

towards Armley Gyratory and beyond, a more appropriate and safer 

transition back onto the carriageway possibly via the ‘Tiger’ crossings on 

Armley Road. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle symbols and directional arrows to be installed to provide clarity 

for cyclists. Centre line to be installed on cycle track from the toucan 

crossing to the tiger crossing. 

 

C 2.1.6 Location: A647 Armley Road, Armley (HMP Leeds). 

 

Problem: In order to facilitate the westbound cycle route the footway has been built out 

significantly and a toucan crossing introduced so cyclists can access the route from 

the city centre direction.  No deflection has been provided for vehicles travelling 

westbound along Canal Street/Armley Road and this could lead to motor vehicles 

mounting the footway and cycle route.   

 

     
 

Recommendation: The kerb line on the approach to the toucan crossing should be realigned 

so as to provide deflection, for westbound traffic and remove the 

likelihood of further collisions with the traffic signal equipment or cyclists 

and pedestrians. 

 

Designer Response: S278 works undertaken here provide a carriageway kerb with 100mm 

upstand providing deflection to guide vehicles on the correct path. 
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C 2.1.7 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Ledgard Way/Branch Road, Armley. 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route approaches the Stanningley Road/Ledgard 

Way/Branch Road junction cyclists are directed from the shared use area back onto 

the carriageway via a dropped crossing.  Whilst the running lanes have been 

realigned, a narrow nearside running lane has been provided, which means that 

motor vehicles have to overrun the cycle lane exactly at the point where cyclists 

are re-entering the carriageway.  A motor vehicle overrunning the cycle lane at the 

same instance as a cyclists re-enters the carriageway could lead to serious conflict 

and collision between a cyclist and a motor vehicle. 

 

     
 

     
 

Recommendation: The nearside running lane should be realigned to provide an adequate 

width for vehicles to approach the junction without having to overrun the 

cycle lane and some physical protection/deflection should be introduced 

to avoid conflict with general traffic as they re-join the carriageway. 

 

Designer Response: Lane one will be widened to give sufficient width for vehicles to 

manoeuvre without encroaching into cycle lane. 

 

C 2.1.8 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Ledgard Way/Branch Road, Armley. 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route proceeds through the Stanningley Road/Ledgard 

Way/Branch Road junction the provision for cyclists suddenly ends on the western 

side of the junction with no formal provision being made through the adjacent bus 

stop, which leaves cyclists susceptible to conflict with general traffic and buses. 

 

 Shared footway/cycleway provision has been introduced on the south western 

corner of the junction, but cyclists are directed back onto the carriageway via a 

dropped crossing that has been installed immediately adjacent to the bus stop, 

which will create serious conflict issues for cyclists attempting to re-join the 

carriageway either when a bus is stationary at the stop or when general traffic is 

proceeding through the area 
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Recommendation: A continuous formal cycle provision should be introduced through the bus 

stop and the existing dropped crossing removed so as to eradicate the 

potential conflict between cyclists, buses and general traffic. 

 

Designer Response: The bus clearway will be marked here to provide clarity. A proposed 

major redevelopment of this junction will look to address formal cycle 

provision here. Signing can be used to guide cyclists back onto the cycle 

track using the correct dropped crossing. 

 

C 2.1.9 Location: Green Hill Place, Bramley. 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route proceeds up Green Hill Place, the cycle route 

switches from on carriageway to off carriageway provision along the side of No.1 

Henconner Lane.  There is no segregation between the cycle route and the 

adjacent access to the garage and rear garden of No.1 Henconner Lane, which 

could lead to the adjacent residents driving over the cycle route into the path of 

cyclists when either accessing or exiting their garage.  It should be noted that the 

layout on site is different to that shown on the contract drawings, which showed 

the cycle route being positioned further away from the private access. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: The cycle route should be reconstructed on the alignment shown on the 

original contract drawings, so as to provide more space for motor vehicles 

to manoeuvre in and out of the adjacent garage/driveway. 

 

Designer Response: There is clear segregation here via an edging. Enough space has been 

provided for vehicles to enter/exit driveways without encroaching on 

the cycle track. 

 

C 2.1.10 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road, Armley. 
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Problem: As part of a previous scheme to introduce a HOV lane on Stanningley Road, the left 

turn from Stanningley Road into Armley Ridge Road was prohibited during the 

morning and evening peak hours, with the turn permitted at all other times.  At 

the point where the eastbound cycle route runs through the Stanningley 

Road/Armley Ridge Road junction, cyclists are afforded a green signal at the same 

time as general traffic, which outside of the peak hour could lead to serious conflict 

between cyclists and motor vehicles legitimately turning left into Armley Ridge 

Road.   

 

     
 

Recommendation: The left turn from Stanningley Road into Armley Ridge Road should be 

permanently prohibited in order to remove the potential conflict and the 

existing VMS sign removed and replaced with static signing. 

 

Designer Response: It is standard practice for left-turning vehicles to give way to cyclists, so 

it is not necessary to permanently ban the left turn. 

 

C 3.  Junctions 

 

C 3.1 Visibility 

 

C 3.1.1 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: Along the frontage of Helena Sykes and on the approach to the Cockshott Lane 

traffic signal junction, formal parking bays have been introduced with short 

sections of double yellow lines across neighbouring driveways.  Due to the close 

proximity of the parking bays to the private accesses, the visibility of the dual 

carriageway for any vehicle attempting to pull out onto Stanningley Road is 

seriously hampered by any parked vehicles.  This could lead to vehicles pulling out 

onto Stanningley Road and colliding with westbound vehicles travelling at speed.  
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to revising the on street parking 

arrangement in this area and improving the visibility for local residents. 

 

Designer Response:  Investigations into TRO amendments at this location are ongoing. 

 

C 3.2 Traffic Signals 

 

C 3.2.1 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Henconner Lane, Bramley 

 

Problem: During the site visit, it was apparent to the Audit team that the green time 

allocated to cyclists to cross Henconner Lane, was not sufficient for even a 

competent cyclist to cross the full width of the carriageway and resulted in cyclists 

still being in the carriageway when the respective amber and red lights appeared. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The green time allocated to cyclists should be extended so that cyclists are 

afforded appropriate time to cross the full extents of Henconner Lane. 

 

Designer Response: The green signal on the cycle crossing is only an invite to cross and the 

clearances after the green has been lost are sufficient to get a cyclist 

across safely. 

 

C 3.2.2 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Henconner Lane, Bramley. 

 

Problem: The Stanningley Road/Henconner Lane junction has been upgraded as part of the 

Cycle Superhighway scheme, with the inclusion of new crossing facilities for 

cyclists.  During the site visit it was noted that the cycle aspect on the southern 

side of the junction had been located several metres away from the crossing point. 
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Recommendation: The cycle crossing aspect and pole should be relocated to a more suitable 

location closer to the cycle crossing facility. 

 

Designer Response: The secondary pole for the cycle crossing will be relocated closer to the 

cycle lane. 

 

C 4.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 4.1 Pedestrians 

 

C 4.1.1 Location: Armley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: A ‘Tiger’ crossing has been installed towards the city centre end of Armley Road 

adjacent to a local business yard; however the works associated with the crossing 

appear to be incomplete. 

 

During the audit site visit, the audit team also witnessed a HGV delivering to the 

adjacent business, parked across the crossing facility and being unloaded by forklift 

truck.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: All works in this area should be completed and enforcement action taken 

against any vehicles that are parked within the controlled zone associated 

with the crossing. 

 

Designer Response: Cycle symbols to be installed to complete the Tiger crossing markings. 

Parking Enforcement are patrolling the route regularly to prevent illegal 

parking. 

 

C 4.1.2 Location: Various locations.  
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Problem: At various locations along the cycle route numerous lengths of old pedestrian 

guardrail, which is in poor condition, have been left in-situ. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: In accordance with the Local Transport Note 2/09 and the City Council’s 

policy for reducing street clutter, all sections of existing pedestrian 

guardrail should be assessed with a view to removing those length that are 

no longer required. 

 

Designer Response: An assessment has been undertaken and all PGR is necessary here. 

 

C 4.1.3 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley.  

 

Problem: Pedestrian movement between Houghley Lane and Wyther Park Mount is 

hindered by various items of street furniture, which reduces the footway width 

forcing pedestrians into the adjacent cycle route. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: In accordance with the City Council’s policy for reducing street clutter, an 

assessment of all street furniture in this area should be carried out and any 

redundant items removed. 

 

Designer Response: A review of all the signs along the route has been conducted and any 

unnecessary posts will be removed. 

 

C 4.3 Cyclists 

 

C 4.3.1  Location: A647 Canal Street/Armley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: At the time of the audit site visit, works were ongoing to change the zebra crossing 

facilities across the end of Armley Road, to ‘Tiger’ crossings.  It is noted that at the 

time of writing this audit report the works have yet to be completed, leaving 

cyclists and pedestrians with an unsafe facility. 
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Recommendation: All works associated with this area should be completed to ensure that 

cyclists and pedestrians have a safe usable facility. 

 

Designer Response:  All necessary lining works will be completed here. 

 

C 4.3.2  Location: A647 Canal Street/Armley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: The previous cycle provision across the central reservation where Canal Street 

meets Armley Road.  This section of cycle route is now redundant following the 

introduction of the Cycle Superhighway and the retention of this may cause 

confusion to cyclists whom then attempt to cross Canal Street away from the 

formal crossing facility 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The redundant cycle provision should be removed and reinstated with 

grass verge. 

 

Designer Response: This crossing point has been removed. 

 

C 4.3.3  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At several junctions along the route shared footway/cycleway provision is 

provided, where hazard paving and bollards are provided at the end of the shared 

use facility, although some areas appear unfinished.   There is a distinct lack of 

dropped crossings to enable cyclists to gain access onto the carriageway. 
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Recommendation: All areas of shared footway/cycleway should be finished, assessed and 

dropped crossing introduced where necessary to provide a suitable facility 

for cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: A review has been undertaken and dropped kerbs will be introduced at 

necessary locations along the route. 

 

C 4.3.4 Location: A647 Armley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: The surface course of the cycle route between Gloucester Terrace and Albion Court 

is in poor condition and already has signs of reinstatement.  The uneven surface 

could lead to cyclists being unstable when using the cycle route and could lead to 

cyclist falling into the carriageway.  A different type of cycle route has been 

provided along this section, compared to the rest of the route. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The surface course of the cycle route should be removed and re-laid to 

provide a suitable surface for cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: The cycle track has been resurfaced as part of the S278 development 

works at this location. 

 

C 4.3.5 Location: A647 Armley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route approaches the Stanningley Road/Ledgard 

Way/Armley Road junction, the segregated provision ends and switches to shared 

use, without any indication to cyclists or pedestrians, with no clearly identified 

route up to the main junction.  This could lead to confusion and cyclists re-joining 

the carriageway, via the adjacent pedestrian dropped crossing, into the path of 

general traffic. 
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Recommendation: The segregated cycle route should be extended up to the start of the cycle 

feeder lane just prior to the junction and a safe transition provided for 

cyclists to re-join the carriageway. 

 

Designer Response: There is not enough width for segregated facilities here - future Ledgard 

Way improvements will include changes to the cycle infrastructure here 

to provide full segregation. 

 

C 4.3.6 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: At the Stanningley Road/Ledgard Way/Armley Ridge Road junctions the new cycle 

signing directs cyclists to use the respective crossings to cross over Stanningley 

Road.  There are no formal cycle crossing facilities at these junctions and despite 

the direction signing; cyclists are expected to use the existing pedestrian facilities, 

which would lead to conflict between cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing formal cycle crossing facilities 

at the Stanningley Road/Ledgard Way/Armley Ridge Road junctions. 

 

Designer Response: Upcoming redevelopment of this junction will provide cycle crossing 

facilities here. 

 

C 4.3.7 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley (Armley Park). 

 

Problem: Whilst the cycle route accommodates cyclists travelling laterally along the route at 

the entrance to Armley Park, there is a lack of cycle provision to enable cyclists to 

cross Stanningley Road, preferably via the existing crossing facility. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing formal cycle crossing facilities 

at the entrance to Armley Park to aid the local connectivity. 

 

Designer Response:  The site has been converted to a toucan crossing. 

 

C 4.3.8 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: Section of the cycle route are littered with debris, glass, rubbish, etc which could 

present problems for cyclists using the route.  This will become more of an issue 

during the inclement and icy weather.      

 

      
 

Recommendation: A regular, robust and continuous cleaning/maintenance regime, as set out 

in Section 8.17 of the Department for Transport’s Local Transport Note 

2/08- Cycle infrastructure Design (Appendix A) needs to be introduced to 

ensure that the cycle route can be used without issue. 

 

Response:  A thorough maintenance programme is being conducted by LCC. 

 

C 4.3.9  Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: On some sections of the segregated cycle route there is evidence of vehicle 

incursion, particularly adjacent to side road junctions, which could lead to serious 

conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles.      
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Recommendation: Preventative measures should be introduced to prohibit the incursion of 

the cycle route by motor vehicles.  Consideration should be given to the 

whole scheme not just this section. 

 

Designer Response:  A traffic regulation order prohibiting parking on the cycleway has been 

introduced throughout the route and is being enforced by LCC Parking 

Services. 

 

C 4.3.10 Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: New cycle direction signing has been introduced at various locations along the 

route; however some signs have been erected below the minimum 2.3m mounting 

height as set out in the Traffic Signs Manual or in the middle of footways, which 

poses a problem to pedestrians and/or cyclists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All cycle direction signing should be assessed, with all signs mounted to the 

appropriate height and in locations which won’t pose a problem to cyclists 

or pedestrians. 

 

Designer Response: A full assessment of scheme has been done, and any signs under 2.3m 

clearance are to be raised. 

 

C 5.  Road Signs, Carriageway Markings and Lighting 

 

C 5.1 Signs 

 

C 5.1.1  Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road, Armley 
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Problem: As cyclist reach the Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road junction from the east, 

those cyclists wishing to travel in the direction of Kirkstall are faced with two 

conflicting signs, an existing sign directing them to use the formal cycle facilities 

and a new sign directing them to use the advanced stop line.  The use of the 

advanced stop line by an intermediate cyclist or child is likely to be unnerving as 

there is no provision for cyclists at the traffic signals in the central reservation and 

the cyclist would be left in general traffic.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to changing the direction signing and 

removing the legend that instructs cyclists to use the advanced stop line.  

 

Designer Response: The directional signing here will be altered to provide clear direction for 

cyclists. 

 

C 5.1.2  Location: B6157 Stanningley Road/Town End Court, Bramley 

 

Problem: At the point where the cycle route approaches Town End Court, the westbound 

cycle route splits, with the main route continuing along Stanningley Road and a 

secondary route going off onto Town End Court.  There is no destination/route 

indication at the deviation point to inform cyclists or pedestrians.  It would appear 

that the areas are unfinished with road markings and signing works still to be 

carried out.  

 

      
    

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication being given to cyclists, pedestrians and motorists. 

 

Designer Response: Directional signage will be installed here. 

 

C 5.1.3  Location: Various locations  
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Problem: A vast amount of the non-illuminated bollards that have been installed as part of 

the scheme have been erected either incorrectly or in the wrong location, giving 

pedestrians and cyclists the completely wrong information.  In certain locations 

this situation could lead to conflict and collision between pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: An assessment of all the non-illuminated bollards along the route should 

be carried out and those bollards which are incorrect for the circumstance 

should be removed and replaced with the correct bollards/sign face so as 

to depict the correct information. 

 

Designer Response: A full review of the cycle bollards has been conducted and all incorrect 

sign faces have been corrected. 

 

C 5.1.4 Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road, Armley 

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route proceeds through the formal crossing facility, non-

illuminated bollards and hazard paving have been installed to depict a shared use 

area.  The cycle route is fully segregated at this location and the bollards and paving 

would give pedestrians and cyclists the wrong information, which could lead to 

conflict and collision between pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The bollards at either side of the crossing facility should be removed along 

with the hazard paving so as to depict the correct situation. 

 

Designer Response: This crossing is a toucan and so it is shared, therefore hazards and bollards 

are correct. Dropped kerbs will be installed to allow for cycle access. 

 

C 5.1.5 Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 
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Problem: On the approach to the Stanningley Road/Cockshott Lane junction, formal parking 

bays have been introduced along the frontage of Helena Sykes and the 

neighbouring properties.  To the rear of the footway sign poles have also been 

introduced, however no signs have been erected. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The necessary signs should be erected on the respective sign poles.  

Alternatively, the sign poles should be removed. 

 

Designer Response:  Signage is to be erected on these poles once the traffic regulation order 

has been reviewed at this location by LCC Traffic Management. 

 

C 5.2 Lighting 

 

C 5.2.1  Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 

 

Problem: In the vicinity of the Armley Grange Drive the eastbound cycle route particularly 

around the existing bus stop, with the vast overhanging tree canopies 

overshadowing this section of the cycle route, which hampers the view of cyclists 

and pedestrians and could lead to collisions with street furniture or anti-social 

behaviour.  The audit team are aware of at least one instance where a cyclists has 

hit the kerbed upstand around the bus stop during the hours of darkness 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to cutting back the canopies of the trees that 

line the route to remove the shadowing effect and illuminate the cycle 

route. 

 

Designer Response:  The trees along this section will be crowned. 

 

C 5.2.2  Location: A647 Stanningley Road, Armley 
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Problem: The section of the cycle route between Armley Ridge Road and Armley Park falls 

within an area that is subject to the street lighting night time switch off.  The lack 

of street lighting illumination and the vast overhanging tree canopies creates a 

tunnel effect along this section of the cycle route, which hampers the view of 

cyclists and pedestrians and could lead to collisions with street furniture or anti-

social behaviour.    

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to switching the system of street lighting 

back on along this section of the cycle route and cutting back the canopies 

of the trees that line the route to remove the tunnelling effect and 

illuminate the cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: The trees along this section will be crowned and a recommendation made 

to LCC Street Lighting team to maintain the system of street lighting in 

evening/early morning hours. 

C 5.3 Carriageway Markings 

 

C 5.3.1  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along this section of the cycle route, it would appear that the 

works are unfinished with existing road marking to remove and new road markings 

and green surfacing still to be completed. 
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Recommendation: The appropriate road markings and green surfacing relating to the cycle 

route should be introduced and all redundant road markings should be 

removed to complete this section of the route and remove any potential 

conflict. 

 

Designer Response: A full review has been conducted to identify any areas that require lining.  

 

C 5.3.2  Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Moorfield Road, Armley 

 

Problem: On the western side of the Stanningley Road/Moorfield Road junction the on 

carriageway cycle route has been marked as an advisory facility, whereas all other 

sections of the cycle route adjacent to side road junction have been marked as 

mandatory facilities.  With this section of the cycle route being marked as advisory, 

there is the possibility that parking could take place, which would mean that any 

westbound cyclist would have to encroach out into the nearside running lane and 

into the path of general traffic 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The cycle route in this area should be marked as a mandatory cycle route 

as per other locations. 

 

Designer Response: This cycle lane has been marked as mandatory. 

 

C 5.2.3  Location: A647 Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road, Armley 

 

Problem: At the Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road junction the carriageway has been 

resurfaced and zig-zag markings have been introduced at the east and west bound 

pedestrian facilities, within the confines of the junction.  As the pedestrian facilities 

are associated with the traffic signal junction, in accordance with the Traffic Signs 

and General Directions 2016 zig-zag markings are not required.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: The unnecessary zig-zag markings should be removed in accordance with 

Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016. 

 

Designer Response: The unnecessary zig-zags will be removed.
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General issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section G 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There appears to be design changes which have been implemented which differ from 

the contract drawings and the Stage 2 Road Safety Audit. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At the time of the site visit it was clear that the works have been left unfinished for no 

apparent reason, leaving cyclists vulnerable to conflict or collision. 

 

Recommendation: All proposed works for these areas of the scheme should be completed in 

accordance with the contract drawings. 

 

Designer Response:  A large section of the scheme, between Oak Tree Lane and Melbourne 

Roundabout, has been omitted from the scheme as constructing it would 

have led to abortive works due to the Seacroft Hospital development. As 

part of the two phase development, the missing sections of the Cycle 

Superhighway will be constructed. As an interim measure, shared areas 

and lining segregation have been introduced in this section. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Whilst the requirements for a cycle route along the lateral route has clearly been 

address, there is a distinct lack of formal cycle crossing facilities at some major junctions 

and existing pedestrian crossing facilities connecting adjacent communities, existing 

cycle ways and local amenities with the Cycle Superhighway. 
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Recommendation: All major junctions, existing pedestrian crossing facilities and any other likely 

locations should be assessed and the provision of cycle facilities considered, 

providing connectivity across the route to all local areas and amenities. 

 

Designer Response:  Connectivity across the route is being addressed through the installation of 

wayfinding signage 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: There is a lack of continuity with regards the width of the cycle route along this section 

of the cycle route.  At some locations the cycle route is as narrow as 750mm yet in other 

locations the cycle route is 4.0m wide.  This lack of continuity could present a problem 

to cyclists and also maintenance vehicles either cleaning or gritting the route 

 

Recommendation: The width of the cycle route should be where possible a constant width 

along the whole route, so as to provide consistency and cyclists with a 

suitable continuous facility. 

 

Designer Response: Wherever possible a consistent width has been sought. The width, 

however, does narrow at certain points due to site constraints and widen 

at others to allow for consistent alignment. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route, new sections of pedestrian guardrail, some 

extensive, have been provided for no apparent reason. 
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Recommendation: In accordance with the Local Transport Note 2/09 and the City Council’s 

policy for reducing street clutter, all new sections of pedestrian guardrail 

should be assessed with a view to removing those that are not required. 

 

Designer Response: PGR provision will be assessed and any unnecessary provision removed. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route, the finished surface level has been raised 

significantly.  Along these sections numerous items of ironwork are located such as fire 

hydrants, stop taps, sluice valves, etc.  It is not clear whether the likes of the West 

Yorkshire Fire Service, Yorkshire Water, etc have been consulted and can still access and 

use these items following the increase in surface coverage. 

 

Recommendation: Discussions should be held with the West Yorkshire Fire Service, Yorkshire Water 

and any other necessary Statutory Undertaker to ensure that all items of ironwork 

are still accessible and useable.  Any items of ironwork that are no longer 

accessible and useable will need to be raised and/or reconstructed. 

 

Designer Response: YW aware of work and site meeting has been offered by City Connect team. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At various areas along the cycle route, there are breaks in the cycle route provision, with 

little indication for cyclists as to their route.  In most cases due to the lack of space on 

the adjacent footways, cyclists are directed back onto the carriageway and into general 

traffic, with no formal cycle provision being made within the constraints of the 

carriageway.  The lack of a continuous segregated provision or any on carriageway cycle 

provision leaves cyclists in conflict with motor vehicles. 

 

Recommendation: Continuous formal cycle facilities should be provided, be them segregated or on 

carriageway, in those areas where there is currently no provision. 

 

Designer Response: The S278 works at Seacroft Hospital will go some way to remedying this. Also, 

much work has been completed since the safety audit took place. 

 

Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: Whilst cycle direction signage has been provided along the western leg of the Cycle 

Superhighway, there is a distinct lack of any direction signage along the whole fo the 

eastern leg of the Cycle Superhighway. 

 

Recommendation: Appropriate cycle direction signage should be erected along the full extents of the 

eastern leg of the Cycle Superhighway. 

 

Designer Response:  Directional signs have been ordered and are awaiting installation.  
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Road Safety issues arising from Stage 3 Audit for Section for Section G 

 

C 1. General  

 

C 1.1 Departures from Standards 

 

C 1.1.1 Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: At the point where the two-way cycle route reaches all the bus stops along the 

cycle route, the width of both the footway to the rear of the highway and the cycle 

route, reduces to a width which is narrower that recommended in Section 8.5 of 

the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08. 

 

These reduced widths around bus shelters, the sharp deviation of the cycle route 

and pedestrians waiting at the bus stop could lead to conflict and collision 

between cyclists and pedestrians at the respective bus stops.  These problems are 

certainly evident on the steep downhill sections of York Road, where cyclists may 

be travelling at speed especially as there is already evidence of cyclists 

overrunning the footway areas. 

 

There is also evidence that the green surface material holds surface water and 

appears to be slippery in wet and damp conditions, which could present serious 

problems for cyclists, especially on those sections of the route on a gradient.    
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Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a 

hazard should be removed and either the appropriate footway and cycle 

route width provided, or a shared use provision introduced. 

 

Designer Response:  In developing the standard details for the scheme the design team 

looked to push the boundaries of existing legislation in an effort to 

maintain a segregated cycle facility wherever possible. This has led to 

some instances where the cycle track at bus stops is only 750mm wide. 

While this meets the segregated ethos of the scheme, it is recognised 

that this is very narrow for a cyclist to comfortably negotiate. It is 

proposed that these sites are monitored to determine the nature of 

interaction between pedestrians and cyclists. If significant conflict 

occurs, further remedial work will be considered.  

 

C 1.1.2  Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: The tactile paving layout associated with certain existing and new crossing 

facilities is a new design layout which differs from current standards. The layout 

not being the correct ‘L’ shaped style for a formal pedestrian crossing as set out 

in the Guidance on the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces.   
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Recommendation: The new design should be carefully reviewed and if felt they create a 

hazard should be removed and either the appropriate layout current 

approved.  

 

Designer Response: The tactile paving layout will be amended to include red coloured L 

shaped tactiles on the footway to the rear of the cycle track to ensure 

blind and partially sighted users are aware of the controlled crossing. The 

crossing will be marked as zebras in line with the recently updated 

TSRGD 2016 which allows zebra crossings over cycle tracks. In locations 

where widths are inadequate to facilitate such an arrangement shared 

use facilities will be introduced. 

 

C 1.1.3 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: In order to accommodate the cycle route, the existing informal crossing points 

have been pulled back, and the associated tactile paving installed adjacent to the 

cycle track, but not adjacent to the carriageway.  This new design concept This 

does not conform to the standard set out in the Guidance on the Use of Tactile 

Paving Surfaces and presents a problem not only for blind and partially sighted 

people, who could misconstrue the situation and cross from the buff tactile paving 

across the cycle track and straight out into the carriageway and the path of a 

motor vehicle.  It is also noted that on the Torre Road roundabout, tactile paving 

has only been installed on the northern side of the slip road. 
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Recommendation: The crossing point should be relocated so as to provide adequate 

pedestrian sightline and additional tactile paving should be provided 

adjacent to the carriageway edge.  Training should also be offered to the 

partially sighted/blind local residents of how to use the new layout.  New 

tactile paving should be installed on the southern side of the slip road at 

Torre Road roundabout.  

 

Designer Response: Putting tactiles only at the footway edge (not cycle track) means that 

blind and partially sighted users can listen for traffic noise once they 

have left the footway to cross and use this to be aware of entering the 

carriageway after leaving the cycle track; on the reverse movement they 

will feel for tactiles to indicate that they are back on the footway. Putting 

tactiles on cycle track edge risks mis-identification of cycle track as 

footway and the potential for blind and partially sighted users to become 

‘lost’ on the cycle track, presenting a hazard for themselves and cyclists.  

The current layout will be monitored and if regular use by disabled 

groups identifies a problem, tactiles can be installed at the edge of the 

cycle track. Doing this as an initial response may solve one problem and 

create another. 

C 1.2  Drainage 

 

C 1.2.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Along the section of the cycle route, there is varying evidence of standing water 

within the cycle route and at formal crossing points.  This issue will be amplified 

during periods of inclement and icy weather and could cause major problems for 

both pedestrians and cyclists alike. 
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Recommendation: The cycle route should be assessed for standing water and all areas 

where ponding is evident should be reconstructed to remove the low 

points that currently hold surface water. 

 

Designer Response: A review of areas of ponding water has been conducted and remedial 

work will be undertaken at the appropriate locations. 

 

C 1.2.2 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: The section of the A64 York Road between Harehills Lane and Sutton Approach 

has been resurfaced.  The audit site visit highlighted that various gullies along this 

section of York Road are full of debris and new surface course material and are 

unlikely to sufficiently drain the adjacent highway  

This issue will be amplified during periods of inclement weather and could cause 

major problems for all road users. 

 

      
      

Recommendation: All gullies along the full route should be jetted and cleaned to ensure that 

sufficient highway drainage is achievable. 

 

Designer Response:  The resurfacing of the A64 between Sutton Approach and Harehills 

Lane was not done as part of the Cycle Superhighway scheme, it was a 

Leeds Maintenance scheme. They are aware of the blocked gullies. 

 

C 1.3  Landscaping 

 

C 1.3.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: At various locations along the cycle route, adjacent grass verges have been poorly 

reinstated leaving trip hazards along the edges of the verges.  This could pose 

problems for pedestrians and cyclists.  Some grass verges have also been rutted 

following works to narrow junctions and vehicles being parked on the cycle route.  
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Recommendation: All grass verges should be reinstated correctly removing any trip hazards. 

 

Designer Response: Work has been undertaken to reinstate all grass verges along the route 

to a good standard. 

 

C 1.3.2 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck.  

 

Problem: The works adjacent to the pedestrian entrance to the Asda supermarket have 

been constructed in such a manner that there is now a significant level increase 

between the footway, to the rear of the highway, and the cycle route.  This 

entrance is a well-used pedestrian access to and from the supermarket and the 

city bound bus top on York Road.  The level difference and the poorly reinstated 

grass verge area presents a trip hazard and general difficulty for pedestrians.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: The grass verges should be reinstated correctly removing any trip hazards 

and footway should be re-profiled to reduce the level difference. 
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Designer Response: As part of the S278 Seacroft Hospital development, a new toucan 

crossing has been constructed at this location, which addresses both the 

connectivity and level difference issues. 

 

C 1.4  Public Utilities 

 

C 1.4.1 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: Existing speed enforcement cameras are located at various points along the A64 

York Road adjacent to the segregated cycle route.  During times when the cameras 

are being maintained there is a possibility that Police vehicles will be parked on 

the cycle route, which would prevent cyclists from using the facility.  The 

obstruction of the cycle route, could lead to cyclists having to move onto the 

adjacent carriageway and come into conflict with proceeding motor vehicles. 

 

      
 

 
 

Recommendation: Discussions should be held with the West Yorkshire Casualty Reduction 

Partnership with a view to ensuring that the cycle route is not obstructed 

or that the speed cameras are relocated. 

 

Designer Response: When access is required operatives will need to use appropriate TM to 

divert cyclists, in line with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual. This is 

standard practice. 

 

C 1.4.2  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Prior to Sutton Approach) 

 

Problem: Following the construction of the cycle route a double British Telecom inspection 

chamber is now located within the westbound cycle route.  During times when 

work is being carried out on the chamber or the surrounding BT network, the 
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westbound cycle route will be fully obstructed and there is a possibility that BT 

vehicles will be parked on the cycle route.  This will prevent cyclists from being 

able to use the facility and could lead to cyclists moving onto the adjacent 

carriageway or footway and coming into conflict with general traffic or 

pedestrians.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to relocating the British Telecom inspection 

chamber to ensuring that the cycle route is not obstructed. 

 

Designer Response: The costs for moving the chamber are too prohibitive - during the very 

infrequent times when BT need to access this chamber Network 

Management will ensure appropriate TM is installed to divert cyclists 

into the carriageway, in line with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual. 

 

C 1.4.3 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Outside Killingbeck Retail Park) 

 

Problem: The works along the boundary of the Killingbeck Retail Park have been 

constructed in such a manner that the finished level of the footway and cycle 

route has been raised significantly from previous surface levels.  This has resulted 

in creating a drop hazard and whilst pedestrian guardrail has been introduced on 

the sides of the void, there is still the possibility that pedestrians and cyclists could 

fall down either end into the cabinet. 

 

 During the audit site visit, the audit team also witnessed a British Telecom vehicle 

parked, completely obstructing the eastbound cycle route, whilst the engineer 

tended to the cabinet. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to introducing additional panels of 

pedestrian guardrail and/or fencing, particularly on the top side of the 

area around the cabinet. 

 

Designer Response: The existing PGR on the sides of the void is sufficient - there is no 

reason for cyclists or pedestrians to enter this area. In addition, 

installing PGR on the top side would hinder access to the advertising 

panel on the adjacent lighting column. 

 

C 1.4.4 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Adjacent to Halton Dial junction) 

 

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along the back of the footway and vehicular 

traffic increased as a result.  One of the parking bays is situated directly adjacent 

to a utility cabinet and inspection chamber, although the local resident does fully 

use the parking bay as the cabinet protrudes into the footway. 

 

 With the increase in vehicular movements along the footway it is not clear 

whether the inspection chambers have been strengthened to take the increased 

load, particularly the ones located within parking bays, where constant loading 

will be prevalent.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The parking bay adjacent to the utility cabinet should be amended so the 

cabinet does not affect the general use of the bay and all inspection 

covers and ironwork should be assessed to determine whether the 

existing construction can accommodate the increased loading. 

 

Designer Response:  Investigations into the Traffic Regulation Order at this location are 

ongoing 

 

C 1.4.5 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Opposite Killingbeck Retail Park). 

 

Problem: As a result of the poor reinstatement of the grass verge, broken ducting and 

cabling associated with the adjacent illuminated sign is accessible.     
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Recommendation: The grass verge should be reinstated correctly, with the ducting repaired 

and buried to prevent direct access. 

 

Designer Response: Work has been undertaken to reinstate the grass verges to a good 

standard. SSE have been notified of the broken ducting. 

 

C 1.4.6 Location: A64 York Road/Torre Road, Gipton (Outside York Towers) 

 

Problem: The shared footway/cycleway area has been constructed around a redundant side 

entry gully, as opposed to relocating it to the new kerbline.  Following 

construction, the cover of the gully is now open and presents a trip hazard to 

pedestrians and cyclists.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The redundant gully cover and frame should be removed and the void 

filled. 

 

Designer Response: The gully will be removed and the void filled in. 

 

C 1.4.7 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Opposite Halton Dial junction) 

 

Problem: Following construction of the cycle route an existing carriageway crossing box is 

now located in the cycle route.  Following the application of the green surface 

treatment around the chamber a depression has been created which could 

unsettle cyclists when riding over the chamber and through the crossing point. 
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Recommendation: The carriageway crossing box should be reset to the surface level of the 

green surface treatment material. 

 

Designer Response: The depression is minimal (<10mm) and will not cause significant 

discomfort for cyclists.  

 

C 1.5 Access 

 

C 1.5.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches various side road junctions, cyclists have been afforded 

priority across the junctions, with motor vehicles having to give way.  Only a short 

area of carriageway has been provided prior to the ramp of the subsequent speed 

table (max. 8.0m) for vehicles to wait in.  This would cause large vehicles and 

family cars to overhang the nearside running lanes on a high speed road and could 

lead to conflict and collision between vehicles proceeding along the main 

carriageway. 

 

 In accordance with the Department for Transport’s Local Transport Note 2/08, 

there is currently no approved guidance to use such a method of control so close 

to a junction.  
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Recommendation: This new junction layouts should be reviewed and if considered 

appropriate be reconstructed in order to provide an appropriate length of 

carriageway, to allow vehicles to give way, without encroaching into the 

main carriageway, or cyclists should be instructed to give way so vehicular 

traffic are not held unsafely. 

 

Designer Response: Set-back speed tables have been used at junctions where the cycle track 

is either two-way, or there is a localised visibility splay issue. The detail 

is based on Sustrans Design Manual Handbook for Cycle-friendly Design, 

from 2014, which was the most current guidance when the scheme was 

designed. The guidance recommends that set-back speed tables are 4-

8m back from the junction mouth, with additional signage to be provided 

at certain locations to reinforce priority. These sites will be monitored 

for incidents and the need for remedial work will be assessed on an 

individual basis. 

 

C 1.5.2 Location: A64 York Road/Inglewood Drive, Killingbeck  

 

Problem: As the cycle route reaches the York Road/Inglewood Drive junction, cyclists have 

been afforded priority across the junction, with motor vehicles having to give way.  

Only a short area of carriageway has been provided prior to the ramp of the 

subsequent speed table (max. 5.0m) for vehicles to wait in.  This would cause large 

vehicles and family cars to overhang the nearside running lanes of York Road and 

could lead to conflict and collision between vehicles proceeding along the main 

carriageway.  In accordance with the Department for Transport’s Local Transport 

Note 2/08, there is currently no approved guidance to use such a method of 

control so close to a junction. 

 

 The Inglewood Drive junction has been realigned so as to accommodate the cycle 

route with the radii reduced.  This has resulted in the informal pedestrian crossing 

points and the various areas of tactile paving being overrun by vehicles, to the 

extent that the paving has cracked. 
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Recommendation: This junction layout should be reviewed and is felt appropriate be 

reconstructed in order to provide an appropriate length of carriageway, to 

allow vehicles to give way, without encroaching into the main carriageway, 

or cyclists should be instructed to give way so vehicular traffic are not held 

unsafely.  The informal crossing points should be removed and relocated 

to ensure that the areas are not overrun by vehicles. 

 

Designer Response: Set-back speed tables have been used at junctions where the cycle track 

is either two-way, or there is a localised visibility splay issue. The detail 

is based on Sustrans Design Manual Handbook for Cycle-friendly Design, 

from 2014, which was the most current guidance when the scheme was 

designed. The guidance recommends that set-back speed tables are 4-

8m back from the junction mouth, with additional signage to be provided 

at certain locations to reinforce priority. These sites will be monitored 

for incidents and the need for remedial work will be assessed on an 

individual basis.  

 

 The informal crossing points will be reviewed and a bollard installed if 

necessary. 

 

C 1.6 Network Management 

C 1.6.1 Location: Various locations 

 

Problem: At a couple of locations along the route bus stops have been reintroduced, but 

the associated bus stop clearway markings are missing.  It would appear that these 

areas are unfinished with road markings still be carried out. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All appropriate road markings should be undertaken to ensure that the 

bus stops can be enforced in terms of parking. 
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Designer Response:  The missing bus clearways will be installed. 

 

C 1.6.2 Location: A64 York Road, Gipton (opposite Dyrons) 

 

Problem: Despite the presence of regulatory signs along the cycle route to prevent parking, 

it is clear that certain residents are suing the shared footway/cycleway areas for 

on street parking, obstructing the path of both pedestrians and cyclists.  This could 

lead to cyclists and pedestrians having to move into the carriageway and come 

into conflict with general traffic. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: A regular robust enforcement operation should be introduced and carried 

out in order to maintain an unobstructed provision. 

 

Designer Response: Parking enforcement are patrolling the area on a regular basis to prevent 

illegal parking. 

 

C 1.6.3 Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: Following the various works to facilitate the Cycle Superhighway, the widening of 

the footway/cycle route and various reinstatements has meant that both the 

inbound and outbound bus lane markings and surfacing has been eroded, with 

certain sections being narrowed to potential sub-standard widths.  This could 

possibly invalidate the enforcement of the bus lane operation. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: A full assessment of the bus lanes should be carried out to ensure that the 

appropriate width has been retained and all road markings associated with 

the bus lanes should be refurbished and/or replaced accordingly. 
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Designer Response: A minimum lane width of 3.3m has been maintained for bus lanes along 

the majority of the route, with pinch-points occurring rarely over short 

lengths. All missing bus clearway markings will be installed. 

 

C 2.  Local Alignment 

 

C 2.1 New/Existing Road Interface 

 

C 2.1.1 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (opposite Seacroft Hospital) 

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route approaches the Somerville Green junction along the 

shared footway/cycleway, cyclists are directed via the cycle lane back onto the 

carriageway at the exact point where the adjacent petrol filling station exit is.  The 

layout at the exit from the petrol station and the lack of deflection on the nearside 

lane approach on York Road puts cyclists in conflict with vehicles either exiting the 

petrol station or vehicles proceeding eastbound along the nearside, which are 

often seen to overrun the hatching And The end of the cycle lane. 

 

 There is no continuing on carriageway cycle provision after the end of the cycle 

lane, from the petrol station to the Melbourne roundabout junction. 

 

      
 

      
 

Recommendation: The location where cyclists are directed back onto the carriageway should 

be relocated to a point that doesn’t conflict with any private of commercial 

access/egress, with some physical protection/deflection being afforded to 

the cyclist as they re-join the carriageway. 
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Designer Response: Temporary measures have been introduced here with road markings 

until permanent measures are introduced via the upcoming S278 works 

planned for this location.  

 

C 2.1.2 Location: A64 York Road, Burmantofts 

 

Problem: On the westbound section of the cycle route between Upper Accommodation 

Road and Plaid Row, the cycle route runs alongside a service road that facilitates 

parking for a couple of businesses and a local church.  In order to accommodate 

the cycle route, the service road has been reduced to sub-standard width of 

3.95m wide in places and the entry and exit radii have been reduced to such a 

degree that vehicles have to overrun the cycle route and buffer zone in order to 

gain access to or leave the area, evidence of which is clear on the adjacent kerbline 

and verge. 

 

           
 

          
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to reviewing the scheme along this section 

and reconstructing the cycle route, providing the standard widths for the 

service road.  Alternatively, formal waiting restrictions should be 

introduced to restrict parking along the full length of the service road. 

 

Designer Response: The width of the service road has not been altered; it is the same as it 

was prior to the commencement of the works. A Keep Clear bar has been 

introduced at the start of the layby to make it easier for cars to enter the 

service road. At the exit, the double yellow lines have been extended a 

further 6m to make it easier for vehicles to exit the service road. The site 

will be monitored, and if necessary amendments will be made to the 

buffers to make the entry and exits more accessible. 

 

C 2.1.3 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (adjacent to Seacroft Hospital). 
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Problem: As the westbound cycle route approaches the York Road/Oak Tree Lane junction 

cyclists are directed from the shared use area back onto the carriageway via a 

dropped crossing.  Whilst running lanes are sufficient there is a lack of protection 

for cyclists and a motor vehicle overrunning the cycle lane at the same instance 

as a cyclists re-joins the carriageway could lead to a serious collision.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing some form of physical 

protection/deflection to enable cyclist to re-join the carriageway safely. 

 

Designer Response: The S278 works recently undertaken at this location have addressed this 

concern. 

 

C 2.1.4 Location: The start and end of the eastern section of the Cycle Superhighway. 

 

Problem: At each end of the eastern section of the cycle route, there is lack of provision to 

allow cyclists to get on to or off of the cycle route.  At the Barwick Road 

roundabout there is no provision for cyclists to get onto the cycle route from the 

Ring Road.  There is a lack of connectivity to and from the cycle route with no 

formal crossing provision being made for cyclists to access the cycle route across 

the Ring Road from the adjacent Swarcliffe area or the local schools. 

 

 At the City Centre end of the cycle route on the westbound section the route 

simply stops and the transition back into normal footway provision has been left 

uneven and incomplete, with potential hazards for cyclists and pedestrians alike.  

On the eastbound section of the cycle route, whilst incomplete cycle facilities have 

been provided across the on and off slip roads for the A64, there has been no 

provision made for cyclists who want to access the cycle route from Burmantofts 

Street or the city centre. 
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Recommendation: Both ends of the cycle route should be assessed and formal provision 

provided to enable cyclists to access and exit the cycle route safely, with 

particular attention being paid to the city centre end of the westbound 

route. Consideration should also be given to the provision of formal cycle 

crossing facilities at the Barwick Road roundabout, to provide a safe and 

continuous route into the local residential area and nearby schools. 

 

Designer Response: Works have been undertaken at both these locations. At Marsh Lane, the 

cycle track now terminates with hazard paving into a shared area. At 

Barwick Road a dropped crossing has been installed to allow cyclists 

access to the route from the Ring Road. 

 

C 2.1.5 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck. 

 

Problem: On the westbound section of the cycle route between Cross Gates Lane and 

Sandway, the cycle route runs alongside the service road parallel to York Road, 

which facilitates on street parking for numerous residential properties.  In order 

to accommodate the cycle route, the various aspects of the highway, particularly 

between Hawkhill Avenue and Sandway, have been reduced to sub-standard 

widths, with the new footway 1.5m wide, the cycle route 1.45m wide and the 

carriageway being 4.7m wide in places.  The reduction in the varying widths, 

particularly the carriageway, has led to vehicles being parked on the southern 

footway obstructing the pedestrian thoroughfare and there is evidence of vehicles 

either overrunning or being parked on the cycle route. 

 

           
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to reviewing the scheme between Cross 

Green Lane and Sandway and reconstructing the cycle route, providing the 

standard widths for all elements of the highway. 

 

Designer Response: Widths at this location will be reviewed. 

 

C 2.1.6 Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: At various locations along the eastern section of the Cycle Superhighway cyclists 

are instructed to give way to either pedestrians or motor vehicles, although there 

are similar locations where give way markings have not been introduced and 

cyclists seemingly have priority over other road users.  The use of give way 

markings along the cycle route could lead to confusion for cyclists with the lack of 

a consistency and potential conflict with other road users. 
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 Recommendation: A consistent approach to the use of give way markings needs to be taken 

so that there is a consistent message for cyclists. 

 

 Designer Response: A review of the give ways has been conducted; at two-way locations 

cycle give ways are used to provide clarity at congested areas. At one-

way locations the give way markings will be removed. At carriageway 

crossings give ways have been used as an interim measure, prior to 

further remedial work. 

 

C 2.1.7 Location: A64 York Road/Sutton Approach, Killingbeck. 

 

Problem: At the York Road/Sutton Approach junction cyclists, when cyclists are given a 

green signal to proceed through the junction, they are then forced to give-way 

before the junction itself.  It is apparent why the give way markings have been 

introduced, but the use of give way markings at this location could lead to cyclists 

having to look behind them and becoming unsettled and encroaching into the 

carriageway into the path of general traffic.  The give way marking also detract 

from the continuous cycle provision that the scheme was intended to provide. 

 

It is also apparent that the small island between the cycle route and the nearside 

lane is subject to overrunning. 
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 Recommendation: Consideration should be given to utilising the adjacent cycle crossing 

facilities across the Sutton Approach leg of the junction and removing the 

give way markings.  Some form of bollard or marker post should also be 

introduced on the small island to improve its conspicuity. 

 

 Designer Response: The junction will be reconfigured so that the cycle lane runs through 

the junction and the cycle give way marking will be removed.  

 

C 2.1.8  Location: A64 York Road, Gipton. 

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route approaches the York Road/Harehills Lane junction 

cyclists are directed from the shared use area onto the existing footway and then 

back onto the carriageway via a narrow dropped crossing.  Whilst running lanes 

are sufficient and clearly marked there is a lack of protection for cyclists and a 

motor vehicle overrunning the cycle lane at the same instance as a cyclists re-joins 

the carriageway could lead to a serious collision. 

 

           
 

 Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing some form of physical 

protection/deflection to enable cyclist to re-join the carriageway safely, 

possibly using the redundant on carriageway cycle lane. 

 

 Designer Response: Bus clearway will be marked here which should offer protection. 

Additional hatching to be added in advance of the location where 

cyclists rejoin the carriageway. 

 

C 2.1.9 Location: A64 York Road, East End Park. 

 

Problem: The scheme has introduced a formal cycle crossing facility across the slip road 

from York Road onto Torre Road roundabout, with provision being made at the 
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crossing point for cyclists to be able to safely access the cycle route.  The previous 

uncontrolled route onto the existing cycle lane has been retained and could lead 

to cyclists choosing to cross the slip road and enter the cycle route away from the 

formal crossing facility. 

 

           
 

 Recommendation: The previous entrance and the short section of cycle route at the top of 

the slip road should be removed so as to discourage any uncontrolled 

crossing of the slip road. 

  

 Designer Response: The existing cycle lane has been maintained here as it allows confident 

cyclists a direct route to the overpass without using the crossing. 

 

C 2.1.10 Location: A64 York Road/Upper Accommodation Road, Burmantofts. 

 

Problem: The York Road/Upper Accommodation Road junction has been realigned to 

accommodate the westbound cycle route scheme has introduced a formal cycle 

crossing facility across the slip road, with the western radii reduced.  During the 

audit site visit there was clear evidence of the junction radius/ grass verge and 

buffer zone being overrun, potentially by HGVs from the neighbouring 

industrial/commercial area. 

 

           
 

 Recommendation: The junction should be realigned to accommodate the movement of all 

types of vehicles particularly HGVs and remove the likelihood of vehicles 

overrunning the adjacent grass verge. 

 

 Designer Response: The alignment of this junction is to be amended to resolve this issue. 

 

C 2.1.11 Location: Torre Road/Lupton Avenue, Harehills. 

 

Problem: At Torre Road/Lupton Avenue junctions shared footway/cycleway provision is 

provided, where hazard paving and bollards are provided at the end of the shared 
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use facility.   There is however a lack of provision to enable cyclists to re-join the 

carriageway. 

 

           
 

 Recommendation: The shared footway/cycleway should be assessed and a suitable and safe 

facility for cyclists to re-join the carriageway introduced. 

 

 Designer Response: Dropped kerbs will be installed to allow cyclists to rejoin the  

     carriageway. 

 

C 2.1.12 Location: A64 York Road, Gipton (various) 

 

Problem: As the cycle route runs along the section of York Road between Rookwood Avenue 

and Osmondthorpe Lane, the route crosses numerous.  The dropped kerbs for the 

various driveways are set back approx. 1m from the respective driveway and it is 

clear from site observations that vehicles turning into the various driveways are 

overrunning the buffer zone and the cycle route, which could lead to conflict 

between cyclists and motor vehicle.  The narrow dropped crossings also mean 

that residents turning into their driveways are required to slow down to such an 

extent that they may be susceptible to shunt type collisions involving buses in the 

adjacent bus lane. 

  

 
 

 Recommendation: It is understood that the dropped kerbs should start 3m from the private 

access so as to enable vehicles to turn left without overrunning the cycle 

route.  The dropped crossings should be extended to the appropriate 

length so as to remove any potential overrunning of the cycle route and 

shunt type accidents with buses. 

 

 Designer Response: An effort was made to keep as much segregation as possible along this 

section. Wherever possible we have looked to reintroduce the splay 
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kerb to achieve this. The entry tapers to the side roads at this location 

are under review.  

 

C 2.1.13 Location: A64 York Road, Gipton  

 

Problem: On the section of York Road between Rookwood Avenue and Osmondthorpe 

Lane, the scheme has removed the previously wide footways and introduced 

parking lay-bays to the front of the footway and cycle route, adjacent to the bus 

lane.  Whilst the lay-bys seems to be an adequate width to accommodate a 

general car, there is concern that anything larger may protrude into the bus lane 

and could be susceptible to a collision with a passing bus. 

 

 It is also noted that anyone getting in to or alighting a vehicle parked in the lay-by 

has to do so from or into the live bus lane, that carries numerous regular bus 

services, which could lead to serious conflict with buses.  Also anyone boarding or 

alighting a vehicle from the passenger side has to do so from or into the cycle 

route, which could lead to conflict with proceeding cyclists.  

  

     
 

 Recommendation: Consideration should be given to reviewing the layout along this section 

of the scheme, with a view to providing more space for anyone boarding 

or alighting a parked vehicle. 

 

 Designer Response: The parking layby is 2.2m wide - standard width. People alighting from 

vehicles should pay due attention when opening doors to ensure it is 

safe to do so. 

 

C 2.1.14 Location: A64 York Road/Rookwood Avenue, Osmondthorpe  

 

Problem: Across the frontage of the small parade of shops at the York Road/ Rookwood 

Avenue junction, the scheme has reduced the width of the private forecourt and 

parking area in order to accommodate the cycle route and footway.  During the 

audit site visit, the audit team observed vehicles manoeuvring out of the parking 

spaces and having to reverse onto the footway in order to exit the parking area.  

The team also observed the footway being used by parked vehicles and 

completely obstructed. 
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 Recommendation: The parking should be assessed to ensure that the necessary width has 

been provided to enable vehicles to reverse out of the various parking 

spaces along the frontage of the parade.  Consideration should also be 

given to introducing measures to prevent vehicles obstructing the 

footway. 

 

 Designer Response: Parking provision will be reviewed at this location and Parking Services 

notified of the need for additional enforcement.  

 

C 2.1.15 Location: A64 York Road/Rookwood Avenue, Osmondthorpe  

 

Problem: Parking bays have been introduced along York Road between Sutton Approach 

and Diadem Drive, with the cycle route running directly along the rear of the lay-

by.  It is highly likely that due to the close proximity of the cycle route to the lay-

by that a cyclist will come into conflict with a car door being opened into the cycle 

track. 

  

     
 

 Recommendation: In order to avoid any conflict for cyclists, consideration should be given 

to widening the cycle route along the rear of the lay-by. 

 

 Designer Response:  It is the responsibility of car passengers alighting the vehicles to pay 

due attention when opening car doors. The cycle track is 2.0m wide 

here which is wide enough for cyclists to move away from parked cars if 

necessary and in addition the kerbs separating footway and cycleway 

are forgiving enough to allow more room for manoeuvre. 

 

C 2.1.16 Location: A64 York Road, Burmantofts.  

 

Problem: On the eastbound section of the cycle route between Appleton Way and 

Glenthorpe Avenue the outer kerb edge of the cycle route has been laid with a 

40mm upstand.  Whilst this is unlike any type of cycle route along the scheme and 
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the reason for this upstand is known, it could unsettle an intermediate cyclist and 

could lead to them falling into the eastbound bus lane.   

  

     
 

 Recommendation: The 40mm upstand should be removed along this section of the cycle 

route and replaced with a flush kerb edge. 

 

 Designer Response: The conservation kerb has been used to provide a narrow buffer in this 

location. Whilst the actual kerb itself has not been used elsewhere, the 

use of a buffer is predominant throughout the scheme and it is 

therefore consistent and should not pose a problem to cyclists. 

 

C 2.1.17 Location: A64 York Road/Harehills Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane, Osmondthorpe. 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route approaches the York Road/Harehills 

Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane junction cyclists are directed from a segregated cycle 

route back onto the carriageway and the subsequent cycle lane via a dropped 

crossing.  Whilst running lanes are sufficient there is a lack of protection for 

cyclists and a motor vehicle overrunning the cycle lane at the same instance as a 

cyclists re-joins the carriageway could lead to a serious collision.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing some form of physical 

protection/deflection to enable cyclist to re-join the carriageway safely. 

 

Designer Response: As shown in the photograph, the buffer provides clear, physical 

protection for cyclists. 

 

C 2.1.17 Location: A64 York Road, Burmantofts (adjacent to Berking Avenue). 

 

Problem: The contract drawings that were provided for the purpose of the Stage 3 Road 

Safety Audit outline the provision of a formal crossing facility at the location of 

the existing subway.  This feature would have provided excellent connectivity to 
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and from the cycle route and the adjacent local communities, however the 

crossing facility has not been introduced and the subway remains.  

 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to introducing the formal crossing facility 

in order to provide connectivity for the local community.  

 

Designer Response: This crossing was removed from the scheme to ensure deliverability of 

the remainder of the project and given the provision of existing 

crossing facilities to the east and west.  

C 3.  Junctions 

 

C 3.1 Road Markings 

 

C 3.1.1 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck 

 

Problem: On the westbound section of the cycle route, between Sutton Approach and Selby 

Road junctions, differing junction control has been introduced at side road 

junctions.  At one junction cyclists have to give way to vehicular traffic and at 

another junction, vehicles have to give way to cyclists.  This conflicting 

arrangement will lead to confusion between cyclists and drivers, as to who has 

priority and the introduction of give way markings for cyclists detracts away from 

the intended continuous cycle provision. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: A consistent approach should be used at side road junctions, with all 

locations being the same to avoid any confusion to cyclists or motorists. 

 

Designer Response: Locations, such as this, where cyclists are asked to give way are due to 

be reconstructed to provide consistency along the route. 

 

C 3.1.2  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Access to Killingbeck Retail Park). 

 

Problem: Whilst works have been undertaken to provide an eastbound segregated cycle 

route up to the traffic signal junction, the previous on carriageway cycle route has 

been left in-situ along the slip road.  The presence of the old cycle lane could lead 

to potential confusion for cyclists and could lead to a cyclists riding along the old 

cycle lane and coming into conflict with motor vehicles entering the retail park. 
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Recommendation: All redundant cycle markings and red surfacing along the slip road should 

be removed using an approved method and the advanced stop line and 

feeder lane at the traffic signals remarked accordingly. 

 

Designer Response: The redundant cycle lane markings have been removed. The stop line at 

the signals have been remarked. 

 

C 3.1.3 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck. 

 

Problem: Whilst works have been undertaken to provide an eastbound segregated cycle 

route between Harehills Lane and Gipton Approach, old junction markings and a 

section of the previous on carriageway cycle lane have been left in-situ along York 

Road from St Alban Road and across Gipton Approach.  The presence of the old 

road markings and the old cycle lane could lead to confusion and conflict between 

cyclists and motorists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All redundant road markings, cycle lane markings and red surfacing along 

York Road should be removed using an approved method and the new 

junction layout introduced accordingly. 

 

Designer Response: New markings have been installed at St Alban Road junction and old 

markings removed. Existing cycle lane through Gipton Approach has 

been retained to allow confident cyclists a route directly through the 

junction. 

 

C 3.1.4 Location: A64 York Road/Harehills Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane, Osmondthorpe. 
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Problem: As the westbound cycle route reaches the York Road/Harehills 

Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane junction, there is no formal provision or advanced stop 

line to enable cyclists to safely turn right into Harehills Lane.  Cyclists have to 

manoeuvre from the nearside cycle lane, across three lanes of general traffic, 

moving at 40mph, in order to join the dedicated right turn lane.  For even an 

experienced cyclist, let alone an intermediate cyclist, to move across from the 

nearside cycle lane to the offside right turn lane, in a distance of less than 50m, 

within a 40mph speed limit will seriously endanger any cyclist. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to providing formal cycle crossing facilities 

across York Road or alternatively provide an advanced stop line at the 

junction, so as to provide safer connectivity for cyclists to the Harehills 

area. 

 

Designer Response: An advanced stop line will be installed here. 

 

C 3.1.5 Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: At various side road junctions along the cycle route, a few minor junctions appear 

to have been left unfinished, with road markings and green surfacing still to be 

implemented. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with a clear 

indication being given to cyclists, pedestrians and motorists. 

 

Designer Response: These minor side roads have now been completed. 

 

C 3.1.6 Location: Various locations. 

 

Problem: Whilst kerbing and footway works have been carried out at various major 

junctions along the cycle route, from the audit site visit there appears to be 
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substantial amount of old road markings and road studs that have been left in-

situ.  At some of the major traffic signal junctions, the road studs do not align with 

the new crossing points and if drivers were to legitimately pull up to the stop lines 

then they would be obstructing the new pedestrian/cycle crossing facility. 

 

      
 

 
 

Recommendation: All major traffic signal junctions along York Road should be assessed with 

a view to removing all redundant road markings and road studs using an 

approved method.  The works at all traffic signal junctions along the route 

should be completed with a clear indication being given to cyclists, 

pedestrians and motorists. 

 

Designer Response: All incorrect road studs will be removed and replaced accordingly. 

 

C 3.1.7 Location: A64 York Road/Harehills Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane, Osmondthorpe. 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route reaches the York Road/Harehills 

Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane junction, the on carriageway cycle lane terminates at 

the stop line and the segregated cycle route starts after the junction.  At other 

major junctions along the route, such as Stanningley Road/Armley Ridge Road 

junction, a dedicated cycle lane has been marked across the full junction to assist 

cyclists and to provide a warning to left turning motorists of the presence of 

cyclists.  The lack of a dedicated cycle lane across the junction, could lead to 

cyclists travelling across the mouth of Osmondthorpe Lane coming into conflict 

and collision with left turning vehicles. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to marking a dedicated cycle lane across the 

mouth of Osmondthorpe Lane, to link the end of the on carriageway cycle 

lane and the start of the segregated cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: Dedicated cycle lanes have been marked through the east and west arms 

of the junction. 

 

C 3.2 Traffic Signals 

 

C 3.2.1 Location: A64 York Road/Marsh Lane/Burmantofts Street, Burmantofts 

 

Problem: The York Road/Marsh Lane/Burmantofts Street junction has been upgraded as 

part of the Cycle Superhighway scheme, with the inclusion of new crossing 

facilities for cyclists.  During the audit site visit it was noted that the works appear 

to be unfinished with new traffic signal aspects still bagged off, old traffic signals 

still in place and old road studs misaligned with the new wider crossing points. 

 

      
 

      
 

Recommendation: All traffic signal works at this junction need to be completed and safe 

crossing facilities provided for both cyclists and pedestrians. 
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 Designer Response: The incorrect road studs will be realigned here. UTC have commissioned 

the crossing. 

C 3.2.2 Location: A64 York Road/Sutton Approach, Killingbeck. 

 

Problem: The Cycle Superhighway scheme has provided a segregated cycle route through 

the Sutton Approach junction, however it was noted during the audit site visit that 

formal cycle crossing facilities already existed across the Sutton Approach leg of 

the junction.  The existence of the segregated cycle route and the adjacent cycle 

crossing facilities could lead to confusion between cyclists as to which facility they 

are expected to use. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given as to whether the cycle crossing facility on 

Sutton Approach is still warranted following the introduction of the 

segregated cycle route. 

 

Designer Response: The two cycle crossing facilities here are completely separated, so there 

should be no confusion for cyclists. The main Cycle Superhighway route 

is served by the cycle lane, and the toucan crossing serves users of the 

Wykebeck Valley Way, which is a popular family cycle route. It also 

allows users of either route to switch between the two routes, so it is 

useful to have duel facilities here. Proposed Wayfinding signage should 

assist at this location. 

 

C 3.2.3  Location: A64 York Road/B6159 Selby Road/Rookwood Avenue, Halton. 

 

Problem: At the York Road/ Selby Road/Rookwood Avenue junction, the traffic signals 

associated with the cycle crossing facility are no operational, which could lead  to 

cyclists colliding with general traffic if crossing uncontrolled.  There is clear 

evidence that this area has been left unfinished, with footway reinstatement, 

green surfacing and traffic signal works still to be carried out. 
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Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed so as to 

provide cyclists with a safe and appropriate crossing point. 

 

Designer Response: The works have been completed. 

C 4.  Non-Motorised User (NMU) Provision 

 

C 4.1 Adjacent Land 

 

C 4.1.1  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck.  

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route runs along the frontage of Killingbeck Fields, the 

surface level of footway and cycle way has been raised substantially (300mm+ in 

places).  As a result of the increase in the footway level the integrity of the 

boundary fencing has now been reduced and there is now a possibility that a 

pedestrian could fall over the low fence. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: The fencing along the frontage of Killingbeck Fields should be removed and 

re-erected at a suitable height to prevent pedestrians falling into 

Killingbeck Fields.  

 

Designer Response: The height of the fence is in line with birdsmouth fencing used 

throughout the city and is not proposed to be altered. 

 

C 4.1.2  Location: A64 York Road, Seacroft.  

 

Problem: As the eastbound cycle route approaches the Barwick Road roundabout, the 

surface level of footway along the frontage of the Sue Ryder shop has been raised 

substantially (300mm+ in places).  As a result of the increase in the footway level 

the integrity of the boundary fencing, separating the car park from the footway, 

has now been reduced and there is now a possibility that a pedestrian could fall 

over the low fence.  
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Recommendation: The fencing along the frontage of the Sue Ryder shop should be removed 

and re-erected at a suitable height to prevent pedestrians falling into the 

adjacent car park. 

 

Designer Response: The height of the fence is in line with birdsmouth fencing used 

throughout the city and is not proposed to be altered. 

 

C 4.2 Pedestrians 

 

C 4.2.1 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Seacroft Hospital entrance) 

 

Problem: An informal pedestrian dropped crossing has been introduced directly adjacent to 

the large stone boundary wall for the hospital, to enable pedestrians to cross the 

westbound cycle route.  Due to the location of the informal crossing point 

adjacent to the stone wall, visibility to the left is completely prohibited and could 

lead to pedestrians stepping out into the path of cyclists using the cycle route in 

the opposite direction. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The informal crossing point should be removed and re-sited in a location 

where suitable visibility can be achieved. 

 

Designer Response: A proposed full reconstruction of this junction will address this issue. 

 

C 4.2.2 Location: Various locations.  

 

Problem: At various locations along the full scheme, sections of cycle route have been 

introduced solely for the use by cyclists only.  Some of these cycle only routes are 

clearly located on the most direct pedestrian desire line.  There is a lack of signing 

to indicate to pedestrians that the route is for cyclists only and it was clear during 

the audit site visit, that the new cycle route is very well used by pedestrians.   
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Recommendation: Appropriate signing should be introduced along the overall scheme to 

warn pedestrians that the new section of cycle route are for cyclists only 

and are not for pedestrian use. 

 

Designer Response: Investigation into making this a shared facility is underway. 

 

C 4.2.3 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck.  

 

Problem: On the south east side of York Road opposite Killingbeck Retail Park, a section of 

footway has been left unsurfaced, which presents trip hazards for pedestrians. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: The area of footway in question should be surfaced and the trip hazards 

removed. 

 

Designer Response: The work has been completed as part of the S278 Seacroft Hospital 

development. 

 

C 4.2.4 Location: Ivy Street, East End Park.  

 

Problem: Following the introduction of the eastbound cycle route along the frontage of the 

car dealership, the informal pedestrian dropped crossing has been removed on 

the northern side of Ivy Street.  The informal dropped crossing on the southern 

side of Ivy Street has been retained, but pedestrians are now unable to cross Ivy 

Street.  There is now a lack of connectivity for pedestrians at this location.   

 

 
 

Recommendation: Consideration should be given to reinstating the informal dropped 

crossing on the northern side of Ivy Street, in a similar format to other 

locations and providing that connectivity for pedestrian route. 

 

Designer Response:  The crossing has been closed off on the Torre Road Bridge side.  
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C 4.2.5 Location: A64 York Road/Temple View Road, Burmantofts. 

 

Problem: Following the introduction of the westbound cycle route and the relocation of the 

pedestrian dropped crossing points at this location, the desire line for pedestrians 

is still the shortest route through the junction.  During the audit site visit it was 

clear that pedestrians are no longer using the pedestrian crossing points and are 

instead using the cycle route as the shortest desire line.  

 

      
 

Recommendation: The informal pedestrian dropped crossing should be relocated back to the 

pedestrian desire line to discourage pedestrians from using the cycle route 

as opposed to the footway. 

 

Designer Response: The deviation for pedestrians is minimal, there is no substantial benefit 

of altering the alignment of the footway here. 

 

C 4.2.6  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Adjacent to Killingbeck Police Station) 

 

Problem: The tactile paving layout associated with the existing traffic signal crossing 

facility has been laid incorrectly and does not conform to the Guidance on the 

use of Tactile Paving Surfaces.  The non-standard tactile paving layout could 

confuse blind and partially sighted people, who could misconstrue the situation 

and cross into the carriageway. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The conflicting tactile paving should be removed and re-laid to the 

appropriate layout. 

 

Designer Response: These tactiles will be removed and installed correctly. 

 

C 4.2.7  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Halton Dial junction).  
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Problem: Between Gipton Approach and Wykebeck Valley Road the alignment of the 

segregated cycle route is such that the cycle route runs along the edge of the 

carriageway and parking is facilitated within the footway to the rear.  The 

presence of parked vehicles to the rear of the footway obstructs the area and 

causes major problems for blind and partially sighted people, who would use the 

various boundary walls as a guide until they reached the tactile paving associated 

with the formal pedestrian crossing facilities.  Work has recently been undertaken 

to reduce the length of the tactile paving, which now offers the possibility that 

blind or partially sighted people could miss the tactile paving and the controlled 

crossing point and collide with adjacent parked vehicles.  Any enforcement to 

prevent parking in the cycle route cannot be undertaken without penalising those 

vehicle parked on the adjacent footway. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: The section of the scheme from Gipton Approach to Wykebeck Valley Way 

should be revisited, with a view to introducing the same layout as the 

opposite side of York Road, whereby parking is provided in lay-bys, 

pedestrians can use the footway unobstructed and suitable enforcement 

can be undertaken to ensure the cycle route is free from parked vehicles. 

 

Designer Response: The TRO at this location is under review by LCC Traffic Management 

team. The resolution of this issue would require resolution of the TRO.   

 

C 4.2.8  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (opposite Seacroft Hospital).  

 

Problem: Between Lyme Chase and Somerville Green the cycle route changes from 

segregated to shared footway/cycleway, with the shared use section being 

delineated by a solid continuous white line.  The width of the footway element 

dramatically reduces to a sub-standard width, approx. 1m.  In accordance with 

Section 8.5 of the DfT Local Transport Note 2/08, the minimum recommended 

width for urban footways on local roads should be 2 metres.  This reduced 

footway width could lead to pedestrians using the cycle lane element of the area 

and coming into with a cyclist. 
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Recommendation: The sub-standard footway should be removed and either the appropriate 

footway width provided or an un-delineated shared use provision 

introduced. 

 

Designer Response: The S278 works at Seacroft Hospital will be altering this area in the near 

future. This is a temporary design minimising abortive works. 

C 4.2.9  Location: A64 York Road, Gipton.  

 

Problem: Outside the Karpaty supermarket on York Road, a buffer zone has been 

constructed directly opposite the front door.  There is likelihood that customers 

could exit the supermarket and trip over the buffer zone, falling into the cycle 

route. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The buffer zone directly in front of the supermarket entrance should be 

removed and the footway reinstated. 

 

Designer Response: The buffer provides segregation between the cycleway and footway its 

removal would result in abuse of the cycleway. 

C 4.3 Cyclists 

 

C 4.3.1  Location: A64 York Road, East End Park (Torre Road Bridge). 

 

Problem: As the westbound cycle route crosses the Ivy Street slip road via the new cycle 

crossing facility, the route joins up to the existing on carriageway cycle lane that 

proceeds over Torre Road Bridge.  Whilst the cycle route is separated from general 

traffic by means of white hatching, the lack of formal physical segregation over 

the bridge structure, along a 40mph stretch of road carrying HGVs, is a very 

intimidating situation for any cyclist, let alone an intermediate or novice cyclist. 
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Recommendation: Consideration should be given to introducing a buffer zone along the 

alignment of the hatch markings to provide the segregation from general 

traffic. 

 

Designer Response:  Coloured surfacing is under review at this location and light segregation 

buffer facilities are being investigated. 

 

C 4.3.2  Location: A64 York Road, Burmantofts. 

 

Problem: As part of the cycle route approaches the toucan crossing facility adjacent to 

Upper Accommodation Road, no dropped crossing provision has been made for 

cyclists to enable them to exit the cycle route and use the crossing facility and 

cross York Road. 

   

     
 

Recommendation: A dropped crossing, road markings and appropriate signing should be 

introduced on the approach to the toucan crossing. 

 

Designer Response: A dropped kerb will be installed to allow cyclists access to the crossing. 

 

C 4.3.3  Location: A64 York Road, East End Park. 

 

Problem: As the segregated westbound cycle route reaches the pedestrian crossing 

adjacent to Skelton Terrace, the formal cycle provision suddenly terminates and 

cyclists are left to their own devices along the frontage of the White Horse public 

house and the parade of shops, until they reach the new cycle crossing facility at 

the top of the Ivy Street slip road.  Cyclists riding along the footway in this area 

are likely to come into conflict with parked vehicles and pedestrians from the 
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various businesses.  The contract drawings show a segregated cycle route along 

this section, but this has not been provided. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: The segregated cycle route as shown on the contract drawings should be 

introduced along this section of York Road, to ensure a continuous cycle 

provision. 

 

Designer Response:  Installation of a facility at this location is under review. In the interim 

shared use facilities are an adequate width.   

 

C 4.3.4 Location: A64 York Road, East End Park 

 

Problem: The cycle route at the start of Torre Road Bridge is littered with debris, glass, 

rubbish, etc. which could present problems for cyclists using the route.  This will 

become more of an issue during the inclement and icy weather. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: A regular, robust and continuous cleaning/maintenance regime, as set out 

in Section 8.17 of the Department for Transport’s Local Transport Note 

2/08- Cycle infrastructure Design (Appendix A) needs to be introduced to 

ensure that the cycle route can be used without issue. 

 

Designer Response: A full and thorough maintenance programme is being conducted. 

 

C 4.3.5 Location: A64 York Road, East End Park. 

 

Problem: As the segregated westbound cycle route proceeds away from the Melbourne 

roundabout, the segregated cycle provision suddenly terminates and cyclists are 

sent back onto existing footway that had been designated shared 

footway/cycleway until after the Bridle Path junction.  The contract drawings 
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show a segregated cycle route along this section, but this has not been provided 

and whilst a shared use facility has been provided, there appears to be a lack of 

continuity in the cycle route. 

 

     
 

Recommendation: The segregated cycle route as shown on the contract drawings should be 

introduced along this section of York Road, to ensure a continuous cycle 

provision. 

 

Designer Response: The future S278 works at Seacroft Hospital will be altering this area. The 

current layout minimises abortive works. 

 

C 4.3.6 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck 

 

Problem: The westbound cycle route adjacent to the boundary wall of Seacroft Hospital is 

littered with leaves from the adjacent trees, which could present a skid résistance 

issue for cyclists using the route.  This will become more of an issue during the 

inclement and icy weather. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: A regular, robust and continuous cleaning/maintenance regime, as set out 

in Section 8.17 of the Department for Transport’s Local Transport Note 

2/08- Cycle infrastructure Design (Appendix A) needs to be introduced to 

ensure that the cycle route can be used without issue. 

 

Designer Response: A full and thorough maintenance programme is being conducted. 

 

C 4.3.7 Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck 

 

Problem: A dropped crossing has been provided at the commencement of the inbound bus 

lane opposite Killingbeck Retail Park, so cyclists can gain access back onto the 
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segregated cycle route.  The dropped crossing has not been laid flush and the 

upstand could unsettle cyclists.  This area of the scheme appears to be unfinished 

with surfacing, road markings and green surfacing still to be undertaken.  

 

 
 

Recommendation: The works in this area of the scheme need to be completed with clear 

indications being given to cyclists. 

 

Designer Response: The S278 works recently undertaken at this location have addressed this 

concern. 

 

C 5.  Road Signs, Carriageway Markings and Lighting 

 

C 5.1 Signs 

 

C 5.1.1  Location: Various locations  

 

Problem: A vast amount of the non-illuminated bollards that have been installed as part of 

the scheme have been erected either incorrectly or in the wrong location, giving 

pedestrians and cyclists the completely wrong information.  In certain locations 

this situation could lead to conflict and collision between pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: An assessment of all the non-illuminated bollards along the route should 

be carried out and those bollards which are incorrect for the circumstance 

should be removed and replaced with the correct bollards/sign face so as 

to depict the correct information. 

 

Designer Response: A full assessment of the bollards along the route has been conducted and 

the incorrect sign faces have been corrected. 
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C 5.1.2  Location: A64 York Road, Osmondthorpe. 

 

Problem: On the approach to the York Road/Osmondthorpe Lane/Harehills Lane junction a 

lane designation sign has been erected on two new poles directly in front of an 

existing lighting column.   

 

 
Recommendation: In accordance with the City Council’s policy for reducing street clutter, an 

assessment of the sign location should be carried out with a view to 

removing one of the sign poles and erecting the sign on the remaining pole 

and the lighting column. 

 

Designer Response: An assessment of all the signs along the route has been conducted and 

any unnecessary signs will be removed. 

 

C 5.1.3  Location: Various locations. 

Problem: In various locations new sign poles have been erected straddling the cycle route, 

yet there are no new signs erected. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: All new signing should be erected at the appropriate height above the 

cycle route or alternatively the sign poles should be removed. 

 

Designer Response: Missing signs have been erected. And redundant posts will be removed. 

 

C 5.2 Carriageway Markings 

 

C 5.2.1  Location: A64 York Road, Killingbeck (Halton Dial junction). 

 

Problem: On the section of the eastbound cycle route prior to Harrison Crescent, parking 

bays have been introduced to the rear of the footway to accommodate residential 

parking.  Adjacent to the advanced direction sign 3no. parking bays have been 

marked out; however the middle bay cannot be accessed or exited if a vehicle is 
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parked in the first bay due to the very close proximity of the advanced direction 

sign. 

 

 
 

Recommendation: The parking bay immediately adjacent to the advanced direction sign 

should be removed using an approved method. 

 

Designer Response: The TRO in this location is under review by LCC traffic management 

 

C 5.2.2  Location: A64 York Road/Harehills Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane, Osmondthorpe. 

 

Problem: Whilst the feeder lanes and the advanced stop line areas on the eastbound 

approach to the junction have been subject to green surface treatment, it would 

appear that this area is still unfinished, with road markings still to be introduced.   

 

 
 

Recommendation: The appropriate road markings should be introduced to complete the 

cycle facilities. 

 

Designer Response: The appropriate markings have now been installed. 

 

C 5.2.3  Location: A64 York Road/Harehills Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane, Osmondthorpe 

 

Problem: It is clear that the westbound carriageway of York Road has been resurfaced and 

new road markings introduced.  At the tie point adjacent to the York 

Road/Harehills Lane/Osmondthorpe Lane junction there is a clear 1m discrepancy 

between the lane markings associated with the inbound bus lane, which could 

affect the enforcement of the bus lane provision. 
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Recommendation: The bus lane markings should be removed and replaced with the correct 

alignment. 

 

Designer Response: This work has now been completed as part of the LCC Maintenance 

resurfacing programme. 

 

C 5.2.4  Location: A64 York Road/Plaid Row 

 

Problem: Whilst the new layout for the cycle route has been introduced it would appear 

that there are still elements to be carried out, such as road markings for the side 

road.  The area is clearly unfinished. 

 

      
 

Recommendation: The necessary road markings need to be completed at this location. 

 

Designer Response: These markings have now been installed. 
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AUDIT TEAM STATEMENT 

 

We certify that we have examined the drawings listed in the Introduction, with the sole purpose of 

identifying any features, or combination of features, that could be modified such as to improve the overall 

safety of the scheme. The problems identified have been noted, together with suggestions for 

improvement, which we recommend for consideration, and with a view to implementation. 

 

 

 Signed _____________________    Nick Borras 

 

 

 Date  ______________  Principal Engineer 

       Traffic Management East 

       Highway Services 

       City Development 

       Ring Road Middleton 

       Leeds 

 

 Signed _____________________    Martin Callaghan  

 

 Date  _______________  Assistant Road Safety Engineer 

       Road Casualty Reduction Team 

       City Development 

       Ring Road Middleton 

       Leeds 

 

 Signed _____________________    Vicki Franks 

 

 Date  ______________  Transport Planner 

       Transport Policy 

       Highway Services 

       City Development 

       Ring Road Middleton 

       Leeds 

 

 Signed _____________________    Sean Hewitt 

 

 Date  ______________  Group Engineer 

       Engineering Projects 

       City Development 

       Ring Road Middleton 

       Leeds 

 

 Signed _____________________    Nicholas Hunt 

 

 Date  ______________  Traffic Engineering Manager 

       Traffic Management 

       Highway Services 

       City Development 

       Ring Road Middleton 

       Leeds 
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APPENDIX A  -  MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME 
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APPENDIX B  -  SCHEME DRAWINGS 

 


